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Abstract 

The variety of surface forms that may be used to convey a given speech act pose a 
major problem in modelling task-oriented (and other) dialogues. Many such forms are so
called indirect speech acts, that is, surface form does not correspond to the (or one) intended 
speech act. While this topic has received extensive attention from linguists, their concerns 
have not usually been computationally motivated. In this paper, I present a non
computational analysis of indirect speech act forms with an eye to computational 
considerations. 

The paper is divided into two parts. Part l presents categories and rules for indirect 
speech acts, justified where possible by traditional linguistic arguments. The second part of 
the paper draws a set of computational implications from the material presented in Part I. 
This is done within the general framework of a process model of recognition. Part 2 
contains a discussion of the basic types of mechanisms needed for the classes of indirect 
speech act identified in Part I. The discussion includes an examination of the dependencies 
between processes and an initial categorization of the types or knowledge that must be 
considered in interpreting indirect speech acts. 
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I. lntroclpc;tjon 

I.I. The Area of latemt 

The variety of surface forms that may be used to coovey a given speech act pose a 

major problem in modelling dialogue.1 Consider, for example. some of the different ways to 

ask someone else to. write a computer program for you: 

· I.I I request that you write a program to manipulate blocks for me. 
1.2 Write a program totUt1iputate'0blocb.for,,_· · · 
1.3 Would/Will you write a program to manipu1ateJllletk•wr me? 
1.4 Could/Can you write a program to manipulate blocks for me? 
1.5 I want you to write a program·to manipulate blocks feune., , 
J.6 I want a program to manipulate blocks wrttt• •. 
1.7 I want a program to manipulate blocks. 
1.8 I would like you to w.rile a prcigram J:o maniplllate blocks for me. 
1.9 I would like a program to manipulate blocks written .. 
1.10 I would like a program to manipulate blocks. 
I.II ~ive·n,e.a-~ram to ma11i,-Jate blDGs. , 
1.12 Would/Will you give me a program to manipulate blocks? 
U3 Could/Can yov.giveme a progmn.to 11111ltipltlate,blacb? 
I.H I want you to give me a program to manipulate blocks. 
l.15 .1 would like·J$11 to gt,#e lPI! a ,racram ••.,ulate blocks, 
1.16 Write me a program, would/will you? 
1.17 Write,me .- :PfPl!'llllt <GUktltiaA. you? 

I. I am grateful to William A. Martin and members of the Knowledge Based Systems Group 
at the MJ.T.. Laboratory for Compvcer .&ieAU. Their work prov~ the foundation on 
which this paper is based. The OIU.-1. knowledge representation formalism used • for the 
process fflQdel disc:uued . in Part 2 and the ·,approach to :interpreting procedural 
representations are products of the efforts of this group. I also wish to thank &ill Mark, 
Candy Sidner, Peter Szolovits, and Jim Weiner for helpful comments on drafts of this paper 
and Ashok MaUJOtra, WiHiam Mann, and• Louis Melli for •king d.ialogue' tnnxttpts 
available to me. 
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U1ter.1nces IJ to U7 arr commonly called in,lirrct spttclr acts, sinct' the surfact' rwm~.-.s.oot' 

. cont>spond directly to the intendt'd Sf>tt<:h act This is nor a complett' list but is intffldt'd 

only to illustrate the varit'ty of forms that are possible. Similar Hsts ceutd'W 1111actt,·(or:ctither' 

SJ>f?ech acts. Requests sffl1l to have tht' targnt numbl'r of possiblt forms, but warnings, 

sugge!>tiens, amt qut>stions also appt'ar in a numbtt of variations. In fact, an spttch acts ' 
~ z ~ 

', ')~ . 
wtth rhe t'xcrption of Somt' u•rffllOfli.tl am sttm to han at least SOffll' indirt'ct forms. 

, I •• :di;--·J ~ . -·, :--~ 

For ~ thf'ory to ::tdttqt1.1tely dt"af with indirtct srech· ~cts. (hfflcdorth, ISAs2) it must 

cont.tin at k-.t(.f thf' foHowm~ rnmpoomts: 

A characterization of tM forms tltatntay.lllf-- IOton"Y 
indivldmt Sf'"dt;acu . 

~. A dt'scriplioffof JJWChanilfn(s) rcuitfatt"'surfaff forMS to 
unrlt>rlying ~f)t't'(h acnl 

'.\. An acf."otmt of tht- convt'fsatienaJ itnplkaliMs of ffiG8Sibg 
a partKubr surfattt form 

Pam I and ~ of this papt>r relate. rt'specttwty, 19 ftlti first two of ~goats. 1ft Part I I 

present a group of distincfiioos int~ as the ~-el.a t&,cCJRiiiilf'Gf' lSA tortns· (Goal I). 

The. ratrgones prOJ)OS"d draw en: iftstghK mwa, but not .-ssatfly tht>'_dleort'tkal 

framework of. previom work in this area (e.g .• Saliit.t:~'Sarle; lftd~UoNloft and Lakoff). 

Tht' catf'gones differ in important ways, howeYt'r, from l'XisUng proposals. Although the 

~- I hopf' that the similarity bfiWttn this abbffviatiolt Of indlr«t s-t,,tclt «t and iS-A. a 
nafllt' used commonly in 1ttt, AmficiaJ .-~ lkeratu~ ,_ a mmiKhic Stmanlic 
rl'bt1omhip. is not too distracting. Thl' fftters: d ISA are ~, liMHv.._.,, not· as 
,m acrMym. 

3. Hert' and ebewhere in thl' paptt, I USl' surfac, for• to mnrt Simplf a wtith!n or spoken 
English utterance. · ' 
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choicr. of tht'~e ca.tegorics was strongly motivated by computational comideralions, they are 

mpporrt>d by independent linguistic evidffltt as wff. This u~ of non.:computationa1 

evidPnce to justify t.omputationally attractive categories is• a methodological strength of the 

presentation. 

Part 2 of this paper focusses on the se(Ond area ctted above. There I concentrate on 

rttognition and de~cribe tl'SJleCts of an ISA process medet. ISA recognition cannot be 

complrtely divorced from general issues of recognition, and I haye set the process model 

within a larger framewcr,rk. ISA processmg: can,· however; be viewed independent of a 

p,uticula r implmlentation, and that has ~ done hffe. 

The third .trf:'a citec:Habove, accotinting for tfte. conversational implications of choices, 

wilt not mo given a s~rematic trea"tmt>nt ht>re due to the scope of rl'tl problem. Some work 

in this arn has ah·eady been done, e.g., that by latoff [I!',] and Davtson [7]. 

My account of ISAs will be restricted to task-orienttid dialogue, Which was defined by 

Grosz as "one in which two (or more) people• communicate for the sole purpose of 

completing some tuk" {8}.4 I would extmd this deftnitim'befond people to inctude 

communicating systems (i.e. computers). A good model t>f task-oriented dialogue would 

havf' obvious. practical advantages in the realm of human-machine interaction. Beyond· 

this. task-orw.ntro dialogttt has some tnethodok,gkal advantages. First, the task being 

carried out not only gives structure to the dialogue: btft,atso gives, valuable ind~t 

information to the outsider trying to interpret dialogue·ttanscrifits. lnfdtmation about the · 

4. Although this definition opens up the possiblity of more than two participants, I will 
restrict my attention to two-party conversations. 
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task can be pr1rt1cul;i~ly, meftit in a,scribing goals and motivations to diaJogue participants. 

Stcood. rh, convenatwnal implicatiOM,of: t~ 1 pa,tieular ISA form (GOill 3. abev~) 

are gm('rany· lftss crncial -to tuk-orimted d._logne thatt, say. to lhe IM~apeutic dialogue 

:rnalyzf.'d by Labov and Famhf.'I [HJ. This does not mtan that the implications of choices 

can. b.- ignorf!d in an ISA modtf. but tt d0ts mtan that work on madelltng task-oriented 

dialogut can proct't'd witllout waiting for a ful systematic trntmmt of the implications of 

choices. 

In ckveloping dais tm:ument of ISAs, J haH CGllm\JQCed OA•lhe ams of similarity 

bt'twtten typewrilttn and spoken utteranct'S, which tnnns that I· Wil have little to say 'about 

featur<'s umqt1t to ~h. tt.g .• intofla:tien. Cfflltnly more worl on the pla" of special 

spttch mechanisms is wur.anted. The commoaaJitin bet~ written a,1Ct;0r•l modes are a 

good ptacl! to start. howevtr, because- thtre is -a. good dahof lexic:at and grammatical 

vari.-hon to be accountf.'d for in ISAs. 

Two additional remarks: fifst,-exampk-s are drawn ftona. aeveral1cttff«fflt sources. A 

num~r of "'xampk-s .ut' drawn from rht> ISA lik'rature, and 181M have bten taken from 

transnipts of both tn,ewrillf.'n .and spokm dillogua. The rest of the examples are 

manufactured ones. to avoid the nt"Ct'Ssity of long sctne--wtting exptanatialls and to more 

Puily highkght th€' phenomffla that .are of inlffest Akhougft I have bNft,able to find 

count11rparts for. SOlnP. of ,thfo manu{~ured examples in dialogue transcr;pts. this has not 

been the ca!-t' for.alt of them. In gt'flera~ l leaff the.e,npiriQI ~dieatiCJn,of' die proposed 

ISA framework to further rest-arch and appeal instead to the linguistic intuitions of the 

readt'r. 
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The sf.'cond remark rel~tes to represt'fttation. A major focus of this paper is on rules 

and pif'ces of semantic representation that together, I claim, can be shown to account for a 

large variety·of ISA forms. The rules andst'fflantic representations are presented here-·in 

informal English, although they have been translated into a knoWtedge representatiott 

scheme calted 0\1:1 1.-1. I fttl fhat semantic representations in gtnera-1 are stiff tn their 

infancy; we still have only an imperfect· idea about what elements should be -included in a 

semantic represt'ntaiion and why. Btcause of this, little would be ,gamed by the use of the 

notation here. The loss of precision in using Engmh is hoptfufty offset by the greater 

intelligibiltty of the prf"sentation and the obvious applicabiltty of the fSA rules acr~s 

repre~entation sc.h~es. 

I am. then,· comidering ISAs in ta~k-Ofiented dfatogue,' and I will be working 

prJmarily with the commona1ittf"s that exist between writtffl and spoken forms. Before a 

more detailed mrvey of what the paper will include, 1 will tist 10fflt· of the areas that rvill 

not bP comidered. 

t.2. Excluded Topics 

Then'' are two sets of topics that will be exchlded from consideration. The first relates 

to phenomena that I do not consider to be ISAs. The set:ond Jet1 or tq>tcs relates to 

legitimate IS As that will be ignort'd in an effort to limit the scope of the paper. 

We start with thf" non·lSM. ISAnWH be categorized by their intended underlying 

speech acts. so this exdudes speech acts that are not inttndffl by the sptalter/sender, Pl.5 

5. To simphfy discussion of dialogue exchanges, I will call the speaker/sender of the first 
utterance considered Pl and the hearer/receiver P2. If subsequent related u~rances are 
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Fot: ~xampk-. considP.f the ca~ whef~ Pl inlmds • ~ des<ription of .a personal wish but. 

Whatnt'rdte resuk of Pfs u1...-anc-e. if-Pldid llCII intend ~ti_a r~ then I 

wilt no4',comidtt it 00ft, · 

Anotht-¥-!-ort of utwrance that will not be CCIIISkkred to bf an ISA is OM where there 

i5 an additional implicit smse-arismg only from a'. part~ caoccurena of',dialogue $leps. 

For e\ample,;in-a <omptttl'r consok- St\sion f'llvironmmt. users sometimes type ahank you• 

in a pla((k wlwre ot~r fflt'fS type thank you• follDwtd _,, •Gaod-t,ye·. I do not consider 

'Thank you", when it occurs illone in such a ,sit~ co~ aa ~ cbing. l~ead. I 

considf"r rhe closing to be 11n optional step, which may be omitted. in the: presmte or 

utteranct's rhat uniqut-ly ,-ideaUfJ Jltr p~u ill. tM dialog.w. · A ~r. op.tio,aal -StfP would be 

a statemt>nt admowledgmem such as •1 undt'fJtand,~ 1.Jli.hulJ~ or •o.K.• If the -.ext 

uuttran«> is onf" that• shows that the stillt'nwnt flas been Ulld«.sauod. an acknowWgmmt · is 

not Mrictly nl'Ct"~sary. The criterion I am using to distingUish ISAs from uttttances 

prect"ded or foHowrd by omitted optional steps is that ,S,f /orwu art deriva6lt /r011t 

conditioru aJSociatrd ruitlt. tl,r contJl'Jfd spttclr act(s). Uttttances that •implJ~ omined-sttpS do 

so based on ttfations-itips at a level of dialogue StJucture, nae aggregate thaa $pft!Ch acts.6 

Con~ntly.:justb~ause one uttttance UI implies .. her,,, UZ. tWs doeslKJt man ta_.1 Ul 

discussed. thffl Pl and P2 cmfinueto refeNo~~ ~tl. T.Mooly plaus that I 
depart from this conVPntton is in reporting on otMr theories. In thfte cases. I follow the 
terminology ust'd by tht' author of tht' tht'ory. 

6. See Section 'I for a discussion of aspect5 of this lenl of dialogue structure. I suspect that 
applintion of tM framework describttl thMe couW lad. _to good progress in char•cterizing 
tM condttions that Pffmil omietflt steps. 
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should automatically he classed as an ISA with the force conv,y«J by U2 as an underlying 

s~ch act 

This takes c~re of forms that will not be considered ISAs, and now I_ briefly list 

phenomena that, although intr.-resting. are beyond the 1scopt,,of tttu·11aprr. ·llfe first of' the 

exctudeci phPnomffia are cases in which rull's or corivtffflionS If~ vietated. Examples are 

delibNate v1olat1om such as 1mincffity and accidental ones suctt·as mistakes. In addition, I 

will not discms wh,u 1 consider ro be ~f.'Cond otidet u~s of speech acts, suet, as samum, 

Joke,;, or failure to make standard choice5 (eg:, Pl'makes an utterance and has not decided 

whf'ttlPr at is a qoeshon m- a requt>st for a nonverbal action).7 Finally, I have -excludt"d 'Orie 

panicutn cla~s of ISAs. thost> identified by Fraser as Mdged ~;-formatives [t). This class 

of IS As. although extrmtely interest-mg. -seems to be of relatively minOr importance for the 

type of di1t~ue I am considt>ring. 

A final area th::1t is considered only partiaHy is context. Linguistic and situattonal 

contt>xt plays a maJOr rote in both thP gmeration and the understandinge of-lSA forms. The 

role of context clearly cannot be ignored. At the same Orne, a fuM -account of the nature of 

context is a ma~sive undertaking. and ont that has implications Far beyond ISA forms. 

This ftapt'r; th«!, contains less than thl' foll-sthry Otl-C~~. ~•hougtt-1 hav-e given it a 

relativtly large amount .of attmtion. See in particular Section t2. · 

7. One interesting second order use of ISAs is in what can be -called Jorct sl,.ift. In these 
· cases. one speech act form 1s used to "masquerade" as another. For example, one may use a 
suggt>stion -form such as "How about picking up the 1bkicks now?" il't an envttonment where 
authority and role relationships make it clear that the utterance is functioning as a 
command. In general. force shift seems to be used to give Pl the appearance of greater 
benevolence or to save face for P2. 
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1.3. Tht- Orga:nization of the· Paper 

I will hnish this introduction with II briri dtseription of the organization of -the 

paper. Part I ·begins witJJ a :dtscrtPffl.'11 of •he map points· o( speech act •~Y that have 

affect('d u~ model .prr5:e~ heie. Jn St'cti1Jn 2 J am parttcularlf mncerned wilh issues of 

taxOOQmy. since an accOUlll of :ISA.s depends en clear -,undar,in belWffll classes of' speech 

acts. SectID,R ~ givrs a,·dffajlfd v.iew of th, SfJft<h acu-llSld, as ~ throughout the 

paptt1, and S!e(;uon 4 intredu«-s the: OWJ.-,1 medlod. a. st~ for r'Pfesmlffll actions. 

The prelimmaries. aside .. Secuons 5 through .7 focu~,en. ISAs-. Section 5 -diKUsses thrft 

diflerent tbeorjes of 1$/U,il~d the,-next ~WP ~hons pment a thear,y,lhat buildS-on allthree 

of tht>se, whi_fe:al~,a~wuruiftg for addiUonal phenolMnit~,• a-rU.Ularr,·$«tion 6 pr~• 

~ of_gent>ralJSA rlW!S, Section 7 shows ~;t-he,e_Alles mllSt b!trestrkted atld augfflfflted 

to account for the ISA data. This stetion identifies a set of cateprtes that :a«GUftt, for ,some 

of tht> major-diffl'r•e5•found among ISA ftJrfM. -

The computatieaal impli<ations of t• ISA laXCIMlmJ,are,denloped in Part 2. The 

cmtral them of Part 2 is as follows: 

The phenomenon of indirect spetch acts is too complex to admit to a single, 
untform computaoooa1 matmmt ~t · is, necasary,. then, to idellti£y dasses· ef u,d.ed 
speech acts that share similar i computational properties and use different 
representations and pr~smg stra~ for ~ different •ssa · 

By no coincidence at all the candidates for differing computational treatment are exactly the 

categorit's devt>lopfd ift ·Part I. 

While r«ognitioft: of ISAs hu 0its o•tt unique aspa;ts. it cannot be viewed entirely 
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separarely from the whole problem of recognizing utterances. For this reason, after some 

additional introductory remarks in Section 8, Section 9 discusses the points in the 

recognitmn process that have the most direct relevance to the processing of ISAs. Section JO 

presents general observations on ISA processing in the light of the recognition framework 

that was described, and Section Jl contains specific proposals for a mechanism. Finally, 

Section 12 is an initial characterization of the knowledge sources that come into play in 

framing and interpreting ISAs. 
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PART I 

THE TA~ONOMY OF INDIRECT SPEECH ACTS PROPOSED 
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2. Defining and Organizing SIJ'!Ch Acts 

2.1. Some Major Points from Speech Act Theory 

Any treatment of IS As necessarily, rests on a gen~al. . .th•y of speech acts. 

Fortunately for the theory, but unfortunately for would-be summarizers, the speech act 

literature is extensive. Since I cannot hope to adequately summarize it here, I wilt mention 

only those aspects of the theory that are reflected directly ill the account of IS As to be given._ 

Readers unfamiliar with speech act theory are referred to Austin [2l Searle (29), and, for a 

wide-ranging bibliography, Verschueren {3i]. More specialized ref~rences will be cited in 

the course of this section. 

The centra I thesis of speech act theory is that a strict dichotomy between speech and 

action is untenable. Before Am.tin, much of the philosophical interest in language centered 

around its descriptive uses and the conditions _under which statements could be judged right 

or wrong. While acknowledging this constativt use of language, Austin identified a class of 

utterances which .he calred ;trformattves. ~anda.rd exampl,s of explicit performative 

utterances are: 

2.1 I name this ship the Queen Elizabttli. 
2.2 I bet you sixpence it will rain tomorrow. 

Once 2.1 is uttered under the proper circumstances, the ship offitiJlly. has a name, and, once 

2.2 is uttered, a bet has been proposed. The important point about these and other 

performatives is that saying sometliing is also doing sometlttng. 

Austin's central insight that language is action was taken up and developed further in 
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the work of Searle. In [29] Searle identifies fivt typft- of •c,uf#uUW'Rlln for speech acts. 

Constitutive rules create or define new forms of behavior, as opposed to regulating or 

sanctioning behavior. Searle's five ty~ of rules. when taten eapdler, are tntmdfld tctgive 

necessary and sttfficimtoonditions for fJ'ffortnanOtof-1 speedtact. :Thehe.typn of rules 

I. Rules shared by all speech acts are those based on unu/ ln,Ut and outfnl.t 
to1tdition1, whictf Seat1t- dt-scribfS· H '°tM range• allditialls Ullder whidt any kt,tcl 
of ~rious and literal linguistic communication is posslble.4 

. ' 

2. f'rc,fxtsititmal · contrnr rttfts · dfS<rile a:JnSMtnft: an the .,..._itional content of 
speech acts. The propositional content of a speech act is. very informaffy, what the 
speech act is "about." For txample, the propositional content flt·• .Nqlltlt is ••·future 
act A of H." (H is St'arle's abbreviation for Marer. S, whkh appean below, stands for 
~ker.) 

3. Stnaru-, rules are those based on conditions that must occur for the speech act to 
be ~ormed· sincmly. Thto 'Sinffl'itf rlil! fat ftqlll• il·tMC tW· nqunt ts 11tte1ed 
only if "S wants H to do A .... 

1. Prtparatt111 rules artt those bawd on. cenditiOilb "-t mest obtain' tntttaly fer the 
speech act to be performed succ'5Sfully. An example for r-,.est ts that the request is 
utterrd only if "H is able to do A." 

5. Esst11tial rults are based on what Sf'atY'5tel as the ase1lttal feature of the-speech 
act, one that distinguishes it from other similar speech acts. For requests. the essential 
rult" is that the reqtit'St ~cowus af an attempttoietff'l9 dd 'A.• 

Throughout the work on speech acts~ there is a basic tension between underlying 
• • •• • ~ e h 

speech acts and the words used to carry out or describe them, commanly called speech act 

8. [29lp.57. 
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verbs (henceforth SA Vs). Verbs such as ask, reqitest. congratuhlt.. />'orniH. a.f,ologiie. etc. 

~n be ~sed to carry qut the ~tion conveyed, while-other verbs such as torulinu. · t,nsu.a.dt, 

and intimidatt are used descriptively.9 AllStin offers a iJf:e.liminarJ talCOROfflJ not ef -~ 

acts but of SAVs. Searle, who presents a tax~y'Of ~h aca~ (31]), potn1s:01Jt that 

different SA Vs do not necessarily convey different speech ·act5..10me SAV ~. for e,camp", 

differ only in the manner of canying out the speec;h act. Searle's example, which ts 

somewhat controversial, is announce, since one can announce orders, pr~s. and reports. 

Another example might be the use of rtmark and em111tasiu to reflect differfnces -in.delivery 

of, potentially, the same information. 

What are the implications of these ideu for a computational theory? First, the view 

that speech is actioo means that, as a minimum. speech acts should, to be represented in a 

way that reflects the commonalities with other ~•, ef actions. At,·,the- same time; the 

representati.on must .be able to reflect the special properties of speech (and writtffl 

communication) that distiAgUish ~ee<:h acts from other sorts of .actions. Finatty, we want to 

maintain a distinction between speech -acts and SAVs as a sourte of information about the 

boundaries of speech acts. All of these themies will play an important role tn the treatment 

of ISA forms presented here. 

9 .. This latter group of verbs focusses not on the ,speech act (the illocutionar1 act), but on the 
effects of the speech act on the hearer. Austin calls the acts conveyed by such verbs 
perlocutionar-, acts. It seems to me to be desirable, however, to emphasize the commonality 
of the speech act between, say argut and convince. These refer to the same type of act, but 
for the latter, the effect is descibed as wl'II. See [6] for a similar treatment of perlocutionary 
acts within a computational framework.. 



2.2. Half of an Approach to Taxonomy 

Austin estimatt'd th• -l'M'lnlbfif ef•,S~-Vs, to ·w l,ftwftft bile and tet1 ·thoosand. 

Assummg·ittat rtw,-numlM't',Of-spHdi atts'.-ts'also·ef rftW tlNltt~'1MW·&ar'7 • taxoranfb 

wssmtiaHo a geMtaf:ffifOty of ~-ieti. 'ff ftllffl'ilUttdiif'a~tftCWIOfflJ, or at fhit a 

printiptt-d ~pproach 10 'OM, ts atso trlidaf to attewnent of ISA; forms. If one wlshn to 

datm that to,ms..associattd wtffl OM~ attrart18'Mftto1ariy mother, then one ftlllst 

be quite sure tltat the two Spffl:tt acfs are really ~ Ottierwise, the 8mdtredbl"' Is no 

iMlir«tion -at alt. 

In this subs«tion I prtt~t an approach to taxonamt thM ·m.---• tSp«ts -of nrlii!r 

work wtth some ;new'addirionr. Mott ,.......'1~-f!wiltt lb'WlpKame that'-thts is not 

-5ffl1 as t~ ~ speed,-aa-orgattia..,..~pcdlillfrtlbl' n·it'N911itltwllH1y;cempuut10nafty 

usefol one-. k-isd10~ver; OMtkat pllys a·~~tlt'ISA GtfMti-'iatteft. s«tien 3 

pRSffits additiomd SJJE'Kh act categories that d bt'..used in the-lSAinalysts. 

for tlM' bask approach. tc:J taxanoMy.-,1 tan a 'tlfttHn~t• • ff categorieS frem Searle 

but Ust' a dflining criterioff derived from 'Wlft ai,,V«Kftamtt. At die' Most; gfnt'ral lnel 

of speech a<t categ.ories, I start with the lift di_. .._iftedl t,y Sarlt 13t} ~ffl. 

directives. commissivt>s, expressins, and declarations. Sear~ baM,t.._.fi¥1e, dines on the 

·n1ocuuonary point· of the act, that is. on ·durerences in the point (or purpose) of the (type 

of) act.• Becaust' of the importance of thfse speech act classes. I wtl give Searle's definition 

of each. excerpted from [311 



Reprt'SE'fltatives (e.g.. asserting): The point or, purpose of the members of the 
representative class is to commit tht' speaker (in varying degrees) to something's being 
the case, to the truth of the expressed priJPOffiion. , 

Directives (e.g., requeshng): The illoctJI-Plary point of these consists in that fact that 
they are attempts (of varying degrees and hfflCe more precisely.they are cletennmates 
of the determinable which includes attempting) by the speaker to get the hearer to do 
something. 

Commissives (e.g., promising): Commissives ... are those illocutionary acts whose point is 
to commit the speaker <again in varying degrees) to some future course of action. 

Expressives (e.g., thankmg): The illocutionary point of this class Is to express the 
psychological state specified in the sincerity condition about a state of affairs specif~ 
in the propositional content. 

t 

Declarations (e.g .. nominating a candidate) It is the defining characteristic of this class 
that the successful performance of one. of its member_s brings. about the 
corrt'spondence between the propositional_CQIJtfflt and ~UtJ.-

These five classes give an excellent start toward a computationally usef"I taxonomy of IS As. 

The notion of illocutionary .point, however. h~s b"91 .~iticiltld by V~rA'~rffl {351 for its 

combination of illocutionary (i.e.. act-related) and perloculionary(i.e.., effect-related) 

properties. (The definition of directivts mentions thr "earer expli,ciUJ •. I:>~ otb~f qtegories 

do not.) Verschueren views SAVs as reflecting the speaker's intention to bring about some 

effect in the hearer by pronouncing an utterance. 

Verschueren's focus on the hearer can be profitably applied to speech acts as wen as 

SA Vs; the one addition that I would ma.Ile is ttJII SOflN! .speech acts can have more than one 

intended eff~t on the hearer. so that the classification J;riter~ ~t be according to the 
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pri11cipal tfftct tltat tit# sptalttr (Pl) tnttnds ro ltaw on tltt /tHrn (P2J. Ustng this 

approach. ~arte•s five cattgories can ~ Ffddtntd as follaws:'O 

Reprt'5-ent.ttives have as thfir principal inlfflded efffCl that P2 come to know that Pl · 
Mfines s~hing. U 

Directivt's have as their principal intmded fff«t that P2 take responsibility for 
carrying out some action.12 

Commissives have as their principal intmded effect that P2 accept PJ•s commitment 
.to tab responsibility for carrying out SOfflf action .. 

£xpressives have as their principal intmded effect that P2 come to know that Pl feels 
~hing. 

lffl:lararions have as their principal inttnded fff«t that P2. and possibly society as 
w,n. cOIM to percein and accept a change in rnlty. 

We have, thffl, Searle's speech act categories and a defining criterion based on a 

suggestion by Vttschut'ren. The criterion b suited to i computattonal approach because it 

points in the dirKtion of larger patterns of action. It tabs into aCCOUl'lt both partidpanu in 

a dialogutt and f01'shadows responses to tht' speech act (I.e. whettter the speater•s lntffltton 

lo. The first three criteria are c~ly patterned after similar ones given by Vffschllffen in 
(~1 

II. I use •come to know• rather than "know• here to indicate that I am ddinlJlg the principal 
intended effect as an action rather than simply as a state. Expr~•es. commissives, and 
declarations art' givffl thf saint trhtment. · 

12. I use takt respcinsibilit1 here to indicate that P2 may either carry out the action or 
subcontract some or all of it. 
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is satisfied, is not satisfied, or .whether the response falls ~here tn between). I will come 

back to these issues jn Section ◄. 

This takes care of thf.' top of the speech act taxonomy. Besides its use in forming the 

most general categ~ies, the "principal intend~ efff!Cl'I critffton can also be used to form 

intermediate levels of speech act classes. Although 1 have found such categories useful for 

other purposes, they are not necessary for the ISA analysis. I merely mention their 

poss.ibihty and go on in the next subsect~ to the,Olhff half of the taxonomy, the question 

of.how to distinguish speech acts from each other. 

2.3. The Other Half 

This brings us to the level of speech acts.13 Despite all the: work that has been :done 

in Sf)eeth act theory, I behev• that wt' stifUack a totally satisfying amwer to the question of 

how one speech act is to be distinguished from another. Searle's constitutive· mies gh,e a 

way to distinguish speech acts from other sorts of actions and give a·, framework for 

txprtssing distinctions between speech acts, but they do not specify exactt,-.w~ lines are to 

be drawn between 4:ifftrent speech acts. T~ "printi,.t,inttndecl effect" criterion gives ·a 

necessary condition for differentiating between speech ;acts.· but :it does not seem to be 

sufficient for the purposes of studying ISAs. For example, warn and command are generally 

consid·erl'd,to be diffef"fflt speech acts, but both can be viewed-a~•tempts bJ Pl togft P2 to 

ta~ responsibility for carrying out some action. Granted, warnings as a class have the 

13. I will ref er to generic speech acts as, simply, speech acts. Realizations of a generic 
speech act will be referred to as particular speech acts. 
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ntn rfflrictic,n,·&hat the actMll'I isc to avoict·w aJlldirir.,ai d•t IJ,,percetved by Pl to be 

against p2•s best intl'rl'stS. There is nothing to stop w. --··~rfram con.nllllcllftg the 

sa~ sort of actian .. TNtJ ,at1 ubl~Me 01Udt as n llllght· • alftlttllel -~ a wamtng ar a 

command, dq>ending on whether autharay or'•pod --~•--. .,,..lldto. 

2.3 kttp off the ke. 

Al. such bordttlinf, casn, ihtt dirr.t~ ifflm'fO·l'ftt enitM lilmlft. al P!'s otllp,urn to take 

responsibility for the action. Warnings Sft'Mlto'W':ellfti•iNCt~.,,.,. •ppeaf te P2 tot•tt 

reasonably, i.e. in P2's own interest. Commands are empowered by the authority· 

relatiol:lship that exists betwttn Pl and P2. If command and warn must ftie,·dlstinptshed 

bas(ld ran, the natuteiof•.thf' nifariomlup appt111ed,_ dlffl tfte',~-IIINMted effect. 

ctiterion,.,dfarlJ 1111t aff~t I Med;<thtn. a·;piillc: ... IIQ1fp1 .. Jftl:tfw. fldt tlCClttvel 

el ta... taXbnoBly. 

I statt ,ttte snrdl fur a• critmoD with tt..-caa.._. 4Mt ,the ffSUb1g 1ft of· speech 

aas sbautd took ,familiar. Ttre, tlmuld IIOI -be•fNima, dt4k1e11 fnnr1he categorm fGUfld 

in the-iitffaltue;and.,hl(ft,..._lltvdlase·'reftmflt'.ill ....... :nct1..._.,......._ Yhe 

lftUlting systffll shoukt1llaw theuwaffamtta,-..adli•---• 01111 ad#,,.... al, 

tdl. etc. 

· After classifymg,.a,aumbff d·Sf"!'dl amt J ,hawe feund ·• - simple atierkln that 

yields the· familiar set·d lpftdt· aml J;.._ ue;clwsewt..tlaer:cui,-M a,,,_, what 

constitutes a spttch act that I have found useful: 
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I. SA Vs suggttst a minimal group oLspttch acts, if one omils: 

a. general SAVs such as say. which can refer to ~ than one speech act (where · 
"speech act" is delineated by application of some other guideline). 

b. context-marked SAVs such as rt/)11, inttrjtct, and an.sa,n, which marlt the place 

of the utterance m tfte dtscour-se.H 

c. aggregate SAVs such as dtstribt which ·ttfff to matt than iKH!! speech act acttng 
as a unit. 

d. SA Vs that difft"r only according to Pt's view of the importance of the speech act, 
e.g., rntntion used for stating. 

2. Sets of linguistic realizations that are substitutable for each other without seriously 
disturbing the flow of a dialogue should haft a separate speech act with which they 
can be associated. 

3. Since particufar spt"t'Ch acts occur as part of larger fmgatstk and-, non-linguistic 
activities, speech acts should be chosen so that they are easily integrated into these 
larger patterns of act1911. 

No matter how refined these guidelines become, they probably cannot be made to 

function independently. That is, no one of them can. be turned into a criterion that is 

sufficient to dearly discriminate between all the speech acts that one would expect. With 

respect to SA Vs, at least in English there are candidates for the status of speech act that 

have no corresponding SAV. For example, there is a separate set of surface forms for 

giving instructions, and so, according to,guideline,2, one would,,nnt·to ldenttfy a separate 

speech act. There seems to be no Eflgfish SAY thatexprri!8,·the notion of giving one-

14. In barring the referents of context-marked SAVs from independent speech act status I 
differ with Searle (311 The difference is not particularly serious and means only that the 
class of indl'pendent speech acts that I am admitting Is slightly smaller than his. 
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utrttrance-worth of instructions. (lulrrut is'rithfr ~ feqHSt'Of a agg1q:_ateJ SAVs. then, 

provide only a minimal guideline. 

The difficulty with GuideliM 2 comes in narrowing down the ~ion of •~rkJusly 

disnarbing the flow of dialogue,• since probably no ·~ ,.,.._ are ffff completely 

s.ynonymouJ:. · The ,;heke .i»f one ·form, o¥er .lffllthfr seems toralwap involve some 

implications. e.g .• polit~ss, formality, combativmess, etc. There seems to be a grey area 

betWttn characteristics of utterances that should be accounted for by •implications of choice• 

and those that should be accounted for by assuming a diffttenu tn conveyed speech ad. 

With ft'Sf)l'Ct to. the third guidefiM., "tue. of integratton• ls almost cert•lr not a 

simple property. The process of representing larger patterns of action is open to inf1uenc:es 

~ those local te>the speech act. F~dy. ahgether different tets· of :speech acts can 

be supportl'ti if difft'rent choices are made at other places la the tepfflffltatian, (For 

furtht'r discussion of larger patterns of action. Sff Section f.) 

Even though these guidelines cannot function independently and in some cases they 

wtn stiU leave sOJM grey areas. they can stil have important implications for a 

computational theory. A set of speech acts that follows the guidelines wan have the 

following pr0pfftt.5: 

I. The SPffCh acts win be easily r'1altd to E1111ish SAVs. 

2. Tht'-Sflt't'Ch act -rep~t~wiU provkte_.a :Wlful·place to asso.aate information 
about groups of linguistic realizations. 

3. The speech acts will fit into larger patterns of action. allowing us to model not only 
isolated spttch acts but also speech acts as they occur in dialogue. 
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The speech acts used in rules .or examples in this paper are introduced in Section 3. They 

represent an apptication1 tM three guidelin'5 gi'lffl hert, ·· After workinf will them for some 

time. I believe that't1tf11.dispby t.ftt three advantagt'S lilted above. Time advantages begin 

to be apparent in the discussion of the computational model in Part 2. 

2.4. Tht' Notion of a Precondition 

In defining speech acts with ISAs in mind, it is useful to shift the emphasis slightly in 

the treatment of constitutive rules. I will therefore introduce the notion of a prtcondttton of 

a speech act. Preconditions are a combination of Searle's sincerity conditions and 
:;:; , 

preparatory conditions viewed from tlit point ~f t1itU1 of PJ15 (where Pl is the agent of the 

speech act). Because Pl's point of v~w may not oorr~ to "91ity. partiallar SPfeCh acts 

may meet an preconditions itnd still be defective iD ttw seme. used "9 Searle [291 The 

preconditions that I am interestt!d in are those tt\at diffff from one speech aa·to .a.nother. 

For this reason, I will ignore general r~irements such as the requirement that a g••en 

speech act must be intended by Pl. 

Although the actual representation that I am assuming for the,preconditions. 1s OWi.~ 

I, for the purpmes of this paper 1 prt'Sent the preconditions in infor,na1 Engltsh. -,Despite 

the informality, some words are used in a restrieted •Sfflse and several ffl'TIPle. conffllt.tons 

hav.e been followed. I will discuss these convmtions and some of die restl'klion•Jlere, and 

the rest of the restrictions will bt> explained as examples.are presented. 

15. Searle's essential conditions are not directly reflected in preconditions, although they seem 
to be deorivafw;.fna-tl,mt l see eaentiakcondiatNls u an amalgant of sewral different 
types of information, some of which would be explicit ln preconditions and the rest of which 
would probably be implicit. 
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The first convention is that Pl in pr«oadtlals mecs:-IO tM speaktrlwrtter of the 

.spe«h act and P2 nfen to the hnmlttader. _ Spefth,act ·~ilillnl,aatfled ,on inteations 

of Pf (in-the·phifosophicat vase of hltnUoll),Will,-.. r1,ua,_a._Ahat,.....,.... 

dim:tly, i.e., 

Pl <intmtion> <object of intffltiGn> 

e.g., Pl wants some action done. 

Alt other speech act conditions are rt"Cast with repect to Pl's model al the world .. t.e .. 

Pl bffleves <~h- act condition> 

tt.g .. Pl bttliens that P2 can tab responsibility for a (particular) action. 

This tabs care ,sf rfie conYfflttons: two rt'ltrictbts are also of tnterest. ""' aftd 

Mi~vt. ·for·bodt lJP" of pr«ondtlbt. thaw repreiffflid 111tsef,puttapants bytlle verb 

rH1tl, , te., •pt wants <-state or. aaien> • or "-1'1 belteves dlat ft2· ·wats <aate or actian> •. 

Stliq,t is more complicated. As used in prttond1tiofts It ts bnader •n l-.; that b, the 

direct object of btlitiit may be ttithttr a fact or an opinion. , ay .,.,_.ves x• 1 man that 

Pl has serM world ·model mat contains X and, Pl ININ\ltS' ~• ,X mmspo11ds to an aspect 

of reality. lly •co, respond to an •S(>ffl of ,n1tty• l-111an that·.._ based on X reach the 

np«tfd mos or, if fMJ do net, the 1:teviation• ,,.. .• apettatton ts ftGt caused by X. 

As the pht~kal ltwrattttt attests,-much ffllft ,..._to t.e:·snl a1N,ut facts. apbNORS, 

and reality. To avoid fflfintttt ~- er at l!ast lfttgttty -.regms. I wll cut off the disatssian 

hertt and appeal to thtt readttr's intuitions. 

The notion of a precondition is .,-.tionallf usefut-m a~ theury. The 
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preconditions of a speech act are groups of conditions that are expected to obtain before the 

speech act is initiated. As such, they should be intuitively obvious to speakers of the 

language. One pair of linguistic tests for "preconditionhoocr relate to the way that P2 may 

claim that a failure has occurred in Pl's speech act. For speech acts centered on -intentions 

of Pl, P2 may reply with form 2.4. For others, form 2.!'> is possible. 

2.4 You don't really <intention>. 
e.g .. You don't really want me to do that. 

2.5 What makes you think <direct object of initial "Pl believes•>? 
e.g .. What makes you think I can tell you? 

Note that these tests are necessary but not sufficient to distinguish the preconditions 

particular to a speech act. They abo apply to conditions associated with speech acts in 

general. (See Section 6.3 for some of these general conditions.) 

Several examples of the sets of preconditions associated with different speech acts are 

found in the next section. and the usefulness of the concept of a precondition for ISA 

analysis will become apparent in Section 6. 
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3. The Speech Acts Used in the ExitmpJt-s 

In this section we take a closer look at four commonly occurring speech acts. These 

will be used as examples throughout the paper. The examples are drawn from two of 

Searle's categories that are particularly relevant for task-oriented dialogue: directives and 

commissives. (Reprl'5entatives, also very important in task-oriented dialogue, are treated as a 

class for reasons given below.) 

The four speech act examples are presented here in terms of two additional categories, 

which will br useful later on in the presentation of the ISA categories. (Recall the warning 

that Sea rle's five categories were seen as one of several useful divisions of speech acts.) The 

split that I am making is on types of propositional content. The two speech act classes will 

be calll'd information-centered and action·crntered spucl,, acts; they are defined in the two 

subsections below. Note that the two categories do not cover all the speech acts in Searle's 

five categories. While It would be possible to extend the alternative categorization scheme, 

this is not necessary for the purposes of this paper. 

3.1. Information-Centered Speech Acts 

lnjmmation-centered speech acts are those whose intended effect is the transfer of 

information between Pl and P2 with no additional participants Involved. Information

centered speech acts include Searle's representatives and other types of speech acts such as 

the directive ASK .16 For the purposes of this paper, I will need only ASK. While 

16. Here and elsewhere, I will capitalize the names of speech acts that are used to refer to 
the speech act definitions given in this section. Small letters ·wifl be used 'for references to 
other definitions. 



representatives will ~lay an important role in many ll~~ the ~A..a'1,Jlysis, I wjll not·t,e 

focussing on ISAs of individual representatives. The process of drawing distinctions 

between individual representativl's raises many interesting and important philosophical 

issues. which are, unfortunately, beyond thl' scope of this paper. 

The propositional content and the preconditions of ASK are stated informally in 

Figme 3.1 We have said that ASK is a directive, i.e., an attempt by Pl to get P2 to take 

responsibility for carrying out some action. In this case, the action desired is that P2 give 

Pl wme information, the answer to a question.17 As :I have defined ASK, it requires that Pl 

want the answer (precondition I). To be consistent, Pl must also believe that he or she does 

not know the answer; this is part of the definition of want. The first precondition, then, 

means that certain types of questions are not classed under ASK. Among these are test 

questions and cerl'monial questions where Pl already knows the answer. 

The preconditions in Figure 3.1 should ~ self·txplanatory, with the possible exception 

of (V). The notion of obligation usl?d here is a more specific version of the gmera1i1ed 

obligation that Labov and Fanshel use for requests in [Hl (I am _using the same set of 

obligations for R EQ.UEST as for ASK; further discussion of the relationship between these 

two speech acts is given below.) An example of an obligation arising from complementary 

roles would be the obligation that. applirs in an interviewer/interviewee relationship. 

Authority obligations are slightly more difficuk to identify. since. especially in contemporary 

American society, most authority arises from roles. Stiff, it is possible to idmttfy authority 

17. I appeal to intuitive notions of qutstion and an-S111t1 here, although much more can -
and eventually should -- be said. It appears that a specification af the semantic structure of 
questions and a full treatment of the semantics of answers will be sizable tasks. 
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figure 3.1. The preconditions for ASK 

propositional content: some question 

I. Pl wants to know an answer to the ~stion. 

II. Pl believes that P2 can tell an answer to the question. 

Ill. Pl belaeves that P2 is wiUing to tell an answer to the question. 

IV. Pl wants P2 to tell Pl an answer to the question. 

V. Pl believ~ that P2 has some obligation (a. role obligation, authority obligation. 
or general obligation to be helpful) to Pl to tell Pl an answer to the question. 

Comments 

(I) Want here and in (IV) implies that Pl does not already know the answer. The case 
where Pl does know and merely wants to know if P2 knows (and where P2 knows that Pl 
knows) is classed as a different speech act. 

(I) I< now is considered to be a restricted form of btlitvt; while anything can be believed, 
only facts can be known. (For ASK, the "fact" is that some proposition is the answer to the 
question.) Faa,. of course, needrits own dtfinitkJn which I dQ'flot.ihave space to go tnto 
here; instead, I appeal to intuition and observe that facts are most strongly contrasted wtth 
opinions. 

(11)-(V) Tell is used here to mean "utter a representative." 

(V) More than one of these different types of obligations may apply at once. 



obfigations that, whill' they may be carry-overs from:""'5 ..,.a·.,ltlt>; partkipantsf do 

not arise from currmt complementary rolf relationships. F• example, if a teacher 

mcounrers a studmt in th, halls of the school and the tscMr asks a quest~. the student ts 

obltg~ to answer by an authority obtipffdt.·'~'fht!tftltier's·authcltity can be 1tt11 

as arising from the r•. but, in this context, the studfflt need Id-necessarily be a student of 

tl,is tt'acher for the obligation to apply. Thus. the authority obligation stems from each 

participant playing 0 some- r•. bur ·the• rott h.ilflll~ uw ttirn ....... 1J!fi in ltee same 

way that it is for teachtts and students in a classroom situation. . 

Winding up the discussion of obligations. we comt to the •general obligation to be 

goals. Exampll's of appeals to this obligation would be an ASK to a stranger for the time 

or an ASK to a friend for the football scores. This type of obligation SftfflS to ar•sunplj 

from the Inequality of lc.nowlfdge betWffll the participants; if P2 knows something that Pl 

wants to know, thffl P2 ii ebltpted tO "w ·I..,,.,. alliit ._,., the ~- Tt.is 

obhgation is not absolute (nor are roll' or authority obligations), since It may be overridden 

f,y ~ ob1igations. 

REQ.UEST, which is discussed in the next subs«tion. REQ.UEST is used primarily for 

nonverbal actions. The distinction betwen ASK and~E~UEST ts based on t'.'e second 
: .,. . ~ 

and third guidelines from Section 2.3.18 With mpect to Guideltne 2. ASK has the 

18. The first guideline seems fairly inconclusive in this case. True. the SAV asl can be used 
in the following two pattt>rns: •astc.ing someone semething• and •asking someone to do 
something.• These two do not, however. correspond mmpleNfr to a distinction between 
dt'SCribing an ASK and dtscribing a RIQ.UEST. For example. i asked Harry if he would 
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interrogative as one of its direct forms (wt.at I am cahing its si1Kf,lt form; Stt Section 7.2). 

REQ.UEST has·onty the imperative as a comparable form. With repect to Guideline 3, we 

see differences _in tt)e patterns of action in whkh ASK and REQ.UEST take _part. One 

example is the following pair of responses: 

:u t can•t. 
3.2 I can't tell you. 

Here. 3.1 can be a response to a dirttt (i.e. i~rative) REQ.t.JEST, but it cannot be used 

synonymously with 3.2 as a response to a direct (i.1'; interrogattve)'.~SK; 

AH this is not meant to deny that ASK arid 1 REQ.UEST are closely related. 

Comparison of Figure 3.4, below, with · Figure 3.1 shows strong similarities in rhe 

preconditions of the two speech acts. These strong similarities do not,'however. necessarily 

justify viewing ASK as a bnd of REQ.UEST. filsread, the strmlarlties can bf! seen as a 

result of the common membership of ASK and REQ.UEST in the directive class. 

3.2. Actten-Centered Speech Acts 

An action-ctnured spud act is defined as a speech act that has as its propositional 

content in actron Al of a typt' to be specified where Pf'wants Al to occlll'. Here, Al ts either 

non-verbal or a vttbal action directed at someone other than Pl.19 

lend me a pencir may be usffl to report a REQ.UEST, and •1 isked Harry to ten me the 
answer" may be used to report an ASK. 

19. Besides the normal "active• actions I include as actions the maintenance of a state, e.g., 
being noisy, and the avoidance of an attion, e.g., being quiet; The definition of action
centered speech acts is meant to ex-dude verbal actions sud, as Pf asking P2 ·for information 
but to include Pl asking P2 to give information to a third' party, P3. The ftrst case ls 
already covered by ASK, as defined above. I consider the second case to be action-centered 



Action~centered speech. acu, then, are a• that au-.,. _. J,M""' an action, not 

mer~ty r~ftor to one (as in. Jo, e~mple. ,thanking ~-for .some acti&Q~ Note t~t Ow 

implication of this is that action-centered spttch,M~j,lfe .flOt ~• to .lfle dir~. 

The action-centt>red speech act class also includes members of the cu,nmisSive and 

declaration clas!-PS wht>re one of the intended effects is to cause the type of action specified 

above, Th, action-rentered _spttch act daJS; then, •.i&,formtd --.. • .. ~. effect• at a 

criterion and cuts acrwSearle's fiv'-major;sfl'fl(IJ JCil,dasses .. 

SUCCEST, and .OFFER. I will summarizt-tMtQajar,differenm between t• first and 

.then give the precpnditiol;ts of each. T~Jif~ 4i(~ce is the nature,of the action expected 

of P2.. F.or, OFFER, the expected action js ;~ Qf a~ng another action. F~ 

R EQ.UEST, R2 Js .exp«ted to tau re,pansibiJitytb, carrymg_ aut an action desired by Pl, 

and, finally, for SUGGEST P2 is expected to consider a plan of action. A second difference 

between the three speech acts lies in the obligations in.~. ,,JJ,EQ,UEST:;~s ·on 

appeal~ (o QN' or Ol01'e of, the thr~ types .of oblipt~ diKU~ ,for ~K. while OFFER 

and SUGGEST depend ,on a combi1,19tion f>f self·iottresl1qi>ltp•s and ... ~to 1>e 

helpful." The choict> of obligation for OFFER and SUGGI.$T,Js4isclll58d further below. 

ratht>r than information-centered because it is much closer to a nonverbal action: P2 must 
not only evaluate. hiS!,or her obl\gation tp P3 vis a-viUM. ~~t~,(P~'S;r•t.l t.Q,kMW) 
but P2 must also eva luatt> his or her obligation to PA• l:fert"41,~""""-of the Jafor~ 
(Pl's right to requt>st). This level of complexity is closer to action-centered than to 
information,centere:d, ~h acts. Note that fllJ:•f~ ..,, jJ base:I on "°ideliRe 3. I 
am appealing .to largf'f pattrrns of aaion lo,dr~ ~·. ~-~•fies, whjch;,then 
percolate up into class boundarws. A case can ahcbbe made.~ on O~litJe 2: the 
simple interrogativ~form may bt used for dit«liveJ iq.volving·n~l.actians with,r.-uthe 
destioation, but it may not t>e used for verbal actto,,u,ith a third ,-rty n destination. 
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Taking each of the three example speech acts in turn, I start with OFFER. Although 

promising is the favorite commissive in the speech ad literature, OFFER will be considered 

here bf'cause it has a rich ISA structure. It is also a spttch act that is; in a sense, doubly 

action-centered. An OFFER conveys. first, Pfs d'5ire to ~rform a serviceior P2 or to give, 

lend, etc. something to P2. Second, OFFER conveys Pl's desire that P2 accept the service, 

gift, loan, or whatever. The preconditions given. for OFFER in Figure 3.2 clearly reflect 

this spht 

The appearance of the Nhe helpful" obligation in OFFER (VII) needs explaining. 

The concept that I am trying to express is Pl's obligat~on to accept P2's OFFER. At first 

glance, it seems enough to say that P2 has a general obligation to act in his or her own self 

interest (precondition VHI). This obligation, coupled Witt,· the fact that the propositional 

content of an OFFER is an action expected to benefit P2, gives rise to an obligation for P2 

to accept the OFFER. There seems to be more t1\an simple pragmatism, however, involved 

in accepting OFFERs. Tht obtigation to accept ts not merely P2's obtfgation to further his 
i_ ~-

or her own goals, but also P2's obligation to Pl to further PI's goals (i.e., P2's obligation to 

be helpful, precondition VII). In accepting an OFFER, P2 is enhancing Pl's image as a 

benevolent person, Pl's satisfaction in giving, etc. By accepting, then, P2 is furthering PJ's 

go,l'ts and being "h'1',,Fur 

The next action-centered speech act that we come to is SUGGEST (Figure 3.3). 

Recalt the distinction above that SUGGEST is a directive that P2 considtr an action, not 

necessari1y that P2 carry it out: Note that thts treatment of SUOOEST Is supported by the 

common use of a response such as 3.3. 
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Figme 12. The-pr('C~ons fOf. OFFER 

propositiona• content: seme action that Pl btli,"5 w~·bt,of benetit to: P2, 

I. Pl wants to take responsibility for the action. 

II. Pl believes that Pl can take responsibility for Pl's part of the action. 

Ill. Pl is willing to take responsibility for Pl's part of the action. 
; ;\: 

IV. Pl wants P2 to perform some action that complffllents Pl's part of the action. 

V. Pl believes P2 can perform some action that complements Pl's part of the 
action. 

VI. Pl believ.es that P2:would be willing to.pm~ Jeffie action that complemenU 
PJ's part of the action. 

VII. Pl believes that P2 has an obligation (to 1>e h~ful1 to Pl perform some 
action that comp~ts PJ's part of tht.aw.on._, 

VIII. Pl ~lieves that P2 has an QbligatipnJo.PZ,(~ ~;nue C!lf P2's own self-interest) 
to pt>rform some action that complffllents Pl's part of the action. 

Commmts 

(1)-(111) "Take responsibility" is used here and elsewhere to permit ~r,ctirg,,1 Wheth~ 
Pf actua tty pE'rforms the action of not, he or she still remains responsiblt 'for the results. 

(IV)-(VIII) Examples of complementary actiorn would be (physically) taking food OFFERed 
by a llostess .or geuing ~ ~ car and satt~g in """'~ tq .~,QR~,f.;of !I ride fron1 a 
friend. A gt>neral way to refer to P2's performance of a comptememary action in response to 
aa OFFERcd a<tion is to ~y, that P~ 4"1/Jltd.,_ e.g., •Jane tha-,~ Paula •c~ the 
gift." 
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Figure 3.3. The preconditions for SUGGEST 

propositional content: an action 

t>xcept for: actions in which Pl and P2 share joint agency 

I. Pl wants P2 to consider taking responsibility for the action. 

II. Pl believes that P2 can consider taking responsibility for the action. 

Ill. Pl believes that P2 is willing to consider taking responsibility for the action. 

IV. Pl believes that P2 has an obligation (to oe helpfuli to Pl to consider the 
action. 

V. Pl believes that P2 can take responsibility for the action. 

VI. Pl believes that P2 is willing to take responsibility for the action. 

VII. Pl believes that there are some reasons why the action is desirable. 

V Ill. Pl believes that P2 has an obligation to P2 (by virtue of P2's own self-interest) 
to consider taking responsibility for the action. 

Comments 

(propositional content) In excluding actions where Pl and P2 share common agency, I am 
merely arguing for a separate speech act, e.g., SUGGEST-CQM"ON~AC'flON. to. cover 
such cast>s. I justify this distinction by an appeal to Guideline 2: this second speech act has 
some forms not shared by simple SUGGEST, e.g., •Let's <action>_-



3.3 That's a good idea. 

Note that the action to be considered by P2 may ~ a v6bat •ttton directed at Pl. For 

example, to help P2 solve a problem, Pl might SUGGEST 3:f. 
1, 

3.-t Why don't you tell me what you've dOM so far. 

The unrE'stricted nature of the action suggested does not, howvtt; threattn the status of 

SUGG EST as an action-cent~ed speech act. Thif ts becau~the actiorr trft'tae propositional 

content is that P2 ccmsidtr the second action, and'considtrmg soinethlng is a nonverbal 

action 

The obligation preconditions for SUGGEST (IV and. VIII) are si!'"ilar to those for 
• ,,,-.: "! t- , ... -.,:,-, 

OFFER. Once P2 has acknowledged that an action is desirable (precondition VII), there is 

a default obligation that P2 consider taking responsibility for carrying out the action (VIII). 

SUGGEST also appeals to P2's obligation to Pl to help ~urther Pl's goals (e.g., enhanced 

self-esteem and recognition for Pl). The obligation ari5'5 ftomtlle fact that a goal of Pl is 

involvttd in a SUGGEST (precondition.I) This obligation is generally not as prominent for 

SUGGEST acts as for OFFERs, but it still plays a role. Consider, for example, the 

politenE'ss comtraints involvet:I in responding to a SUGGEST. A response such as 3.5 

violates the obligatiott in (JV). 

3.5 That's a terrible idea. 

The third action-centert'd spE't'Ch act that will ~ considered here is REQ..UEST, the 

directive by which Pl attempts to get P2 to take responsibility for carrying out some non-
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verbaJ action or verbal action not directed at Pl. One other class of actions that I am 

currently excluding from REQ.UESTs is remembering previous REQ..UESTs; that is to say. 

REQUEST as I define it does not include reminders. This can be justified by an appeal to 

Guideline I due to the difference in SAVs rtqutst and rtmind as well as by an appeal to 

Guideline 3. (Reminders are oftt>n followed by apologies or thanks by P2, where simple 

R EQUESTs art> not.) Figure 3.i lists the preconditions for REQ..UEST. 

In defining REQUEST, I follow Labov and Fanshel in citing an obligation. Just as 

for ASK, I further spt>cializt> tht> notion of obligation into authority, complementary role, 

and "be helpful" obligations.20 Another point that is worth mentioning ts that my treatment 

of obligation subsumes the notion of PJ's right to invoke the obligation. (See (Hl. p.78) The 

obligation stated for REQUEST and ASK is a three-place relationship between Pl, P2, and 

the thing that P2 is obligt'd to do. Pl may be part of a larger set, so that the particular 

obligation may be to both Pl and the society in general, e.g., the obligation to drive 

carefully. Given this formulation, Pl has the right to invoke the obligation because Pl is 

one of the parties to the obligation. 

This tak~s care of the speech act examples that will be used in this paper. There is 

one more piece of foundation that must go into place before the taxonomy of ISAs can be 

20. For REQUEST and, to a lesser degree for ASK, I have been tempted to define three 
different speech acts, one for each type of obligation. While there is some Guideline 2 
(difference in surface form) evidence for this, the bulk of the argument would have to rest 
on Guideline 3 (action pattern) evidence. The modelling of dialogue patterns is at too early 
a stage for Guideline 3 evidence taken alone to be conclusive, so I stay with the more 
standard treatment of REQUEST. 
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presented. Accordingly, the next section presents a general representation scheme for 

actiom. 
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Figure 3.i. The preconditions for REQ.UEST 

propositional content: a non-verbal action or a verbal action whose destination is not Pl, 

except for: the action of remembering a previous REQ.UEST 

I. Pl wants P2 to take. responsibility for carrying out the action. 

II. Pl believes that P2 can take responsibility for carrying out the action. 

Ill. Pl believes that P2 is willing to take responsibility for carrying out the action. 

1 V. Pl believes that P2 is obligated to Pl (and possibly to others) to take 
responsibility for carrying out the action. (This obligation may be a role obligation, 
an authority obligation, or a general obligation to be helpful.) 

Comments 

(I) "Want" implies that Pl believes that the action has not already been carried out. 

(111) At least for the purpos.es of reasoning, "willing• here includes P2 not being grossly 
unwilling. 

(IV) More than one of these different obligations may apply at once. 
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4. Rt>presenting Procedures: The O'l'l.-1 Method 

In this section I discuss a general representation scheme for actions and patterns of 

actions. The discussion will add new perspectives to the treatment of taxonomy developed 

in the last two sections. More important for my purposes here, this section will also form 

the foundation of the analysis of ISAs that is presented in Sections 6 and 7. Note that the 

scheme for representing actions described here is not the only one that has been proposed. 

I defer a discussion of some of the alternatives until Section 8.2, where a comparison of 

static representations can be combined with a look at the way that the representations are 

used m language processing. 

I start the discussion of patterns of action with OWJ.-1, which is a formalism for 

representing knowledge. The basic umt of OWl.-1 is called ~ conctpt, and concepts are 

related to each other by a nNwork of indices. The important point about concepts for this 

paper is that they can be grouped into larger structures. The structure of interest here is 

called a metliod.21 Methods provide a high level, hence relatively declarative, representation 

for procedural knowledge. The high level nature of the representation means that methods 

can be used as the basis of an explanation facility (see Swartout [32D. Moreover, this 

property in combination with the highly interrelated nature of Ol'J.-1 concepts means that 

method structures can be a very important aid In searches of a knowledge base. My 

discussion of methods will avoid issues of notation. English translations are used for 

21. OWi. methods were initially defined by William A. Martin. 01'1,-I is the version of OWi, 
that was used in the dialogue project; OWi, has continued to develop since that time, and 
OWl.-11 is the current version. For an intt'9duct«M' co OWJ.-4, see Szolovits ~ al.(33) 



examples, and the rt'ilder interested in OWl,..,t notation ;.is; referred to Hawkm:sc,n(llland 

Brown[3]. 

With respect to content, methods are used to represent both linguistic and non

linguistic ac1ions. For example, they can be used to represent an action such as writing a 

computer program for someone elst>, which normaffy contains both linguistic and non

linguistic steps. Methods can also be used to model totally non-linguistic activities such as 

bakin~ a rnkf'.22 In the examples I have considered and t~\he ;~est of this paper, however, I 

will focus on what will be called cort dialllgut mttl1ods. This is a group of semantic domain 

independent methods built around speech acts. (Core methods may. however, contain some 

non-linguistic steps. e.g .• to represent fTlffltal processes.) An example of a core method is 

rf'quest·and-respond. which appears ifl an English translation in Figure of.I. (The details of 

this example will bt> explained below.) English translations of some other core methods can 

be found in Appendix A. 

Implicit in the preceding discussion is the point that mtthods may have one 

participant or several. The core dialogue methods model the parts played by both 

participants in the dialogue, a property I call sptaltr tndtfKndtnct. Mtthods can therefore 
. ' •• ' : 1 ~' , 

be used either from the point of view of a non-participant to model both parts heard (or 
' :-~_ -~ ;, ; < t ~ ·: ,~ . : .! ; ·_ • .J 

read) or from the point of view of a participant, in. which some utterances are generated 

and some understood. 

Looking at the structure of methods in more detail, we start with the three main parts: 

a header, argument specifications, and a procfdurat body. The header ts the method's 

22. See Long [17) for lhe use of OWl.~I methods to model prqgnmmiillg knowledge. 
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REQ..UEST-AND-RESPON0 

OBJECT: an achoo. that can bet.he f>bjett;of REQ.LJEST • 
exceptions: I. a helping action 2. a repetitive action 

AGENT: a_p,rson,ou:omputer system 
CO-AGENT: a pttrson or computer system 

method: 

. ' 

I. The AGENT REQUESTs the action of the CO-AGENT. 
2. The co~ AGf N~ nqw J.~s the a~ ~~e(l, 
3. The CO-AG[NT checks to see whether beliefs from the preconditions 

of the REQ.Uf:ST are justified. 
i. The CO-AGENT acknowledges the REQUEST. 
5. The CO-AGENT, at the appropriate time,takesre~sibility for 

carrying out the action. 
6. PRINCIP A;1- ,RESULT: Any results. of~action desirecLobtain. 

recovery path I: if the CQ0AGENT ca,n't dq v.t~t~,AGENT says -
If thf' REQUEST is based on a role obligation and the action 
R EO .... U EST Eld iuio,1 in one. oftl,e. CQ1A~T:• 1tOlel Wil1t. respect to 
the AGENT --
RI.I The CO-AGENT says the action is not in hiserbe(.role. 
Rl.2 If the CO-AGENT wants to be helpful 

and·· 
if the CO-AGENT knows a likely participant.to take 

responsibility for the action de.sired 
then 

the CO·AGEtt,T refers the AGENT. toJhit;~J participant. 
recovery path 2: if thf' REQUEST was framed in a gfflt'fal way 

and the co_~AG.ENT .can ~y\do ~- rnoM· specific wersion,,.-
R 2.1 The CO-AGENT describes the specific version that he or she 

can do. 
R2.2 If the more specific description matches the AGENT's goal --

then 
the AGENT says that is what he or she wanted 
and 
REQ.UEST-AN0-RESPON0 continues using the new description 

otherwise . 
dialogue failure: the CO-AGENT can't do what the AGENT wants. 

Figure 4.1. An English representation of a method for REQ.UESTing an action 
and getOng a response. 



unique name. Argument specifications, organized by ~ntic cases (stt below), are used for 

type chtd.ing of inputs to the method (input t«srs) or to specify tfte'. form of ttSUlts (output 

<asts). The · proct'dural body is divided inro two parts: (optiOnal) prerequbim and 

procedure steps. The prerequisites of intert>St here are those that_ are states. A stative 

prert>quisite of an action is a condition that must obtain before that action is carried out. If 

the condition dOt's not hold, .then one must bring it about before catryflig out the action. 

The other part of the procedural body is the set of procedure steps, which come in 

two basic varieties, stt111dard pat!, .and rttMltry ,atlt. Titis distinction wiH be discussed 

further below. but, basically. standard paths repmmt the ways that an exchange can •go 

right," whilt' rt'Covery paths give sotM or the possi~ · measures to be taken when an 

exchange gets •off the tract.• A recovt>ry path may~ initiated when an exp«tation set up 

by an ongoing method ts viOtated. 

Sinct> REQUEST is the speech act from which I will draw most of the examples, I 

wiff use the rt>quest-and-respond pattt>rn to illustrate the discussion or methods. In Figure 

4.1, rtqutst-and-rts~nd corrtsponds to the header of die actuaf OWJ.-J method. Request

and-respond takes thrtt input cases ·- OBJECT. AGENT, and CO-AGENT -- and one 

output case. PRINCIPAL-RESULT.23 AGENT and CO-AGENT are the two participants 

in the method; by convention, the AGENT of an entire dialogue method is the AGENT of 

the first step, so that we can identify the AGENT of the method with the participant who 

starts it off. The OBJECT of request-and-respond is the action desired by the AGENT. 

23. Semantic case names will be capitalized to avoid confusion With the normal use of these 
words. There should be no confusion with spttch act names, which I am also capitalizing. 
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24 Input case specifications typically contain variabtfs; which are li1ce other concepts except 

that their composition follows special rules. The fact that other concepts may be bound to 

variables permits representations to be evaluated with respect to some environment. (This is 

important when methods are uSt!d in recognition; see Secition 9.) One ;propeny of input case 

specifications omitted from Figure 4.1 is their use as a place to associate further entry 

conditions, i.e., conditions that must be met before the method is applied. This point is 

discussed further below. 

Note that input cases are associated with methods, not surface English verbs. A list of 

the major 01l'l.-1 input cases, with informal exptananons was written by William A. Martin 

and is reproduced with minor changes in Figure i.2. I refer to these as the- majDr cases 

because I do not see Figure 4.2 as an exhaustive list. There will be a signifiant number of 

· inputs to actions that this list does not cover. Many of these can be fitted into the basic 

framework as more specialized versions of the major semantic cases. It appears, however, 

that some actions have totally idiosyncratic inputs whkh wilt f11'fe, to be-treated as special 

cases (in both senses of case). 

Besides input case specifications, I said that OWl.-1 methods may have associated 

output case specifications, i.e. results. One important notion here'. ts that of r,,mdJ,alrtsult, 

which is the main result of the method and. typically, the reason that the method is 

2i. The OBJECT of request-and-respond excludes helping actions, i.e., those in which the 
AGENT and CO-AGENT divide responsibility for the action., 'These are represented in 
another core method, request-and-help (see Appt'ffdft A.) Msci''"'cluffl!'d: are repetitive 
REQUESTs, e.g., a standing order for publications. More effort must be put into 
bookkeeping so that the repetitive REQUEST can be responded to repeatedly. The steps 
differ enough to warrant the use of a separate method. 
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This is the input to the method that is most important to the identity of the process. 
F -Qr ~x.ampM. JM ;Prqc••· of ,J>auq d:>N1d:1il •~ • matter -wtilr,daa it, • .,t baking a 
souffle is a very different process from baktng bread. 
t>Jt,,t,f i\\Utef· . .llaitu> KORI day. .. , , · 

Empty tlit boot of water. 

AGENT 
The AGENT is the participant responsible for the action. 

ex. I hit the ball. 

CO-AGENT 
. · This is. $OmeotJe who. ,bas a respeasibilfty ,ktwll ~ to that of the AGENT for some 

part of the action. 
ex. Han:,-h~,,rne.mov~the couch;, 

I\E~iftClARV 
This is an individual who receives the benefit of the action without major active 

participation in it. 
ex. Answer the phone for Joltn. 

SOURCE 
The SOURCE describes a .formrr po$ition or -&e of ane .«hef case-filler .in the 

action (usually the- OBJECT). 
ex. Take a block from tltt /,c,x. 

DESTl~ATIQN 
The DESTINATION is to the future as the source is to the past. It is a point, object, 

etc. tow"'"d wh,ch ~ othft'..,(:~rfillrr in.the-a(tiell(uSQllty the-0&,JiCT~ it·lffldmg. 
ex. Tell it to tltt judgt. · · 

TRAJECTORY 
This is the path takffl by some other case-filler tn the action. 

ex. Run across tltt strttt to the store. 

DIRECTION 
This is the direction talr.~ by •$Olllt ~her case,,filltt in the acttan. 

ex. Head JOKllt across &he- anen to hieX,tee. 



SPECIFfC-LOCATION 
This is a location associated with the action. Some activities like •rid,t take a 

location which is quite specific to it; thett'are only certain things wtlkh can be ridden in. 
ex. Ride in a dog sltd in Alaska. · 

INSTRUMENT 
The INSTR\fMENT is something used as a ,tool in an action; tt is left over 

afterward. 
e,c. Cut the butter with ti ltnift. 

SPECIFIC-RAW-MATER I Al 
This is something used and consumed in the course of the action. 

ex. Bake a cake with powdtrtd eggs. 

TOPIC 
This case is used for the topic of mental and communication activities. 

ex. Talk about a btar. 

EXCHANGE 
· This is something received in exchange for another case-filler in the action. 

ex. Trade seeds for feNI. 

RATE 
This case gives a measure of speed, cost, etc. in relation to units or to something else. 

ex. Rent a room at tl,rtt dollars a da1. 

figure -t.2 (oond.) Tfle. majer owi..1 input cases 



undertaken. For exa"mple, the action conveyed in •Paint the block red: has as principal 

result that the block is red. The paint brush may also end up mt~ but this is not tM 

principal. rttsult. In Figure -t.l r~est-an<J·respond has its. PRINCIPAvRESUL T output 

case set to the results of the action desired by the AGENT. When the method is 

succttssfully completed. the action bu.occurred and itS mutts. obcain. 

This takes care of the header and argument specifiations; we tum now to the 

procedural body, the first component of which is the prerequiSite. The r-equest·and-respond 

example has no prerequisite. In general, none have been used in the reptt5flltation of core 

dialogue methods. Nevertheless. prerequisites are a useful structure for other sorts of actions. 

A familiar example of a prerequisite is the requirement that an elementary course of study 

be completed before a more advanced one is undertaken. Note that prerftllJiSites differ 

from other entry conditions in that, if a prerequisite is not satisfied, a method is not rejected 

as a possible course of action. Instead, measures are taken to satisfy the prerequisite; the 

execution of the method then continues. 

The st'Cond part of the procedural body is the set or procedure steps. These are· 

eithttr calls to other Ol;l.-1 methods used tomodehubactklns,.-rtialls of IUMS, or eds to 

"black box• procedures. The last are· procedures represented in a conventional 

programming language (e.g., LISP); these are intended for complex numeric or linguistic 

computations, or for any procedures whose steps are not to be included explicitly in the 

model. (We will stt a use of olack box .. representations below.) 

Recall that procedure steps were divided into standard path and recovery path 
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steps.25 1 witl say something more ;about ~ch. First, standard paths are the normaffy 

expected sequences of events for an action. They embody the relatively small number of 

ways that an action can be concluded successfully, i.e. can be concluded such that any 

associatro goats are met. When an Englistt descriptten 'M an act1on is given; it is the 

standard path steps that are typically included. 1f devtlfidi'ts from 1M standard path(s) are 

described at all. it is only the most important ones that are given. This indicates that the 

steps in the standard paths of an action embody the minimum of necessary information 

about it. For example. when giving someone di-rections for _gffltng SGrnewhere one normally 

describes only the successful routes. In the normal ta1e, one does not discuss alt the many 

ways someone coold get back on the route again a~t having made a wrong tum. Even 

when a particular mistake is very common or partkutarty costly, otte usuaffy describes how 

to a void it (e g .. "Don't foHow th'tt sighs") ratht't than hew to rt'd;ver' from it. 

To decide which steps belong to standard paths, one can ask, whether it would 

normally be nKt-ssary to describe a step when describing the action, or whether it would be 

nec"t'ssary to describe some step of whldl it ts a substep. (llris second case applies to low

level detail left out bttiuse it is either obvtous or UftRl'Cessary.) Another useful criterion is 

whetht>r the abmtet of a step is seen as an event. '(This criterioh is similar-" to the one used 

by Schegloff and Sacks in {28] to determine what should go in a sequence.) 'For example, if 

someone asks a question and does not get an answer, this ts genenlfy worthy of note. If one 

asks a question and the hearer does not ask for clariftcatfon, this absence of discussjon is 

25. This is not quite the whole story. A third type of step is the assertion of a failure 
condition. Fatfure conditions are represented as dtsjtmcts off standard paths or recovery 
paths. 
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expected. sequences of •vmts for aer aclftln, ;,._ .~ -.n-occurr~ is normally 

considerfd.an event. 

It is fine to follow standa,Jd,~da ~ .as .Jong a4 tht,.aaion ,pes-,as intended ud no 

expecrations are violated.,, In pl'Ktiq! this -wiH 9robal>ly • ;be big. and a failure, with tt1 

attendam recqv.ery utions, wiff result 26 Some, ,-,-y ••• •re wry general and. should 

be modelled by independent ffll'thods. One type of gtMAI natllf,tle is the recoffl'J from a 

failure in rhe basic conqitioru of a d~ e.g.. noise •OIi- die· 'liM in a telfphone 

convt>rsation. Many etherJailum. bowttV.et. att1'ile speqfk:,to the tast. being urned out. 

they allow the modeller ro-putin special:instr&KftCIIJs:f« .,_. wlllt;~ ~ to return to 

an appropri• standard .parh, 

The standard path steps for the r~-and;~ lllfthod are . ..,. I tlJrough 6 in 

Figure 4.L Two reco~~,. paths a.re .also showa;t ,for.1~ancl--r~. although many 

more exist 10 ~ modelled. The first teeO\(t'Tl .,... iA -ftgUfe.,4.,\.~ be used 1Jo acaaunt 

to a RJ:Q.U EST to w,rite a computer pn:,gr.am, 

4.1 That's not my department. Try Mt:. Jones~ \hf :hal. 

i.2 cp~~GI.NT: I un only •~e:blocb worJd,programs.. 
AGENT: That's what I want. 

26. for my purposes titre, I ddine /<#luu as the. y).GlattoA f>f.an ~lion. This ts 
~light'y br~der tha.n its normal usage, and I do not itttmd fqr the. uaal ncg'1'1e 
connotations to accompany it. 



The failures that trigger both of these recovery paths occur· in tile process of checking tM 

preconditions, step 3, but the recovery paths are assoeiated With the request-and-respond 

method. Different recovery paths for these failures could be used when a preconditton

checking method is called from mot~r method, e,g., request-and-help. Nm that the second 

recovery path itself has an associated failure c:cindttion, which would justify the inclusion of 

an additioml recovery path in the appropriate method. Akhough only the recovery paths 

in Figure 4.1 contain conditional steps, note that such conditionals can oc::cur in standard 

paths as well. 

One final point t~ figure •U illustrates about dialogue methods is .their abbreviated 

form. For any given speech act; only production is represented explicitly, .and the 

understanding process carried out by the ·other partner is left implicit. For exa.mple, th~ 

first step of request-and-respond is that the AGENT makes the REQ.UEST, but no explicit 

step is given to represent the process of the CO-AGENT understanding the REQ.UIST. 

Thus, .1lthough the methods are speaker independfflt in the technical sense defined, they 

are not without a bias: it does not matter who is specified as the. AGENT of a speech act 

step, but, whoever is. the •stor( is told .from his point of view. "Listening" steps are left 

implicit not because they are unimportant, but because the form and timing are predictable. 

Where a joint model of communication is necessary (e.g .• whffl misunderstandings occur) it 

is necessary to expand the ilbbreviated model expressed in the dialogue ~hods. 

This takes care of the request-and-respond example and wtth lt the general 

description of methods. A few words remain to be said to link. methods to the treatment of 

speech acts described in Section 2. First, note that speech acts such as REQ.UEST have 
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thl'ir own associated methods. This is in accord with t-he major thrust of spttch act theory, 

which views utterances not merely as saying but alse as deing. The speech act methods 

havt' semantic cast' sp«ifications for an OBJECT, AGENT; and DESTINATION.27 Here, 

the OBJECT specification gmeratly corresponds to CM proposidorial content condition 

idmtifit'd by Sl'arll'. For all sptteh act nwthods. the procedure steps are represented by a 

call to a "black box" procedure for generatmg utreranas. The pr«onditionS of speech· acts 

are rttprt'sented in the ffll'thods as t'ntrJ condlttens associated trith the AGENT of the 

spttch act. Prt'Condirions also appear, possibly somewhat restricted, as constraints on the 

AGENT of the higher level core ffll'thods buik around tbt sptech icts. 

Turning to speech art taxonomy, rttaH that I adopted the principal intended effect of 

the speech act as a maJOT taxonomizing principle. This notion of intended effect can be 

related to core mf'thods via the 0111.-1 output case PRINCIPAL-RESULT. More 

specifically, the principal intended effttt of a spttd, act corr~t to the ·action directly 

precipitating the PRINCIPAL-RESULT(s) of a core mefhod built around the speech act.28 

For the request-and-rt>Spond example, the principal lntmdfd effect is step 5, whose results 

become rhe PRJNCIPAL-RESUL T of the core method. 29 We tan say then, that core 

27. DESTINATION is used rather than CO-AGENT because the second partkipant in a 
spl't'Ch act is seen as passive. This does not mean tfrat this participant does notlting, since 
he or she is doing the work of trying to understand the uttfr•e. By J,assi'Dt I merely mean 
that the second partidpant is basically rttei\ling the lftfonnatton, rather than playing a 
major role in shaping it. 

28. Where a speech act has more than one associated core method, the principal intended 
effect wiff be a generalization that covers the difrttfflt actions that directly precipitate the 
PRINCIPAL-RESUL T(s). 

29. Note that principal intended effects are often, but not always, the last step in a core 
method. For example. we can construct a core method called state-and-acknowledge, 
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methods accomodate the taxonornizing princip~ used for speech acts in Section 2. 

In summary, methods provide a general representation for actions. In this section, I 

have emphamed the way that speech acts can be integrated into larger patterns of action, 

using methods as a representation. In Section 7, method structure will be used in 

formulating an important class of rules for ISAs. 

consisting basically of a speech act of stating. (done by Pl) followed by an understanding 
and acceptance operation (done by P2). This latter step would be the principal intended 
effect of the speech act, but it is not customarily the last step in the core method. Instead, the 
last step of state-and-acknowledge·is typically an acknowledgment (done by P2). 
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5. Thrtt Approaches to the Treatment of lndtrect Speech Acts 

All of the foundation is in place, and we can now turn our attention to ISAs. To 

start, I briefly outhne three approaches to the treatment of ISAuhat-haYe'been'prominent 

in the linguistics lite1·ature. Too much has been written on this topic for" me to attempt a 

comprehensive summary here, and I intend only to use these approaches to motivate the 

analysis in Sections 6 and 7. 

5.1. Gordon and Lakoff 

The f mt approach of interest here is that a\en by Oordon and Lale.off [to]. 

Concentrating primarily on requests, Gordon and Lakoff propose a set of four sincerity 

conditions'..\O and thm give a smgle powerful rule to account for the different ways that a 

request can be framed. They say that to make a sinctre request, a speaker must want the 

action done and believe that the hearer can do the action, that he wants to do the action, 

and that he would not do it if he were not asktd to. The first of these sincerity conditions 

is called sptakrr-based and the next three are calltd lttartr-hastd. The rule given is: 

One can convey a request by (a) asserting a speaker-based sincerity condition or 
(b) questioning a hearer-based sincerity condition. 

This formulation is very attractive because, if ts so elegawt and simple, but it has 

encountered extmsive crtticism: Sadock (2·0 ~ts out that 6ordon and Lal:.ofrs rule is 

30. It is not clear whether Gordon and Lakoff ·t"flean something differfflt by sinetrit1 
condition than Searle does. At any rate, their choice of sincerity conditions for requesting 
differs from Searle's. 



too powE'rful. admitting utterances that are not ttqoests. For-n1t11ple. 5.1 ts not a request for 

the hearer to move over, even though the similar form 5.2 is. 

!U Teti me if you can movt over. 
5.2 Can you move,ovtt? 

Even if the set of sincerity conditions could ~ recast to generate only the correct forms, 

there are still facts that cannot bE' accounted for by an approach that uses only speech act 

conditions plus a gt'neral rule. Sadock gives the following examples: 

5.3 Can you close the door? 
5.i Are you able to close the door? 
5.5 Can you pleaM" dose the door? 
5.6 ,,Art' you able te plt'aw dosl' the door? 

Sentences 5.3 :rnd 5.i can both be used as reiquests, and in this usage th~ are paraphrases of 

each other. Taking Gordon and Lakofrs approach, both 5.3 and 5.4 would therefore be 

derived from the same sincerity condition. Sentence 5.6, however, is ungrammatical, and 

any scheme that derives 5.3 and 5.i uniformly will be hard-pressed to account for the 

differmce betwttn 5.5 and 5.6. 

5.2. Sadock 

To answer the objections that he raises against Gordon and Lakoff"s theory, Sadock 

in (24) distinguishes bfl~ 11nera11Ct'S that have a speeclt act as dldr meaning arid 

utterances that mean one speech act but mtail another, Thtl5' aC491'ditlg.to Sadeck, 5.3 is a 

sort of idiom which E'ntails the notion of reiquest as part of its meaning, while 5.4 is a 

question accor-ding to its meaning; only secondarily entailing a•,tequest. Sadock's.clatm Is 
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that. although rules based on sincerity conditions hate their place; they cannot account for 

the behavior found m speech act tdiorns. 

Sadod:.'s observations sttm t1,' bt wtlt tikfft,, 'a1ttw.ugh' 'hts distinction between 

mt>aning and mtaihnenr ~~an to·me tbfHi u1timattlfmisladifit:" Tfie·dffficutty, I think, 

is that the notion of what a meaning iscarid wliat informatton k lhoutd contain are not as· 

welt undt'rstood as the tht>ory implies. Sadocl. asStlMes that ndt-~e· flits only one 

smumtic rr.plest>ntation that constitutt>s its meaning; and he 'himself ··notes that thts ma\es 

him unit bit> to accotmtfor the deliberate me df ffllbiguitttn Cdlivetsation. 

There is other evidence that Sadocl's treatmfflf falls short' of a precise 

characterization of ISAs. Note that some sent~ces treatett··by Sldock'llt ~h act idioms 

have conversational properties based on their surface forms. Coosider examples 5.7 and 5.8 

used ,n reqi.lt~ts. 

5.7 Move over. 
5.8 Can you move over? 
5.9 O.K. 
5.10 I don't know if I nn. 
!di Yes. 
5.12 I don't l{now. 

ExamplE's 5.9 through 5.12 are possible responses to 5.8, but only 5.9 and 5.10 are appropriate 

as responses to 5.7. Tht> indirtct request form 5.8, then, can be treated as either a request f>r 

a question by the hearer for the purpose of response. Note, however, that 5.8 can .still be 
' ._: ,-

under~tood as a request even though it is answered as a question. One may respond with 
,, 

"Yes" and then go on to comply with the request. In fact, to answer -Yes and thm fail to 

comply indicates either deliberate rudeness or failure to understand the request force of the 
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uttera,1~t'. lf we fQllow Sadoc\ and treat JS as an idiom w.hen used as a. r~est. thm oaly 

the rt>qu~st force, and not the question fom.'. will a~rifl its ~tic rtp,;~~taOon. It is 

Another phe"9fl1{'non that·SadQ¢k:~,tflp-)',.4~sJ.Wt ~ccquJ;U,.,for: ts. t~ varia~on in lh~ 
- . . . - . 

indirect forms .that ar, .possible f0,r ""'1tailed" ·~· ,Jor ,xam,~. &a.qocJI, considers 

que.stions of the "Are you able to ... " form to mtail requests., He .also ob5erves that questions 

of t,be form "Do you know .;interrogative cl-ause>?" can hav.e. the illoQ,tionary force (and 

hence in his scheme -the !llfaning) of -thf mteirogJtive clau~. That is. 5.13 is often 

equivalent to ~.Ii r~ht-r than to a question about ~ knowledge of the jlearer. 

5.13 Do you know what time it is? 
5.14 What tifflf is it? 

Putting these two facts together, Sadock's thf'Dry woulc:f predict that 5.15 should entail a 

request, but it dOt"s not. 

5.15 Do you know whether you are ab~ to close the door? 

Hence, even forces that Sadock considers entailmfflts of utterances -- ,a.nd. ther~ore totally 

meaning-dependent -- seem to have some dependence on surface form. 

5.3. Searle 

A third approach that is of interest to us here is that of Searle in (301 I start with a 

discussion of some generalizations that he proposes and then compare his approach to that 

of Sadock. 
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Searle pre$ents four generalizations for directives and five others for commtsslves. 

These play a role in Sear1e's theory analogous to Gordon and lakofrs single rule. but 

St>ar1 .. ·s generali7atit>As differ from theirs in tM following important ways: 

I. Searle's generalizations are differentiated according to the parts of the speech act, 
1.e. propositienill contfflt condtHons. sincerily cGI\Clhliens, anj preparatory conditions. 
Gordon and Lakoff"s sincerity conditioos, in contrast, seem to be an amalgam of 
Searles' sin«rity,and prq,aratory conditiom. 

2. Searle explains an asymmetry in his gener-aliJatiof\s .by,, identi~ying the 
conversational participant who has the better knowledge of 'a condition, but he does 
not state this explicitly in the g~ralizations. for GofdGII and Lakoff,~ the question 
of which participant has the better knowledge is at the core of their single rule. 

Se.ult>'s approach seems to. me to be a valuable one, in that the generalizations are 

more finely differentiated -thiID Gordon and Lakioff°s rule, ~t the same time, I think that 

Searle's gt>nf'tahzations can ~ questiqne4 on tile count that they ar,e too specific. Rec,a.11 

that the notions of speakt>r· and ttfaJer--ba;St'd c~kJRs have not been given an explicit 

place in the generalization~ Becau\e of_ this, Searle i5. foKed to state the generalizations ln 

terms of specific rvpes of preparatm:y conditiofts. fqr example. rat""° than in terms of 

prt>paratory conditions in gmeral. Although- Snrle is correct in looking for finer 

differentiation than that afforded by Gordon and Lakoffs rule, It appears. that his 

gen~ralizations are nttdlessly complex. See Section 6 for an aktrnative proposal 

Searle's generalizations are presented as part of a larger fr~work. It is instructive 

to compare this framework with that devdoped by Sadock. since there are some sharp 

c:;ontrasts. Searle makes the distinction between mtaning and wt, saying that an utterance 

such as !U6 should be seen as mtaning a question while, at the same time, tt may be u.itd as 

a request. 



!i.16 Can you pass the sah? · 
!i.17 Arf! you able to pass the sak? 

The fact that !i.16 tak~s ,.,,au while ~.17 doe, not is a«aunted for, t,y • maxim that OtW 

should speak idiomatically in the normal case. Thus, Searle sees a request such as 5.16 as 

"id'iomatic but nt't an ldtmnt· Ontt attraction of this appMldt ttffllt tt ·accallfttS naturally (as 

Searlr. points out) for the fact that responses to speech-Ids mar corRSpOnd to surface form 

as well as to a convt'Yf!CI sr«h act. 

There ~ to be two major difftcuftm With Snrt!'s app,aadl. Ftrst, although he 

acknowledges special grammatical behavior of some ISA forms. Snrte is not willing to say 

that such forms •mean· any spttch act Olher than the· one torRspahding to the surface 

form. Utterancl'S such as example 5.!H"Can you phw ... • fot1ns) ate tttaffd ·as special 

convmtionalized forms, which is to say as ffl"1 idteffllttc (but stilt noUdtoms). If the fllHJI 

in 5.5 is to be accounted for. this· itppafffltly must w dOM In aemu t>f use, nor meaning. 

Thus. we have both ust' and meat\ing ffflfctfd in. same surf~ forms. which b .. rs the 

USt"/meaning distinction to sonw extfflt. To justify .ell a,Sllp. ,t lht,wk w need a more 

devmpect account of the nolion of •us.•0 anct a delinntien ef its impaCt an •rface form. 

Another dtfficuky with a strict lllHhiftg/use distinttklft appean in tM variations 

possible for a class of ISA forms that wtU bf discussed ·tn Jfetlil,in Section 7.5. When 5.19 ts 

uSftl in place of 5.13, I assume that ~ar1t-woutd'a8 tlte- st118111111t 'that h conveyed the 

meaning and the request rhat iS conveyed tfte vse. How,, then, ctaes 5.20 flt tnto this 

framework? 

5.18 Close the door. 
5.19 It's cold in here. 
5.20 Must I tell you that it's cold in here? 
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As I analyze it, example 5.20 can be used to convey three spttch acts, first the •Must I tell 

you .. ?" ASK, second the "It's cold in here" representative, and third the •c1ose the door 

R EQ.U EST. Note that either response below would be acceptable: 

5.21 Oh. I'll close the door. 
5.22 All right. I'll close the door. 

The following response would also be possible, although rude: 

5.23 Yes, you must. 

1t is not clear how a strict meaning/use approach would account for the three levels of 

representation involved here. Note that any change to the theory to· accomodate •triple 

message" ISAs will not be simple to make, due to restrktions on degree of indirection for 

other ISA forms, as txemplified by !>.I and 5.2 above. 

·,··,-,t 

1t appears. then, that none of the ISA theories presented is totally adequate. All, 

howtver, have txtremely attractive aspects that are worth preserving. Gordon and Lakofrs 

approach attempts to derivt' the ISA forms from gmera.l speech act conditions that have 

independent uses. Sadock, while endorsing such general derivations, emphasizes the special 

grammatical propert1es of some ISA forms. Although Searle's overall approach differs from. 

that of Gordon and Lakoff, his "generalizations" can be viewed as a more finely 

differtntiated version of Gordon and Lakofrs (too) simple principle for deriving ISAs. In 

the approach described in the ntxt sections I have preserved these positive aspects while, 

hopefully, avoiding the negative ones. 
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6. Some General Rules for Indirect Speech Acts 

One common property of the three theories discussed in the last section is the use of 

general rules to account for ISAJ. While the theories differ in the nature of individual rules 

and the relative importance giv~ to them, nevertheless general rules for ISAs are included 

in each case. In light of the large number of ISA forms. such general rules appear to be 

necessary. I follow Sadock, however, in questioning whether they are sufficient. In this 

section I present a set of general rules for deriving ISAs from properties of speech acts. . -~ • a.: 

These rules are intended as a basis only, and they wiD need to be both augmented and 
-~ 

restricted. Accordingly, in Section 7 I present another set of rules and categories that, 
- :•, :.--_, 

combined with the general rules from this section, give a more complete plct\lre of the range 
.-,,. . i - . 

of ISAs possible. The reader is asked to keep in mind, then, that this section is intended as 

only part of a theory, to be amended in Section 7. 

The ISA rules presented in this section wlU be divided into ~hree categories. The 
., . 

categories are based on a common sense view of rational human behavior. The categories 
• > \ • -" ••• •• ._ • 

are based on the following three maxims of action: 
. .. . . ,';.••·. 

I. One should (only) initiate actions that are necessary. 

2. One should (only) initiate actions for whkh some desirable result or results can be 
expected. ' ' ,, ': 

3. One should only initiate actions that one IXpetb ifo tie ,...... 

These three maxims will be referred to as'the, maxims 'f#'N,us,U,, lhslrabUU-,, and 

Posstbiltt7. 
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Readers familiar with the classic work of Gric,.a.,cc,pversational,tn'91iµtur~ lUl will 

recogmze the approach that is being taken. There, Grice suggests four categories of 

maxims that are applicable to linguistic actions but which have analogues ~n other types of 

actions. Here. I am stating maxims applicable to actions in general but which apply to 

speech acts as a special case. The maxim of Neussity above has a counterpart in Grice's 

category of o_uantity. The other two maxims hne no direct counterparts, and they suggest 

extensions to Grice's framework. 

We will use the maxims of Ntcessity, DtsirabUity, ancf Possibility to provide a 

conceptual organization for ISA rules. Accc:,rdingly, the next three subsections discuss rules 

of each type. Section 6.i looks at some general bthavior with respect to mood and tense. 

FinaHy, in Section 6.5 I dbcuss a fourth type of ISA that may can for a somewhat different 

approach. 

6.1. ISA Forms Related to the Maxim of Ntcessity 

The maxim of Necessity says that one shoukt act when necessary. but one should 

avoid extraneous actions. When this second clause ·is ·applkd to speech acts. it yields the 

following rulft: 

Rule 6.1 

Pl can convey a sp,ech att ifldirec:tly by -- . 

{i) AS King whether the intended speech act is ~ry 

e.g., the REQ.UEST "Do I need to tell you to shut the doorr 

• 
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(ii) ASKing whetht'f an equiValent Sf)ffth act .(i~ .• ooe with the same pr.incipal 
intended effect) has already been performed 

e.g .. the REQUEST "Did anyone ask you to take out the garbage?" 

(iii) ASKing whether the principal intended effect cah he expected to eccur without 
the speech act 

e.g .• the R Eq_UESTs: 
"Are you planning to take out the garbage?" 
"A re you going to ·talte out the gamge?" 

(iv) ASKing whether the principal intended effect of the speech act has already 
occurred 

e.g .• the REO..,.UESTs: 
"Did you take out the garbage?" 
"Have you tikmiot.tt tfte garbage?" 

For Rule 6.t and other rules presented in this paper, I am assuming a relatively constrained 

relationship between the actual representations of the rules and the semantic representations 

of individua I utterances. See Appendix B for a description of this relationship. Although 

REQ.,.llEST examples were used in 6.1 (and will continue to be used in this section). the 

general ISA rules are intended to apply to any speech act wht'fe P2 can be expected to have 

the appropriate knowledge to respond to Pl's lSA. 

In Rule 6.1, note that Clause (iv) is also expected to account for forms such as 6.1 used 

as a REQUEST to take out the garbage: 

6.1 Is thtt garbage out? 

This will require additional rules and distinctions, however, which will be Introduced in 

Section 7.5. 



Ear11er-v«sions of this .paper, acmunted,for thf f."Wi\l Jetl ~,.r RE(lUEST form 

by an appeal to Clause (iii) of Rule 6J. I have nat been satilfled with this account, 
.,r , .,;- , it : 

however, because some uses of the form are nat matlftted by quesdans _of the necessity of 

the adion. Canstder. fer example. 6.2. 

6.2 WiU you accept a ride to the airport? 

This example can be account~ for by tl,t tBUilaefiP...W-,.,.:<>,,e,-..,a .view 6.2 ~ Pl 

asking P2 whether the outcome of an OFFER by Pl will be succmf'UI (i.e., accepcance). 
-_.1.,j 

While some mdings of the •wnl" form may be &emUR_. far by Rule 6J. we need :a broader 

vie'¥ of this form. See Section 6.3. 

Fi"nally, note that Pl is permitted to we an l$A qQly "'- Pl cu,,,eamnably expect 

P2 to decifer Pl's intent, i.e .. to recognize the indirection. Neither Rule 6J nor any of the 
- ~ L ~ '. 

other rules presented here, however, includes this informatian. It appean that this 

constraint is part or· a more general constraint that·. Pa avoid ambiguity. That is, Pl is 

obligated -- to the best of ·his or. her ability - to frame a, ua.ance ()SA or not) in such a 

way that P2 can understand the message that Pl intended tD CIDllffJ. See Grice DO for 

discussion of an •avoid ambiguity• maxim. 

6.2. ISA Forms Related to the Maxim of Desirability 

Next we come to the maxim of Desirability, ratad here. 

One should (only) initiate actions far which .,.. desinble rault • raub c;an be 
expected. . 

Related to this maxim. we have the following general ISA rule: 
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Rule 6.2: 

Pl c1n con_'!.!.l'.....! speech act indirf'ctly by --

-- a representative with the propositional contt,ltthat-~ desirable rfi..-k .or results 
can be expe{tt'd for rome intended effect of the spttch act. 

e g .. the R EO_U EST "I would be happier if you'd substantiate those figures.• Here. 
the desirable result is tht' happiness of Pl. ancl the -iolended:elf~.of tile REQ..0£$T 
is that P2 substantiate the figures. 

Again. for Rule 6.2. akhouglt the example is a RIQ.UEST. ti,e rule ls expected to apply to 

spttch acts in gtnenl. 

In Rule 6.2, note that the intendf.'d effect need not be an jrnrnechat, RESULT or 

PRINCIPAL-RESULT (Sl'e Section 4) of the speech act; it may be several times removed ln 

the causal chain. Similarly, the desirable resuh need not be an immediate RESULT or 

PRINCIPAL-RESULT of tht' imfftded effect. Thus. ,we have ~ following exa-ynples of 

ind irtct representatives. 

6.3 Yoo~R be hapPf 10·-hear that Claudia won. 
(H tar refers to a R [SULT of the speech act.) 

6.4 You'll be happy to learn that Claudia won. 
(Lnnn ·reft'ts 1b tbe:plifflCipal,i~nd«t~~"• ~espeech Mt.) 

6.5 Yut'Kbecftappy--to know that Clawl&a,-w<a -
(Know rtfers to the PRINCIPAL-RESULT of the principal 
intended effect of the speech act.) 

Note that the desirable result$, kom tl,e,tnaxim .-need ac,t relate only. to Pl and P2. 

Consider the following REO .. UEST example.t:a\en (foM[Hl 

6.6 This room would look a lot Mtter if y°"dusted it. 
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Example 6.6 contains information about an inanimate object with the claim that it would be 

more attractive (to anyone) if the REQ.UESTed actioft,~ perb'med: ·NeitheT Pl ~•"P2 ts 

expfidtly meitttoned-m tM•st#tffllelttef•~matt . 

. 6.'..\. IS A forms Related to t ht· Maxim of Possiblhty 

The third mu.rm proposed was the maxim of Possibility: OM should only initiate 

actions that one expects to be possible. The 11'inlmill tomUttahl for this maxim to obtain 

can be stated in terms of the framework devtloped in s«tion 4. A speech -act can .be 

con~idt"f~ to bf' JtM~ible if: 

1. the preconditions of its associated method can be satisfied. 

2. for an action--<enfered spttch act, the semantic lnp11t caws of the action named can 
be filled. 

3. for an action-centered spttch m, tM prtttqutsites ,of the action' named can be 
satisfied. 

The maxim of Possibility hn a rich stt of cormpandifff ISA,(UIH. Rules related 'to (I) and 

(2) above are explored in the next two sub~. ltutes retMfcl ... .,., .. andisctlssed 

in Section 7.5.2. 

6.3.1. Forms Based on PrttOlldifions of lndtm•I Spftth ·Acts 

The first set of ISA forms based Oft the tnntm cf Poisibl.litJ are thcR dertvfd from 

pr:econditions of speech acts. Noft' that'the·pmondttkMs anot:iltl!d,-wtsbt,ttw·,speeth acts 
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give conditions partirnla,· to tht spucl, act. There are other gtneral cundittoM·of' speech acts 

which must obtain for the individual act to be well-formed,·as ~•idenad by rules 6.1 and 

6 2. I am nor ·including these when 1 rt>fer to preconditions. The approach taken in this 

subsection will be to distinguish three classes of precondition and f.ormulate seven rules 

using the classes distinguished. 

While the rulE's suggested are intended to apply gffl«ally to speech ads.- once again 

REQUEST will be used to supply examples. (Examples for OFFER. SUGGEST. and ASK 

are given in Appendix C.) To start, thffl, recall thepr«onditiom identified in Section ~ for 

REQUESTs: 

I. Pl wants P2 to take responsibility for carr.ying out the action. 

It. Pl believes that P2 can take responsibility for carrying out the action. 

Ill. Pl believes that P2 is willing to take responsibility for carrying out the action. 

-
IV. Pl believes that P2 is obli~ated to Pl (and possibly to others) to take responsibility 
for carrying out the action. (Thb obhgatiotMMf·"lte'a JOI! iabhgatien, an authority 
obligation, or a gmetal obligation to be<ftt-tpfut.) 

The preconditions of REQUEST, and other spft'dt·ad' preconditions, can be divided 

according to wliicli dl'tthtgtu participant lias tlrt btfttr tttoilltd(t oftlti: cOfitlttions sf,tctjitd. 

I. Pl-based preconditions. 

Here Pl has inherently better knowledp11Jf whether · or not the topic of the 
precondition holds. The topic of preconditions that begin here with •p1 believes• is 
considered to·be the dirt-ct object of the initnll "1,efieve:r 'Pot odter preconditions (e.g., 
REQUEST I.), the topic is the entire pattern. Preconditions that are Pl-bised is,clude 
those· whose topic is a goal of Pl (e:g., R EQ.11 EST ,t). 
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~: P~hased prttenditions. 

Here. P2 has inhffffl&Jy bftter knowledge of .whetller or net ,the ~- p[ the 
precondition holds. Preconditions that fit this category include Pt's ~liefs about P2's 
intenti«nihta~; An -examplt.of a .P-2-based·1tf~K, R~T:,Jll). 

3. Unmarked preconditions. 

For these preconditions, determination about which participant has the better 
• knowwdg;e of 1hr pm1emhtien depends oni ,p,oper:lieJ of 11w particular .speech act 

and/or its context. Examples are R EQ.UEST (II) and (IV). 

Using these precondition types. we can CAJn5&r~t the following seven rules for ISA 

forms. 

Pl can convl'y a spttch act mdtrectly by _ _. 

Rule 6J (for Pl-based preconditions►. 

-- a rt>presentative of the topic of a Pl-based precondition of the speech act.31 

e.g .• I want you to water the pla-. (RUlJJEST I.) . 
I hope you will use tom111011c1e111e..(R~UlST L) 

Rule 6.'f (for P2,ltased P.recon~iom): 

\ -- an ASK d-the.topk-of a P2-t»sed precondition of the-,Jf'ft(h act 

e.g .. Do you want to shut the door? (R[Q.UEST Ill.) 

Rule 6.!, (for unmarked preconditians} 

-- · an ASK of tM. topit of an umnarked pr«mdiuon of .t,he speech act. 

. . . 

~I. It is probably thl' case thaHot all PH>a$t-CI pt«ond~ the topic is equivalent to 
the entire precondition. This rule could probably ~ stated simply as •a 
representative of a Pl-based precondition,• but for now I stay with the more general 
version. 
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This rule applies in a context where Pl believes P2 has better knowledge of the 
condition in the precondition topic. 

e.g .. Is it your tum to do the dishes? fRE~EST IV.) 

Rule 6.6 (for unmar-lccfd precondition~): 

-- a representattve ~f the topic of an unmarted preaxtdittan of the speech act. 

This rule applies in a context where Pl believ-es Pl has better knowledge of the 
condition in the precondition topic. 

e.g .. It's your turn to do the dishes. (REQ.UEST IV.) 

Rule 6.7 (for unmar-lced preconditiom~32 

-- a repre~enlatt\le' of an unmarked precondttkffl of the speech -act where Pl 
believes he or she has better knowledge of the condition. 

e.g .. I believe it's your turn to do the dishes. (REQ.UEST IV.) 
I assume you are able to shut the dGor: lREQ.UEST H.) 

Ruw. 6.8 (for groups of preconditions): 

-- a REQUEST form of an action that is a goal of Pl (i.e., A for •p1 wants A1. 

This rule is applicable only when the spttch act has preconditions that are 
e,cact matches or sp4!(ia1tzations of the four ptfflMldittonnJf 1t'I.(tU£ST. 

e.g .• Take a cookie. (OFFER IV.-VH) 

32. Utterances derivE'd from this rule coutd also be treated as d'oittbte. tndirecttons. e.g., an 
indirect form of a representative of the speech act. If this is done, however, these 
utterances would be special cases, since double indirections art not possible in general. 
(Recall example ~.I. "Tell me if you can move over: which is not a REQ.UEST that P2 
-move.) Whatever the treatment of these utterances; note that the initial •1 believe: "I 
assume," etc. ftmctions more as a mitigator' than as a Stlp3rate tpfteh act. :for a discussion 
of mitigators, see [Ii]. 
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-- an ASK about whether P2 will take ~esponsibility for· carrying out an 
"active" action thaNs a .goat,.efiPI (u ... A fa,r -~l,~ ~j. :P, · · 

This rule is applicable only when the spttch act has preconditions that are 
exact matches or specializations of the fewl ~--_1ef• l·£QJ#.EST .. ; 

i r·· 

Although theSf.' seven rules are more complex than Gordon and Lakoff"s single rule, 

they give us a more powerful basis for identifying the set of precondition-based ISA forms. 

First. nothing corresponding to Rules 6.8 •rU.~h.,,.,.ate on grOQps of 

precondition classes is more powerful here. Nothing in Gordon and Lakofts dichotomy 

between speaker- and flearer--bastd siflcerity conclitien• pr~iGtS Qlllditions that can either . 

be questioned or asserted, df'Jlfflding on context. 

The ma JOr differenct" between Rules 6.3 to 6.9 and Searle's generalizations rests in the 
., 

level of generality of the two sch~s. Recall-that Searfe's• generalizations are more 

rules given here apply to speech acts in gtnerat. ·alld·;tlwy .-,, ~ · as the full set of 

gfflf!'rat· JSA rules that apply to preconditions. 

In terms or specific rules, rules 6.8 and 6.9 differ most from Searle's generalizations, 

33. By •active" I mean an action dm is v~ as, an evenl in the envtrcnment 
shared by Pl and P2. For further discussion;see Section 6.-f. 
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Searl(''s scheme, the very common "Will you <actton>r fonn is derived from the 

propositional content condition of directives. I feel that this approach lacks semantic 

motivation, and w ·the approach taken here is to appeal to the maxim of Possibility. One 

can intfc.'rprer a "will" question as a question about how P2 -will retpnl lo PJ's speech act. 

The "will" ISA form c;1n be seen as a hedge in case P2 cannot respond appropriately, does 

not wish to .do so, or recognizes no obligation to do 10. By using thi$ form, Pl can carry out 

the intended s.peech act even though he or she may have·some -reservations about its effects. 

Anchoring "will" forms in groups of precondition., .. amt appnUing to the maxkn -of 

Possibility provides these forms with a stronger semantic motivation than the ,more 

structur.11 account offered by ba~ing rules on propositional content conditions. 

Given the constraints on matching described in Appendix B, Rules 6.3 through 6.9 

are relatively restrictive. I will conclude this subsection with some observations on the 

forms that the rules do not account for. First, the rules as written do not account for 

differences in tense and mood. That is, Rule 6.5 generates example 6.7 but not 6.8 and 6.9. 

6.7 Are you able to drive Sarah to school? 
6.8 Will you be able to drive Sarah to school? 
6.9 Would you be able to drive Sarah to-Jehoal? 

Since 6.8 and 6.9 Ut'. kgitiroate indirect REQ.UESTs.tthey mu• be accounted for; Section 

6.4 contains proposals for handling this tense and mood behavior. 

Another coHecfion of- forms that is not c8¥ffl!d by Rules· &.3· to &.9 ,are those that 

conta ifl negations of tM sort fouad in patterns &.I& to 6.13, 

6.10 Won't you <actiofl>! 
6.11 Couldn't you <action>? 
6.12 Shouldn't you <action>? 
6.13 Can't you <action>? 
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Apptkalion of Rutn 6.3 to &.9 tot~ REQ.U[ST precondkions don not yit'ld such negated 

forms. In this case, I tftinl that the' exch1ston fi·~fe!I: forms &.IO to 6.13 can be 

interprett'd as conveying severat differmt · spttch acts, bot ·two or die ~ prominfflt ont's 

are' begging an<f pt'fMNling. What t~ two spttcft acts han 1ft ~ is Prs need to 

ovttcomf."- ,so,ne. son .'(tf mtstance in· P2. (The rt-sistance ts m ~·actmn named in tht' spttch 

acts; both are action•cffltered.) REQ.UEST does not involvt' Offrcomtng any special 

resistance; prttOAdition (IJI) relatf'S to Prs estimatt' of P2's openness to the action. Thus. 

whtle forms 6.IO to 6.13 are ck-arty ·sttnilir to REQ.UIST ~ thfy are not tmted 0hett as • 

REQ.UESTs. 

6.~.2. ISA Forms Based on Semantic CaSt's of Actions 

We continuing with thl' maxim of Possibihty and observe that ISA forms for some 

tyPt"s of action-centered spttch act are based on semantic tnput cases or the action named. 
. I 

Consider. for examplt-: 

6.11 Do you have a r(lf>t to throw to that man? 
(OBJECT of the throwing action) 

6.1!-t Have you got a hammer to fix that pictllfe? 
(INSTRUMENT oft~ fixing action) 

6.16 Do you have enouglt gas itt ,our·c«r _to dtiffGeergt•tothe,ai.....-? 
(SPECIFIC-RAW-MATERIAL of the driving action) 

All oft~ exam~ can- {among other things) act as indirect REQ.UEST"s for P2 te tlo the 

action named. Given the appropriate OOft~t. tMf an a• act • lllldir«t' !SUGGESTs. 

(One such context would be the case where P2 is trying to decide iWMt lO'do in a -situation.) 
. ' 
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The basic pattern that these examples fit is giYffl in TM following rule:34 

Rule 6.10 

Pl can convey a REQUEST or SUGGEST indirectly by --
-- ASK ing whether Pt has dttml'ftat ftlts 'a Sffl13fltic aase slot> for/to <action> 

Here, the semantic rase is one defined for the action named. It is not clear whether this 

formulation is too broad; a pattern involving only a subset of the semantic cases may be 
,, ."'·" 1 : 

more correct. For imrance. a partner in 6.17 is a filler for the CO-AGENT semantic case. 

Example 6.17 uttered by a tournament official can definitely be a REQ.UEST that P2 get a 
' 

partner, but can it also be used as a REQUEST that P2 play the next match (as Rule 6.10 

would have it)? 

6.17 HavP you got a partner to play the1'ext matchf 

While example 6.17 suggests that Rule 6.10 is too broad, other evidence suggests that it 

is too restrictive. In addition to examples that correspond quite well to the semantic input 

cases identified in Section 4, there are other examples that are clearly related but not as easy 

to account for. Consider: 

6.18 Do you have time to take Sarah to the airport? 
6.19 Do yotrhave room to-store my plltnts? 

Examples 6.18 and 6.19 are time- and space-related, respectively; When representing actions 
¼; 

with 0\l'l.-1 methods, it is assumed that all actions occur at some time, but, because of the 

34. It is possible- that this rule can be·genetalited; sii1ce ana1ogous, but not always identical, 
forms exist for other action-centered speech acts. 
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genera hty or this attribute, time is .. DOl represmted ~ ·~. sem;anU~ illfflll ~~. (This dOH not 

preclude the use of a differl'nt represmtation to associate times with particular events.) Even 

if the starting- time or an action were represented as a semantic input case, this would not be 

an immediate solution to the problem of accountiog. fc,r exa,npte 6.18. This is because the 

time discussed there is tlapstd timt, not a single point in time. Similarly, example 6.19 can 

be related to the semantic case SPECIFIC-LOCATION. but it seems to be a question about 
• .. 

the siu of a place, rather than simply a placr.. While w could consider extfflding Rule 6.10 

to include attributes of semantic cases. we run the risk of admitting other forms that are not 

ISAs. Pending a solution to the difficulties posed by namples 6.17 to 6.19, I leave Rule 6.10 

as stated. This is done. however, with the cavnt that it merits further investigation. 

To sum up this subsr.ction, we can say that for at least some action-centered speech 

acts, ISA forms are basP.d on semantic iflpUt cases af ,a.1~ia91 na• Wor~ ""'"ins to be 

done to establish the exact subclass of action--cmtered speech acts that permit this type or 

ISA form. 

6.i. Tmse and Mood Variations 

This _comp1et~ the presmtation of ISA rules associated with the three maxims of 

action. In this subM"Ction I briefly discuss the derivatioll ,Of futur.tc tense ~A$.- then p Into 

somewhat more detail for subjunctives. 

The following rule expansion can bt applied to an ISA rules: 

Expansion for future rense: 

If an actiOfKffllert'd spm:h a(t refers lO afl action. that is • take place sometime 
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other than: "right away," then the ISA form:may be stated tn the future tense, if 
this is appropriate. 

Although the future expansion and the subjunctive expamion below are rules, note that 

they are not at the same level as the other ISA rules presented so far. The expansions are 

rules that act on othrr rules. Atternatively, it would be possible (but wordy) to write 

individual ISA rules with separate clauses to account for tense and mood behavior. 

In the future expansion, the "•f this is appropriate" hedge is used to account for 

differences ~uch as those between thf' REQUEST forms 6.20 through 6.23. 

6.20 w,n you be able to <action>? 
6.21 Can you <action>? 

6.22 Wilt you be willing to <action>? 
6 23 ?Will you want to <action>? 

While 6.20 and 6.22 occur in the future tense, there is no future for can and 6.23 is 

questionable as an indirect REQ.UEST. Some properties, apparently, are viewed as more 

time-variant others. It is this difference that t~ "if appropriate~ hedge is meant to allow 

for. 

Turning to the subjtmctive, we can frame the follewing rule expansion: 

Expansion for subjunctive: 

ISA rules that generate ASK forms where the state or action that will be named 
by the finit-e verb is not set in the past may also be used to g~te subjunctin 
forms if the conveyed speech act has a principal intended effect that involves 
active response on the part of P2. 

By "active" I mean a response that is vieWed as an ennt in the environment shared by Pl 
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and P2: This constraint is used to 1ndude uttffllhces-such as the indirect' ASK 6.2i while 

excluding thm.e such as the indirect representative 6.25. 

6.24 Would you know if I can get a bearding pass at that desk? 
6.2!1 ,:-Would you know that the plane left already? 

I am itMuming that both of these utterances are relatfd10i"Oo you know .. : forms. Here, the 

prinopa I intmdf'd effect of 6.2i is the •aaive" ·response of supptymg·an, anSWfl', while the 

principal intt>nded t'ffect of 6.25 is the more •passive• respanw of understadmg the 

propos1tiona I content. 

The ~ubjunctive expansion above is written to extlude past actions. -. This ts relevant 

for forms generated from Rule 6.1. For example, although fo,,n 6;26 is a cbmmon type of 

indirf'Ct REO_lJEST, 6.27 is not an indirect REQ.UEST at an. 

6.26 Have you dusted? 
6.27 Would you have dusted? 

The exclusion of past actions in the subjunctive expansion eff«uvely bars tM •nterpretation 

of 6.27 as a R EQ.UEST to dust. 

An important quntion that is ~vant -hetr is wbat<event or condition is predicated 

by speech act-related subjunctives. This question has received some attention in the 

literature. One common answer to this question is that the impljcit event ts "if Pl 

~rformed the spttch act•. e.g., •if I asked you• for,REQ.U£ST. Searle paintiout in (301 

however, that whife 6.28 may convey a request, 6.ttmay not. 

6.28 Would you pass me the salt? 
6.29 Would you pass mt th, sak if I ask.eel yeu to? 
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Searle suggests instead that the subjunctive Is predicated on •ir you please• or some variant. 

The notion of actjve response used in the subjtmchve expansion above complements this 

interpretation. "If you please" is a way for Pl to ask-P2 to look favorably on an action, and 

that action is the active response associated with the successful completi<JIMJf the lpftlth act. 

6.5. Examples that Fall Outside the Rules 

The final topic for this section is a group of ISAs that are net completely accounted 

for by the approach that has been taken. Consider, for example: 

6.30 Is your leg healed enough for you to go to the store for me? 
6.31 Will you be home in time to walk the dog? 

Lookmg back at the REQUEST preconditions. these examples Nem to,c-orrespond to (11), 

related to P2's cap.1bility, but the correspondence cannot be accounted f« by the rather 

restricted matchmg relationship I am assuming (5tt Appendix B). 

In trying to account for examples such as these, my first inclination was to appeal to 

the definition of can in Precondition (II) and expand the matching rules to include matches 

on parts of definitions. That is to say, the semantic representation for can would be 

assumed to have a df"finition that included notions of physical ability, having free time, and 

being within an appropriat-e spatial range to do an action. It turns out, however, that this 

treatment puts a great deal of strain on the precondition-based approach without really 

solving the problem exemplified by 6.30 and 6.31. In terms or matching, there is still a good 

distance between a healed leg and the more geMral notion of physical ·ability, or between 

the relationship of being at home with a dog and the idea of being in the right range to 
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perform the action of taking it for a wa1k. Ttitff ate-defltfi~ tor~dences here, of 

course. but the pemt is that extabmhing ttlt c~ can be a complex 

computationa1 problem: This is in c-ontr,sr:to the approadt 1 ·1taw, bM'1 ~king, where the 

matching process,hu bftn carefutty 0constraifttd. 

Although the approach proposed htrt appears to ~ too restricted to handle some 

cases, the answer d()('s not necessarily lie in a whontt l't'f)latemlMt of Ruin &.hil!J'6.IO and 

A.pf)ffldix B With a more gnaeral formulatton. lnstad, I adYOCate a layered approach, 

using ~everal sets of rules of varymg powt'f. We wttf flan·made some progress if we can 

isolate the classes of ISAs that can be dertved from propertwnif speech acts using highly 
; 

restricted rules. Thesf' forms constitute a significant class of ISAs. and their restricted 

nature caftc•-be ·exploited in a- computational fffedtol. Other caws taff then tie flandled by a 

mort1 gfflera-1. and presumably mete expfflslte, ~tlal t'M!thantsm. An ekample'ol a 

genera I inferentia I approadi'is fotmd in Ah Ill 
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7. A Taxonomy of Indirect Speech Act Forms 

7.1. Overview 

In this section I present a taxonomy of speech ad forms. with emphasis on indirect 

speech acts. The sets of · categories in the taxonomy are , to be viewed as different 

dimensions, ~o that utterances can, and typicaHy do, belong to more than one categery at 

once. I wtfl me R[(tUEST as a source of examples. The categorization scheme does apply 

to other speech acts, often, however. with some simplification necessary. 

The first distinction that will be discussed is whether the form is dirtct, indirtct, or 

t,zg, Indirect forms, of course. are of primary interest for-this ,.-per. -It is atso, however, 

necessary to consider direct speech act forms for tM same reason that it was necessary to 

clarity speech act organi~ation in Section 2:, one speech act's direct form tJ another speech 

act's indirect form. Besides direct and indirect .fortm. •I 4utinguish .tag forms. Tag forms 

are sometimes considered indirect forms, but I .will.argue for their-treatment as a .• arate 

class. 

The next distinction that wiU be considered is whether, an utterance-,i& Jingl.tforct, 

dc,ubfrjClra, or trif1ltjorce. Corresponding t-0 this is the -noUoa of- whether a g.iven speech 

act is conveyed as the imme,iiatt, secondar1, or .ttrliar,,force of the- utterance. ·Thu 5;econd 

distinction corresponds roughly to Sadock's meanmglentatlmln.l,dittinction, but it is A!CUt 

to a void t~ problems describt-d in Section 5. Relattd to tht"'distiriction among forces is the 

question of the existence of speech act idioms. In Section 7.♦ I take a pesitiun on this isstN! 

with the introduction of Jroun IS A /Drms. 
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The final two distinctions, which apply only to what I hav-e ~lleld actiuft--center~ 

speech acts, have received only casual attention in th, lit,rature. The first distinction 

hingf's on wht>ther Pl names the action involved explicitly or refers to it onty tmpUdtJy. 

The two ISA catE"gories ue, aa:ordingly, tx/Jlidt·'""- aftd -IM~lclt·attiOn. Fer tmplicit· 

action lSA forms, thE'~ is rh, further cat..gornation into,th~ typer, whtch for simplidtJ 

will be referred to With numbers. The dtfffffflct belwetn type- t, 2 and: :3 tmp1idNtctkJR 

forms hes in the ty~ of information nttded to recogntff'tlle action int~ by Pt. 

We can now proceed to a more delatW diKUsikWI .of Geh Nt'ef <ategorles. 

7.2. Direct lndir«t and Tag Forms 

Figure 7.1 illustrates the first disttnction for JtEQ.UEST forms. In thts figure, slashes 

are used to indicatt" choices. parent~ htditate -option-' ·words or phraws, and angle 

brad-.E'ts contain dt"SCtiptiofts of words or phrases. · 

Direct forms come- ift two nriffltt fJtf /ffllialtw and sl•~t. The farmer ts Austin's 

ctass of unerances in which the speech act is stated nplicitly. Simplt forms are special 

grammatical or idiOmatic Rrtktilffs rhat · att •1SOCilted: Witfti ;ttw, speedt- act. · The simplr 

form for a REQ.UEST is tM impttatiff. Note that tlw rtlaliOltSldp llftween ~ forms 

aad spai<h. acts is not OM-tO,-OM. Tht" simple forM fer giwng ._,Udms ts. lit• tltal for 

Ri:qµ£sTs. an imper»mP, allhouglt pontWJ modified by-in lnfttl•i•e phrase (e.g., "To 

open, push in .and twb(.,- Waming, atso use the- wnperative· as· a,.,.. form. Hot· only do 

58RR sfJftCb 'acts shart' simple forms. bur other spNCh Kil haM more than one-, e.g .. 

dialogue opmers with the simple forms 1-ldto;, 1-li.~ etc. F•IJ. ,nany speech acts. 

panicularty ceremonial ones. lack simple forms altogether and rely on the performative for a 
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PERFORMATIVE 
I request that <action>. 
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ex. I request thar you write a program to manipulate blocks for me. 
SIMPLE FORM 

<Imperative of action requested> 
ex. Wnte a program to manipulate blocks for me. 

INDIRECT FOR MS 

(I) Will <action>? 
ex. Will you write a program to manipulate blocks for me? 

(2) Would <action>? 
ex Would you write a program to manipulate blocks for me? 

(3) Can <action>? 
ex. Can you write a prognm to manipulate blocks for me? 

(4) Could <actmn>? 
ex. Could you write a program to manipulate blocks for me? 

(5) I wilnt <action infinitive>. 
ex. I want you to write a program to manipulate blocks for me. 

(6) I would hke <action infinitive>. 
I'd hke <ilction infinitive>. 
ex. I would like you to write a program to manipulate blocks for me. 

TAG FORMS 

(I) <imperative of action requested>, will you? 
. ex. Write me a program to manipulate blocks, will you? 

(2) <imperative of action requested>, would you? 
ex. Write me a program to manipulate blocks, would you? 

(3) <imperative of action requested>, can you? 
ex. Write me a program to manipulate blocks, can you? 

(4) <imperative of action requested>, could you? 
ex Write me a program to manipulate blocks, could you? 

Figure 7.1. Some examples of explicit-action forms for REQUEST 
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direct expression of the speech act. 

The next class is indirl'ct forms. in which the speech act is conveyed,by i slrhple'form 

for another spf't'ch act: Frgure 7.1 li5ts a sm.H subset of tlle pomble iMtttett fonns. The .. 

other sets of categories presented in this section will gin us a way to look furthft' at the 

nature of indirl'ct forms. Note that Figure 7.1 does not include negations of these indirect 
-: . ~ . ' : 

forms, e.g .. those involving can't, wttn't, couldn't, etc. Recall the decision discussed in 

Section 6.JI to treate these forms as 16Jis: for itbe'reiattd speech acts for begging and 

persuading (among other possibilities). 

Finally. tag forms are constructed from a simple form combined with the identifying 

part of an indirect form. The idffltifying·patt for most nhn!Ct farms,b the ftmte Yetb-plus 

subjt'Ct (e.g .. "Move it over, would you?"), but in some cases,).t encompasses more (e.g., 

"What's the answer, I'd like to k.no,11.). The ISA forms that may have corresponding tag 

forms can be characterized more specifitafty~J'Hfttt/or114a,4lass whidt ts defined in the 

next subsection. For REQ.UESTs. the tag forms correspond to,fhf 1interrogattve frozen ISA 

forms. This is not. howt>ver. neassarily·the ta~ for otMr lpft(h IClt Smee I can give no 

more precist> specification of the ISA forms that have corresponding tag forms. thts ts It-ft as 

a problf'fll for further research. 

A separate cattgory has been allotted for tags, since they may function as an amalgam 

of two forms. (For example. in many: tontHts "Moye over, WN111 you?" has t'1e brusquffless 

of the simple form which is then softened somewhar ~ tilt .....,_,, kltroductm of the 

more humble "would you".) A view which treats tag forms merely as transformations of 

indirect forms misses the dual nature of the mesiagttftat·fheyaiff(GfffeJ. 
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7.'!-. Thl' Speech Acts Conveyed 

The next set of categorit's gives a way to talk. about the speech act or acts conveyed 

by an utterance. M'y first assumption is that some, but not all. utterances convey_~ than 

one speech act. These different Spt:"ech acts will be,referred to as theforcts of an utterance. 

For the utterances that convt>y mukiple speech acts. the largest number of such speech acts 

that I have found in English 1s three. Utterances are theRfore referred to as either Single

force, double-force. or triple~torce, and the three forces wilM,e callil!d ifffmniiatt, ucondar,, 

and ttrtiar,y. '!-5 The speech acts are called only/orcts, since l wish to avoid appealiflg to 

any notion of "meaning." Although if pressed I would have to say that t Sff all speech act 

forces conveyed by the utterance as part of the tntaning oi the uttffance, semantic 

investigations are at too early a stage, I think, for a concrete definition of meaning.36 

Examples of utterances that convey different numbers of forces are easy to find. First. 

utterances with only an immffiiate force include direct, simple forms, e.g., 5.18 (repeated 

below) uttered with an imm~diate REQUEST force. An utterance with both immediate and 

secondary force might be 5.i uttered with an immediate ASK force corresponding to the 

surface form and a secondary REQ.UEST f«ce, F.tnaUy. thtne Js.exarnple _5.20 which may 

be uttered with the intent to conv~y an immediate ASK, a secondary representative, and a 

tertiary REQUEST force. 

5.18 Close the door. 
5.i Are you able to close the door? 
!i.20 Must I tell you that it's cold in here? 

35. My use of the term secondar,y differs from·its use kl Sear1e {301 I hope that this wiH not 
be a source of confusion. 

'!-6. See, however, Zwicky and Sadock (36) and Sadock (25] for important work in this area. 
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To a-ccount for the different forces in these examples, let us -hypothesize a mechanism 

that applies th" ru~ given in Section 6 .. O postpone to St-ction 1.5,the jssue of hew to link 

the 5-tatement of the condition in 5.20 with the particular adion int~ded.) With this 

hypothesized me-chanism, immtdiaui fore~ of ISAs are ·dfriYablt directly from the surface 

form (or a !;Nnantic rf'J}resentation of it), secondh"y '-«- lift 'dft'ifld by one applicatiOn of 

the rules, and tertiary forces art derived by two applicat.iolls of tht .rules. 

There are two basic dtffit114tfts w.ith tfte mechanism• pn,posed, both of whkh are 

familiar from Section 5. First, recall Sadock's observatiens that a.I ~r~ted below) is not an 

indirE'Ct REQUEST. 

5.1 Tt>lt me tf-you cm move over. 

Wt> need some way to block thl' assignment of three forces -- REQ.UEST of a tell, ASK, and 

R EQ.U EST of a movt' -- to 5.1. At tht same time, it is neassary to preserve the possible 

triplt>·force reading of 5.22. The second difficuky with the proposed mechanism is 

iUustrared by tht ,xamplt's r~ted htre: 

5.5 Can you pkase close the door? 
5.6 -:-Att youabtt to pleaSt' closelhe door? 

With th, mf'Chanism propoStd, both 5.5 and 5.6 would be produced in the same way, and 

there is no way to account for their difftring behavior with respect to f,ltast. 

To tali:, care of the first problem with the proposed mechaftism:,we:tnust first afflffld 

the rules given in Section 6. Each rule must specify that the speech act form used must be a 

s,,,,,,,e one, that is, mtt>rrogative for ASK, dfflarative for die differfflt representatiYes, and 

imperative for R EQ.U EST. For example, Rule 6.3 is now: 
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Rule 6J (for Pl-based preconditions): 

Pl can convey a speech act indirectly by --

-- a simplt form of a representative of the topic of a Pl-based precondition of the 
spE'ech act. 

In addition to this change. thtt proposed mechanism ·must btt 1imited to a single application · 

of the rules for aft the ISA forms considered here except for one -suktass. The only case 

where double indirection, and hence the production of tertiary force, is unifor111ly possible is 
,. •'• ,4 ,,·. ' 

a class that will be called type J implicit-action Jorwu. 37 This class of ISA forms will be 

,• . > . .. . . • ' ·:: .. ! . ;-. ., ' . . ., 
discm.sed in Section 75.3, and in 7.!i.1 consfderatiorHs given to the' question of why sUch 

double indirection should be possible for this class. 

This· brings tis to the second difficulty with the prnposed ~hanism. The special 

behavior illustrated by 5.5 and 5.6 is one exa~ of the type-6fphen00lel10t1 that the fdea 

of speech act idioms attempts to account for. Although a relatively_ small group of ISA 
~-· .. , · i '.. ·:. 

forms display such special behavior. they have received a great deal of attention in the 

linguistics literature. Because of a rather interesting combination of characteristics, these 

form~ have been resi~tant to attempts to fit t~m-into fa'rious them-eticaf frameworks. After 

several different iterations I find that I come ctosei to subscribing id tft~ :concept of speech 

act idioms. I feel, howevt'r, that Searle has made a convi~cing argument against the use of 
', - . - . ' . . .. ; ~ ' . 

37. As ever, there are some borderline cases. Sofne Jndir~ltoriS on secondary forms do seem 
to carry three forces. e.g .. i•d lite ·10 know if ';ot:i could drife u's t<>" the air"port• (an 
immediate STATE.•a secot1dary ASK, and a ttttiatf 1t£(lUEST). ~•'enmples I hue 

. found tend to be i~olated, however, and t~y wHf be trdted lier~ as frozen forms (see the 
next subsection). The only uniformly productive-class amot'tg those considerecfln this paper 
are the type 3 implicn-action forms. · 
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the tt>rm idi(lm. The next subsection, thertfore, <ieKri~ ,a slightly different class called 

froun IS A form!>. 

7.i. Frozen ISA Forms 

I start the expti,a~i,on of frozen .ISA fcmns wjtb the intu;tion th~t the $elltence in 7.1 
~ • ' • • ,_ • - • s • • ~ 

can bt uttt'red as a RE:Q.UEST-- not an AS_K and,-~ REQYES~ • .,..tsim,ly a REQ,UEST. 

7.1 Will you clo~ the door? 

The first time that I consciously thoug~t about e~amp,e. 7.J, it _took a fair amount of effort_ 

for me to get to the literal spet'Ch act force (ii questioQ ~bout a futu~}(tion). Not all ~As 

are like this of course. An utterance such as 5J9, repeat~ below, seems to, be primarily a 

represt'ntativt', and only secondarily a REq_U~T. 

5.19 lt•s cold in here. 

In searchmg for the source ·or this intuition, I come to the ract_U.at the ISA forms that 

I want tQ call "frozen" can or ~o display sprcial bdlav.ior' ~ha~isttc. of rhe rest of the 

surface form. I ther(fw:e defipe froien forms as foflows:31 

A frozen JSA (~rm b an ISA form with an immediate force tl,at. do,s 11ot corrtsfX>nd to 
tht surface form. For such an utterance, one or both of the following obtains: 

JS. It , w_ould be n,ce if. spedal intonational behavior were associated ,with indirect 
interpretations of utter~nc.es. as ~ti- Th, ,vJden(e •. , -~Yer, point$ to special 
disambiguating iotonatiorlJ assodated> w~th ~ di',~( in~~t~ of utterances. (See 
Sag and Liberman 1261) .,Akhough thii lhldf.reporlS ~-.lr.a,JI a.NOCiation between some 
intonation contours and indirect mter,pretatial1s_., tbe intGna&ionl clid not dectlively 
disambiguate indirect forms. · 
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I. It can or dOt's display syntactic bt'ftlvfor atyptcatof the mt d the fwm. 

2. It can or dOl's display cooccurrence bt-havk>r atyptca1 of tM f8t of tM form. 

This. definition of frozen forms is almost a direct translation of Sadock.'s criteria for speech 

act idioms mto the framework that has been developed here.39 (An addition to this 

formulation. howevrr. 1s proposed below.) Clause 2 above is lflustrated by the sp«ial 

cooccunence propettif's of example 5.!'l as contrasted with example!.& (repeated ht!R} 

!15 Can you please close the door? 
!t:6 ,:,Are '(OU .ibk- to 'please close the door? 

An example pointed out by Sadock that fits Clause I is 7.2, whieh is a passive form of 7.1 

above. 

7.2 Will the door be (,:,please) c~ed by yeu? 

The R rq,.UEST fotce in 7.1 is; intuitiv~.' more dtrecFfhlft that·ih 7.2. Moreover, the 

special cooccurrmce pr0f)l'1~'of 7.t .ue lost 

The presence of f'l'ti:ut in 5:5 ts not an ,isofalH p~. as Sadec:k has pointed 

out. Compartt: 

7J Please. will you close the door? 
7.i Will you plettse close the door? 
7.5 Will yoo''c~t~ door,'13lease? 
7.6 PleaSE", it's. cold in here. 
7.7 dt's cold th ~re please. ' 

39. Note that Sadock's "paraphrase" criterion ([21l chap. !,) has been omitted from the 
frozen form definition. White the notion of a paraphtase is usefuUnteinvely, I fttUhat. we 
lack a refined understanding of what does, and does not, constitute a paraphrase of an 
utterance. The notion of a paraphrase is therefore no< yet a computationaHy useful one. 
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Even where imtllal plnJt is possi.ble {or $eCDAd~y REq,UESTs {e,.g •• l~). ~adock points out 

that 1ts Sfflse · is -slightly different. This \Iii of ~t4St is ~e Ul~~ly to ~ppear in a 

REQUEST that someone stop doing what he or she is either about to do or currently 

doing. In addition. for many immediate REQ.UEST forms, t,ltast may occur initially 

without a pause. e.g .. 

7.8 Plt'ase wilt you close the door? 
7.9 ,:,Please it's cold io her~ 

,, ' ·, 

The non-imperative forms that convey a R~EST artd ~~e, t,lrtJJfJreelJ include 

the indirect forms listed in Figure 7.1. Note, however, that not all cases are as clear-cut as 

the examples given. Consider: 

7.10 ,:,Would you mind please picking up George at the airport? 
7.11 ?Would you mind picking up Georp-,.a& the air~.plnse? 

There al'e" a nllfflber of thest'-<a~.for wltich w,ntiftal /llta~ Sffl1IS to.be ,i.t)east n;aarg4Datty_ 

acceptable. This sort of gradual decay of a criter~ .as:~. t•ta sharp cutoff~ is a 

familiar -phenomenon in lingtristic:s. T~• wa!Jc,t .... frOlffl. for,ns have been ~,dined, 

however, it is not necessary that the frozen forms for a speech act an display a st1,tfl.t type of 

special behavior or that, in this case. pita st occur frtdJ-. It •iS. ~h that the form may 

display some syntactic or cooccurrence behavior atypk:alef·the.rnt ol the form. 

" 

Givt'fl the defmition of frozen ISA forms, we can amend- the ,simple mechanism 

hypothesized above. For each speech act, it appears that the set of frozen forms must ~ 

represt>nted by its extl'flsion. (This applies to the Jorr,u, of course, not to the set of the 

individual· utterances.} The set or patterns for frolffl forms can be used to derive 
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immediate force, given the surface form of the utterance. For frozen forms, this process 

occurs instrnd ~f the normal application of the general ISA rules. 

This is an improvement, but the proposed mechanism is still not complete. Since 

frozen forms have an immediate force that does not reflect the surface form. I must account 

m some way for the response behavior discussed in Section 5.2. It will not do in general to 

say that this respome behavior results from processing frozen forms as if they were not 

frozen. e g .. as 1f the R EQU EST force for 7.1 were secondary. If this were done, we would 

be at a loss to account for the special surface behavior such as the unexpected presence of 

pll'asf in a non-imperative frozen REQUEST form. 

The bf:'st answer, I think, lies in assuming that each frozen form pattern has 

associated with it a pointer to the relevant general )SA rule, particularized to a speech act 

appropriate to the surface form. The pointer provides a potential interpretation of the 

utterance. that may or may not be taken. Given this pointer, no information is lost, and 

responses may be keyed off either the immediate force or the general ISA rule.40 Such a 

point,:,r is needed only for frozen forms. In other cases, immediate force corresponds to 

surface form. and keymg responses off immediate force is equivalent to responding to 

surface form. 

As a final remark on frozen forms. note that they fa II somewhere between Sa dock's 

speech act idioms and Searle's idiomatic but non-idiom forms. It is the addition of the 

40. This tre:1tment of the literal speech act force of a frozen form as only a potential force is 
comparable to Morgan's notion of slzort-cirwited implicarure as it is applied to speech acts 
[21). Short-circuited implicatures are those whose "literal meaning is 'latent' rather than the 
basis for an inference." The pointer to an ISA rule proposed here for frozen forms appears 
to combine information from the occasion and purpose slots in Morgan's scheme. 
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pointer that distinguishes frozen ISA patterns from .patterns of idioms. For thfle •true• 

idioms, the hteral interpretation of the form is totally Jost in normal usage. e.g .• "How do you 

do?" used in ·an introduction exchange. For froien form, on die ether ~and, the pointer 

makes a hteral interpretation accessible, if not alw.ays accessed. While froien forms. are not 

idioms, they are also not merely idiomatic, because.; 11,y virtu, of possible •crou-over" 

syntactic and/or cooccurrence behavior, they are l!ltypkal of tlN speech act that corresponds 

to the surface form. 

7.5. Explicit and Implicit Actions 

We turn now to action-centered ,speech acts and consider lM distinction between 

actions namt'd explicitty by Pl and those referred to ORiy inlplidtly. Explicit forms are the 

straightforward case; e>eample 5.18 ("Close the door:) is a typical explicit form. Implicit

action forms are relaµvely complex; at least three ~fflt varietiG.of implicit-adion speech 

act can M identified. In this subsection, I disc;uss implkit1a.ctklo ISA.s. taking ea(h of the 

three types in turn. Due to the complexity of the subj«I, matttt. the acceunt will be fairly 

detailed. 

Before plunging in, a word must be said about the relationship of implicit-action 

ISAs to dialogur context. Implicit-action ISAs r~ly heavily Oft-COl)text. Pl .is obliged to 

frame an implicit-action ISA in such a way that P2 can uniquefy identify the action. given 

the context. Pl must take into account not only the context, but also Pl's knowledge of P2's 

model of the context. Dialogue context plays a progressively greater role for each of the 

three implicit-action types that. will w dt'SCribed here. 
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Despite this heavy reliance on context, it appears that the difference between implicit

action and explicit-action utterances in this respect is basically quantitatlvt rather than 

qualitative. Although more information must bt> suppli«I by context for implicit-action 

ISAs, the same t,ypes of knowledge are needed for both classes of utterance. This knowledge 

is needed both to choose the correct interpretation for an utterance (e.g .• to distinguish 

between direct and md1rect speech acts) and to round out the specification of an action. See 

Section 12 for a discussion of some of the knowledge sources that come into play for all types 

of ISAs, including both implicit- and explicit-action forms. 
'~ ' 

75.1. Must you smoke? 

We start with type I implicit-action forms, those for which the action ts determinable 

from a combination of the choice of indirect utterance form and the action named. 

REQ.UESTs do not seem to have any frozen forms of this type, but there ts a pattern with a 

secondary R Eq_UEST force, 7.12. 

7.12 Must you <action>? 

Paraphrases of 7.12, e.g., "Do you have to <action>?" are also type I. The use of 7.12 

indicates that a stopping or avoiding action is desired, and in particular the action to be 

stopped or avoided is the one named. For example, "Must you talk so loud?" is a request 

for either the implicit action "Stop talking so loud" or "Affid ,talking so toud." 

Example 7.12 and tts paraphrases catf be'accounted fo,,by the following rme: 
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Rule 7.1:41 

Pl may ASK about Pl's obligation to perform an action 
-- in~ of--. 

making a REQUEST by ASKing whether P2 can stop or avoid the action. 
(Rule 6:5 acting on R E.Q.UEST pr00>ndihon II.) 

Rule 7.1. and the other rules that will be given for implicit actions, rtprtsents a link between 

an ISA pattern (the first half) and either a simple form or a pattern produced by one of the 
;•' 

general rules from Section 6 (the second half).•2 

Example 7.12 and its paraphrases are the only type I implicit-action REQ.UESTs that 

I have found, but we have the SUGGEST forms "Why not <act~>?. and "Why <action>?" 

For these forms, the suggestion is "do <action>• and "stop or avoid <action~", respectively, 

The important featurt' of Rule 7.1 and the oth"' rulu in this, tlasJ.' u that th1i.,,:hoices 

of intended action {sropping or avoiding the acition) are listed triplkitly iJI. tJJe rule. Context 

plays a role m. determining which of thf:.two w~ int~ J»y '.Pl, but JM operation for 

determining the implicit action is a choice, not an <>pffl-ertded ~rch . 

. 7.5.2. Can you reach the salt? 

For the ne,ct implicit-action form, type 2, Pl has some action in mind but the implicit 

action is not determinable from surface form alone. Type 2 tmplicit-action forms name 

11. Earlit'r versions of Rule 7.1 and the other rules for implicit-action forms explicitly stated 
that the action~ by:PJ ,sllautd t.e clear• Pea f111nuont~J.; ,l -,c,w ~teve. hQW'v«, 
that this condition i$ part of the more general constraint to avoid ambiguity, whkh applies 
to direct as-well H~indit'tct1pft!ith a<U,~See-~6.k) k.b .tt,ereore·net necflJlry to 
rt>state the principle in each implicit-action rule. 

42. Note that Rule 7.1 is explicitly tied to REQ.UESTs. It is not clear that implicit-action 
rules nt>ed to be tied so c~ly to individual speech acts. I have found some rules shared by 
pairs of action-centered speech acts, but furthff innstigation hi this area is needed. 
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some component of the implicit action, and the implicit action is determinable from 

knowledge of the structure of actions pfus knowledge about the context of the utterance: 

Context is necessary because the action component named may be associated with more than 

one anion. 

More speciftcally, for a definition of component J draw ·OO the model of actions 

introduced in Section 4. A component is either a state that is a prtreq11isite of the implicit 

action, a PRINCIPAL-RESULT of the action, one of the action's semantic input cases, or a 

subactaon.43 In this subsection, we examine rules based on each of the four types of 

component. 

We start with a type 2 rule based on prerequisites: 

Rule 7.2: 
Pl may ASK about or utter a representative about a stative prerequisite of an action 
where P2 is in some way a participant in the state 

-- mstead of --
making a REQJJF.ST by ASKing about or uttering a representative about whether 
P2 can take responsibility for carrying out the action. 
(Rules 6.5 and 6.6 acting on REQUEST precondition II.) 

Rule 7.2 can be illustrated by an example of Searle's, the use of 7.13 to convey a REQ.UEST. 

7.13 Can you reach the salt? 

Here, the implicit action is that P2 pass the salt (either to Pl or to someone else clearly 

identifiable from the situational context). Instead of naming the action explicitly, Pl names 

43. The subactions that can be used in type 2 implicit-action forms appear to be restrict-eel to 
standard path steps (as defined in Section 4). 



a stative prerequisite of the action. Note that naming a stative prerequisite don not always 

imply th,e action. One mav ask "J~the sak near ya,,1• or •ean ye1unch t~ sak?• for ·can 

you pass the' salt?" but 7.H or 7.15 de not imply 7.16 or 7J7 ift- r~ to a request to 

describe the dinner: 

7.M The salt wasnearHarry. 
7.1!1 Harry was able to reach the salt. 
7.16 Harry pa~Jhe salt, 
·7.17 Harry was able to pass the salt. 
7.18 I asked fo,: the sak,and Harry was able to reach it. 

Example 7.18 dOt's imply that Harry passed the salt, but only because the speech act context 

was reported. Thus. thtt action implied is a property of the particular speech act context 

and not a property of the nature of stative prerequisites alone. 

Turning from prerequisittts. the next component type is the PRJNCIPAL-RES\JL T. 

Two rules are of intere~t here: 

Rule 7.3: 

Pl may utter a represt'ntative about a desire or neet1ii 
for a ~tate or object that is the PR INCIPAL-R ESUL T of some action, where the 
desire or need is Pt's or occurs for someont Pl is empowered to speak for, 

•
1 fflStta<hlf.~~-

ma king a REQUEST by uttering a represmtative about a comparable desire or need 
for P2 to take rtt~ponsibility for carrying out the action. 
(Rule 6.3 acting on REQUEST precondition I.) 

Rule 7.4: 
Pl may ASK whether the PRINCIPAL-RESULT of a desired action obtains 

·-imttadof 0 

making a R EQ.UEST by AS King whether the desired action has been done. 
(Rule 6.1, Clause iv) 

H. l>tsirt and ntrd together are equivalent to a,ant as I have been using it. I used 
"desire or net'd" here to·mak• ti• rH read -.,othly; but tliiar pmase can be reptMed by 
want without changing the sense of the ru~. · 
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An utterance related to Rule 7J is 7.19, which has an immediate REQUEST fom~. 

7.19 I want this room clean when I come back, please. 

This example illustrates a property of those implicit-action forms that involve a 

PRINCIPAL-RESULT. In uttering 7.19, Pl may or may not have a particular action in 

mind On the one hand, Pl may want P2 to call the cleaning service, a particular action. 

On the other hand, Pl may wish to convey only a desire that P2 find some way to achieve 

the general goal "get the room clean." In this second case, Pl leaves the choice of a 

particular action to P2. Note that I will still consider this second use of 7.19 to have a single 

implicit action (e.g., "get the room clean"), keeping in mind, however, that the action is 

specif 1ed only in a general way. 

Moving on to the next PRINCIPAL-RESULT rule, Rule 7.4 is similar to 7.3, 

producing R EQ_UESTs such as 7.20. An explicit-action ISA that corresponds to 7.20 is 7.21, 

which 1s based on Rule 6.1, Clause (iv). 

7.20 Do you have the letter? 
7 21 Did you p1Ck up the letter? 

The _component relationship should be clear in this pair of examples: having a physical 

object is the PRINCIPAL-RESULT of a pick-up-physical-object method. In turn, the 

picking up action done is the prmc1pal intended effect of an unuttered REQUEST. 

We come now to the third componential relationship, semantic input cases of actions 

named. An example utterance is 7.22, spoken as a REQUEST that Pl light P2's cigarette.45 

45. If, on the other hand, 7.22 is uttered as a REQUEST to give Pl a match (or matches) 
then I would consider the relationship involved to be prerequisite and the utterance to be 
derivable from Rule 7.2. 



7.22 Do you have a match? 

Here, matche5 are one possible INSTRUMENT in a light-cigarette method. Thus. we get 

the following rule: 

Rule 7.5: 
Pl may ASK whether P2 has <ilt'm that fills an INSTRUMENT slot> 

-- imt-ead of •• 
making a REq_llEST by ASKing wht'ther P2 has <item that fills an INSTRUMENT 
slot> for/to <acti.ort> 
(Rule 6.10 acting on tht INSTRUMENT case) 

It is not clear to me what other semantic cases may appear in-type 2 implicit-action forms. 

Certainly, type 2 JSAs based on semantic input caw1 are-similar«>·the explicit-action forms 

discmsed in Section 6J.2. It appears, however, that type 2 implidt-,actions are derived from 

a more limited set of semantic cases. · This is a question that I lave to further research . 

.This brings m to the fourtb, and fina.l, type of-component; tubactions. An example is 

7.23, which in the proper context REQ.UESTs not only a tr-ansftr,but also a creation action 

(i.e. write the program). 

7.23 Give me a program that builds a~ arch. 

Creation actions bring a new object, either physical or mentd into existence, and creation 

actions performed for someone else have a transfer step near the end of the standard 

path(s). In this transfer step, the AGENT of the action transfers control of the object that is 

in the PRINCIPAL-RESULT to the BENEFICIARY. Thts transfer subactk>n may be 

named instead of the creation action in a typt 2 implicit-action JtEQ.UEST. 
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To summarize what has been said about type 2 forms, we can say that these forms are 

recognizable with reference to general knowledge about the components of different actions. 

Components are the prerequisites, PRINCIPAL·RESUL Ts, semantic input cases, and 

subactions described in Section 4. Type 2 implicit-action rules include some that apply to 

actions in general and some that apply to specific classes of actions. 

7.5 J. It's rold in here. 

Finally, we come to type 3 implicit-action forms. Type 3 forms are those in which a 

state or action named constitutes a basis for the implicit action. The notion of a basis for 

action wHI be discussed further below. A standard example of type 3 forms found in the 

literature is !U9, repeated below, used as a REQUEST to close the door. 

5.19 It's cold in here. 

The rule that characterizes type 3 implicit-action forms for REQ.UESTs can be stated 

informally as follows: 

Rule 7.6: 
Pl may utter a representative about a basis for action where 
Pl wants P2 to take responsibility for carrying out an action that remedies an 
undesirable state46 
(This state constitutes the basis for action or has a special relationship to it. More 
specifically, the state is "SI" in the definition of a basis for action. below.) 

46. In uttering a REQUEST derived from Rule 7.6, -Pl reflects a desire to remedy an 
undesirable state. Thus, the negation of the undesirable state is a PRINCIPAL
RESULT desired by Pl. In the last subsection, I said that implicit-action forms 
involving a PRINCIPAL-RESULT could be uttered with or without a particular action 
in mind. We see this quite clearly for utterances derived from Rule 7.6, as evidenced by 
the following common sort of ambiguity: Pl: "It's cold in here: P2: "What do you want 
me to do about it?" Pl: "I don't care. Just do something." 
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-- instead of --

ma kin?: a REQUEST by uttering a repretffltaUve alKNlt Pl's desire or need for the · 
action. 
(Rule 6.3 acting on R EQ.UEST pr.econdition I.) 

A basis fClr actiCln may ht' definrd as follows: 

i. a sratt' (SI) that is undtsirablt> 

tither: 

bl'cause it is m conflict with some goal in the context (from the local context to the 
very gPMra1 "social context1 

or 

because whm SI is combined with 01Mf· states-m tM<Oiltext it results in a state 
S2. where S2 is in conflict with some goal, as above 

ii. a symptom of SI 

Here, a s,,.,.ptom is a Mate S3 that typkalty c.wxtsts with SI~ where when 53 occurs one 
is warrantrd ro check whether SI obtains. 

iii. a signal for SI 

A signal is the communication step of a proceas·that is·set up to monitor something 
else -- e g .• another. process, a physical location, etc. -- for IM'ffisten<:e of some state. 

This is quite a bit of matt>f'ial; some examples may Mlp to clarify the definition. First, 

example 5.19 above can be thought of as reporting a state that is in direct conffict with the 

goal of maintaining a comfortable tempera1ure (part (i) of the definition). This type of 

basis for action can •be used as an answer to a why-question asked by a non-partictpa11t in 
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1 47 the speech act, e.g. 7.24. 

7.24 Pl: Why did you close the door? 
P2: Because it was cold in here. 

An example of a symptom used as a basis for action is the following: 

7.25 The cake is beginning to smell. 

A cake smelling is a symptom of its being done. The fact that the cake is in the oven (a 

contextual !'-tate) combined with the fact that the cake is done can result in a burned-cake 

state. which is gf.'flerally in conflict with the goal of baking a cake.48 Two remarks can be 

made here. First, while this sort of analysis of states can always be done, at lea'St in many 

cases I do not believe that it must be done in order to recogniie an ISA. I wtU expand on 

this point below. Second, note that a symptom need not name 'IA unplftsant situation, as 

7.25 illustrates.. 

Finally. we come to signals, an example of which is 7.26. 

7.26 The buzzer went off. 

The oven buzzer could be a signal for the fact that the cake is done, and, by a chain of 

states similar to that for 7.26, this state could ~d to l conflkt with the goal of having an 

edible cake. 

47. I specify non-participant here because I suspect that, if the question in 7.24 is asked by 
the participant making t1'e REQ..UEST. thffl the prefer-Mt answer is something like 
"Because you told me to." 

48. This combination of states exemplifies the second half of part (i) of the basis for action 
definition. 
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There is still more to be said about the notion of a basis for action. In particular. 

there is the question of how a basis for action tan be r«lated-to the general, structure of 

actions developed in Section 4. Since the answer to this question involves quite a bit of 

additional detail, it appears in Appendix D. This permir. us to move directly to a 

discussion of the special properties of type 3 forms. 

7.5.i. Special Propertk-s of Type 3 Implicit-Action Forms 

In Section 7.3 I observfd that the type 3 implicit-action dass.,eonstitutes an exception 

to· the single indirection limit. In addition to this, dtere a. ,atlOlher property displayed by 

type 3 form&. Compare: 

7.27 Get me a cup;of -cofftt, and I'd like. something to eat, pteue. 
7.28 Get me a cup of coffee, and do you have any pie? 
7.29 ,:,Get me a cup of <offtt; and I'm hungry, 

Example 7.27 shows a frozen REQ.UEST form conjoined with a simple form, and example 

7.28 contains a type-2 implicit-action form accounted for by Rule 7.2. (Not all type 2 implicit

action forms are as acceptable as 7.28, but all that I have looked at are at least marginally 

Mceptable when conjoined in this way.) F,iufly, 7.29 $bows a type 3 impltdt-attJon 

REQ..UEST that cannot be successfuUy conjoined with the simple form. It appears lhat type 

3 implicit-action R EQ..UESTs are the only sort of REQ.UEST forms that may ut be 

conjoinffl with simple forms. 

The uniform possibility of double indirection and the special cc;,njunction behavior 

support tM treatment of type 3 forms as a sepa~ class. We stiU,; however. need an 

explanation of why such behavior should be exhibited by type 3 forms at an. Whtie I 
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cannot answer this question in detail, I suggest an account based on the degrtt of 

independt>nce of the speech act forces of an utterance. 

For type 3' forms, the message conveyed by the representative speech act force is 

relatively independent of the action-centered speech act force. The immediate force of a 

type 2 implicit-action form, for example, names a com-,X,ntnt of the implieit action, which is a 

close relationship. In contrast, the "basis for action" relatiellsftip ltl type 3 forms is one in 

which the state or action namt>d is more separate amt on a, mo,e equal footing with the 

implicit action (see Appendix D). 

To the extent that a speech act force is independent it can be seen as tarrying its own 

separate message. The message conveyed by a representative forte· ,of a type 3 ISA is 

apparently separate enough that it merits the possibility of the additional modulation 

afforded by indirection. Similarly, the represffltative message .of, a , type 3 form is 

independent enough of the other force(s) that, when conjoined Witft· a type 3 action-centered 

form, the representative force competes with the action-centered force for a place in the 

semantic interpretation of the conjunction. (The difficuky here is that simple representatives 

do not normally conjoin with simple action-centered speech acts.) 

Type 3 forms. then, exhibit special surface behavior. I suggest an explanation of this 

behavior based on semantic properties used to define ISA classes. The explanation appeals 

to a notion or the degree of independence between the speech act forces of an utterance. 
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7.6. Summary: Implications for the Genera! ISA Rules 

The categories givt>n divide utterance formf, >nto direct, indirect, and tag. Utterances 

are said to be single-, double:, or triple-force. and a given speech act may appear as the 

imlJJt'diate, secondary, er tt'rtiary force of the ut~rall(e. Froieo JS-A foQn5 are .those forms 

whose immediatr force differs from the Spt"ecfl. act in a literal interpretation of the surface 

form of the utterance. RERUi.ST forms (and these of other aaiOIJ-witer~ speech att~) 

specify actions either t>Kplidtly or im.phcitly, Nd implicit,.ac:ttonlomas are further classified 

into three types. Implicit-action forms are distinguished acmtdi11g kHmether the intended 

actron is derivable using surface form (type I). whether JHs -named_.by: a component of a 

method associated with: the action (tyfM 2). or whflhff a "basis for a(ti~• Js appealed to 

(type-3). 

The impact of this taxonomy on the generaUSA1'11"5.(Rulel $.I to 6.IO fr-om Section 

6) can-be summarit«I as follows: 

Additions 

I. The general ISA rules are augmented by implicit-action rules as described in Section 7.S. 

2. The general ISA rules are augmented by a set of frozen form patterns as described in 

Metion 7.1. 

Limitations 

I. The gttner.11 ISA rules are amended to permit only simple speech act forms as discussed In 

Metion 7.3. 

2. The gmeral ISA rules are applied once only, except as noted below. 
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Production of Forces 

Immediate Force 

Frozen 15A Forms: produced by a combination of implicit-action rules as necessary 
and the patterns for frozen forms 

Others: directly derivable from a combination of implicit-action rules as necessary and 
the surface form of the utterance 

Secondary Force 

All ISAs other than frozen forms have a secondary force derivable by a combination 
of implicit-action rules as necessary plus one application of the general ISA rules. 

Tertiary Force 

Of the forms examined here, only type 3 implicit-action forms (uniformly) may carry a 
tertiary force. This force is derivable by a combination of the type 3 implicit-action 
rules plus two applications of the general )SA rules. 
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8. Computational Perspectives on ISAs 

8.1. Drawing Computational Implications from the ISA Categorization 

The first part of this paper developed a characterization of indirect speech acts and 

justified it with traditional (non-computational) sorts of linguistic arguments. Now, in Part 

2 some of the computational implications of this ISA categorization will be considered. The 

. .. 

main point of Part 2 is that the distinctions made in Part I between ISA types occur at 
,· 

precisely the places where computational processes should be distinguished. 

The computational imphcations that I wish to explore will be presented in the context 

of a process model for ISA recognition. 49"ihat is to say, I wiil be concerned with relating 

utterances to an appropriate underlying representation. The following two questions wiH, 

together, provide a focus for Part 2: 

I. Given an utterance form, how can cme rfpf~sent, in a computaUonally useful way, 
the pmsible speech acts it can rt'alize? 

2. How can the system for characterizing ISAs from Part I be related to a view of 
recognition as tssent•~Jll a path-butldi11g ,Pfocets? lhr ,PaJ~t in q~e:sti,on }fe; Unks 
between the speech acts conveyed by an utterance and nodes on a tree representing 
t~ events of thulialogue. (Tlus view will be de'leloped in ~tk>JI 9.) .. 

-49. I use- the word recognition rather. than undtrst(uding to emphasiz,e, the inlp.ortance that 
expectations will play in the process model; see Section II. Note that only recognition will be 

· considered here. J, s~ gmeration a i at ()(Ke ,iln euiu ~ a mo,:r. diffiCMk pr<JbkA). ()_n the 
one hand, the speaker is spared some of the problems of ambiguity and incomplete 
knowledge about what is.said, making_~ gener,ati~,Rf:~SS.•~mp~. Or1 it;te other hand, 
the generation proce~s is complicated by a need to take the recognition process of the hearer 
into account, to a void ambiguity when this is necessary or desirable. 
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For the answer to the first question, I draw on the distinctions from Part I. 

Depending on category, the model will use explicit lists of realization patterns or rules at 

various levels of generality. 

In answering q,,estion 2, I will be concerned with the type and number of paths to be 

constructed for each utterance form. The imml'diate/secondary/tertiary distinction from 

Section 7.3 is seen as directly affecting this question, with one path built for each force . 

. Another factor here is the direction in which paths ue constructed; choice of direction has 

an impact on the representation of ISA forms. 

Although these questions were stated separately, they are actually strongly interrelated. 

Accordingly, after a general discussion of rec9,gJ1ition in Section 9,_ I discuss the questions 
. ' . ' ~ ~ -

together in Sections 10 and II and go on to look at some aspects of the role of context in 
"" S' L , 

Section 12. Note that the answers to the two questions are not intended to be complete. In 

no sense am I attempting to present a full computational mod~ of ISA recognition. I have 

concentrated on what I see as the nK1re important· computatibnaf nnplications of the theory 

presented _in Part I, with the hope that the ISA recognition scheme outlined in Part 2 will 

eventua~ly form the basis of a more complete compurattona1 model. 
: • - , • t ' ~ 

Every effort has bttn made to malt thf c:lhcussion · of IS-A r«ognition 

implementation-independent. It is worth mentioning, however,_ that parts of the model have 

been implelllt'nted in a system described in [31 This system, callfd Susie Software. was 

designed as a prototwe dialogu~ module ror an autootatic: programming system: While the 

system·s debugged behavior wu limited to a twenty line dtaloglw(plus some close variants). 

it is fair to say rhat th~ implt'mentation did nothing to dlsconflrm the model presented here. 
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The implementation process did, however, reflect negatively on some eulier versions of the 

model. and in that sense it was an important exercise. 

8.2. A Look at Related Work in Dialogue Modelling 

Before plunging in, it may be useful to see where the approach to ~ialogue (and ISA) 

recognition that I am advocating ftts in with other recent work on dialogue. I start with the 

OWl.-1 representation of actions discussed in Section i. 

Olll.-1 methods represent chunks of knowledge in the tradition of Minsky's frames 

[19) and Schank and Abelson's scripts [27]. and as such they should be familiar types of 
' . 

structures. Both of these approaches are geared to representing common sense knowledge, 
. ' ", ~- ' 

frames primarily from the pomt of view of visual knowledge and scripts from the point of 

view of social actions. Although Mimky dOl's discuss the application of frames to language 

understanding, he does not address the speci~!- problems posed by d_ia.logue, where language 

generation and recognition are intimately related. Schank and Abelson's focus on social 

actions brings them closer to problems of dialogue, but their representational scheme is quite 

different from _the one adopted here. Scripts are bu~k from a s,:na.U set <>f primitive actions, 

in contrast to the open-ended set of actions used in the OWl,-1 methods. Despite the 
. . , -

differences. the three approaches have one very i~rta"'t,pPint in COf1lffl0!1· All three focus 
' - - ' ,·.. t'.' ,' 

on chunks of knowledge whose interrelations~ips are used to form expectationsto guide 
.' . - ."-,, ,, " ' , 

recognition processing. This idea pl;tys a centra_l role jn:_the fra~k descri~ here. 

_ Of the specifically language-related research, Jour efforts ,are especially relevant here. 
; - ' ' , - .-

The first is work by Grosz [~)(12], who focussed attention oa;a _ the importance of task 
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knowledge for dialogue. A semantic network was used to represent the structure of tasks 

such as assembing an air compressor, and dialogue utterances were interpreted with respect 

to this task knowledge. Using this approach, Grosz has been able to d~velop important 

insights on reference and pronominalization. 

Although Grosz's work shows how task knowledge affects dialogue, there is no 

explicit model of more general dialogue knowledge. One early effort to represent both 

linguistic and non~linguistic actions uniformly was that of Bruce (!,]. The OWl.-1 dialogue 

method is quite close to Bruce's social action paradigm, in that both are centered on 

semantic casr.s and both were developed with an eye to incorporating speech acts. The 

primuy representational difference is the distinction -~adt in OWl.-1, methods between 

standard and recovery paths (Section i), which has important implications for processing as 

well as for representation. 

Bruce's approach, then, points the way to an integration of linguistic and non

linguistic knowledge in a single rrpresentation scheme. There ts stiU the problem, however, 

of showing how such general representations apply to particular situations. (In (51 Bruce 

discusses the use ,of social action paradigms for story understanding but not for dialogue.) 

A group that has worked .on a mechanism for relating ~resentations to individual 

dialogues is Moore, Levin, and Mann'(~ [20D. Their worJr. is ~ifi~Hy dialogue-reiated, 

and their representations for what t·hey catl dialop.t g~mts · ar~ spiritual cousins to Bruce's 

social action paradigms and ·to 0111.-i dialog~ rMthods. The major difference is in the 

approach to control structure; general dialogue game structures are related to particular 

dialogues by a group of processors that work independently and in parallel (161 In contrast, 
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the design that will be discussed in Section 9 and s«tion It has a highly centralized control 

structure where every effort has bttn made to idmtif-y limited sets of information necessary 

for each choice. Thh means that an attempt has been made to limit searches and match 

attempts by structuring information so that the systffl\ knows where to look for its 

information. To an extent, this view is infkten«d by ttie current serial machine 

architectures. but I suspect that the more structure we can identify in knowledge -- both 

linguisttc and non-linguistic -- the more successful will be our models. 

Another group that has been concerned with both rt>presentation and mechanism for 

dialogue 1s Cohen, Perrault, and Allffl (Cohen [6l Perrault et al. [22]). They have been 

interested in specifying a general, inference-based mechanism for choosing and recognizing 

speech acts, given the facts of a situation and the goals of the speaker. Speech act 

generation is viewed as a general planning problem, and recogition is viewed as a plan

recognition problem. This approach differs from more strongly expectation-based 

approaches, which include the other efforts described here as well as the one to be 

presented. 

Within this plan-recognition framework, the work that is of most relevance for us 

here is that of Allen [I], who concentrates on ISA recognition. Of the three theories 

discussed in Section 5, Allen's framework is closest to that of Searle. The model that Allen 

presents uses a general inference mechanism to identify speech act forces beyond what I am 

calling here the immediate force. The inference mechanism uses knowledge about the 

structure of actions. as well as knowledge about the planning process. As noted above in 

Section 6.5, such a general approach is probably necessary for handling some types of ISAs. 
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My claim. however, is that, for a tirge class of ISAs, there. is lmow1edge that can be 

exploited to avoid dttrivmg a form "from scratch" ·e-ach timtHt is recognized. T~ design 

discussed httrt' relit'S httavily on predigested i~ion assotiat«li with' JSA patterns. This 

allows more aggregated operations, so that one opetiation may c;rJFrespond to a segmmt 

containing several inferences in Allen's system."· 

To sum up. the approach that will ht' taken gives a central position to expectations in 

the recognition process. It recognizes the importance of task knowledge in framing these 

expectations. integrating this knowledge in with linguistic knowledge in a uniform 

rt>presentation. Efforts have been made to consolidate control structure where possible, and 

an attempt has been made to tailor operations to different categories of ISAs, in order to 

exploit knowledge that we have about them. 
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9. A Framework for Recognition Processing 

The recognition process for ISAs cannot be discussed outside of a general model of 

recognition. In Section 9.1 I briefly discuss the system configuration I am presupposing, and 

in Section 9.2 I go on to recast recognition as a path-building process. 

9.1. A System Configuration for Recognition 

In this section, I discuss only those aspects of recognition that are required for the 

discussion of )SA recognition. Figure 9.1 shows the recognition processing configuration 

that the ISA model assumes.50 Many aspects of the configuration in Figure 9.1 are 

influenced by the wish to model dialogue as, essentially, the execution of OWl,-1 methods. 

This means that a knowledge base is needed to ·hold the meth«.i libratl (among other 

information), a knowledge base processor is needed to maintain it, and a method interpreter 

is needed to move from step to step and. invoke and terminate methods. 

Knowledge Base and Knowledge Base Maintenance 

The Knowledge Base contains concepts, the basic--uriil of OWl.-1, and structures built 

out of these concepts. These structures include. Q~l.-1 met_h~s to represent processing 

knowledge as well as descriptive structures for classes of static concepts (e.g. substantives 

such as toy blocks or computer cOl'l'Soles). 17he Knowledge.;Bav.~ance facility needs 

50. Figure 9.1 has many points in· common: "1th t••Ol.'l.-1 impletnetltMion,done at the 
M .I.T. Laboratory for Computer Science by William A. Martin, Lowell Hawkinson, William 
Long. William Swartout, Alei<ander Sunguroff, and the author. That system contained 
running examples of everything in 9.1 except the English Front End. 
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KNOWLEDGE BASE I EVENT TREE I 

Figure 9.1. The recognition system assumed 
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the ability to add new concepts and structures to the Knowledge Base and to modify old 

ones. 

It is the Interpreter's job to "execute" method steps to generate and recognize 

utterances in the dialogue. If request-and-respond, ask-and-answer and the other dialogue 

methods are speaker independent. then it is up to the interpretation process to determine 

whether a particular utterance is to be generated or recognized. There are, in fact, thrtt 

possible modes of int('rpretation51 for a step in a dialogue method: 

I. Carry out. the step (e.g., ask a question). In dialogue, the most important role of 
Carry-out is to generate utterances. but it is also used to execute •mental" actions. 

2. Recognize that a step has happened (e.g .• that an answer to your question has been 
given). 

3. Assume that a step has happened (e.g., if your conversational partner gave the 
answer, then he or she had to perform the mental process of findi11g the answer first.) 

A set of simple rules is adequate in most cases to determine the mode of a step from the 

semantic input case settings in the procedure can.52 

In order to introduce other system modules, I will expand on the Interpreter's Carry-

51. Throughout Part 2 of this paper, the words int4r/>Ttt and intnf,rttatian will be used to 
indicate the interpretation of methods. The meaning of interpret found in natural language 
intcrputation (as opposed to natural languagt gtneration) wiU be conveyed by rtcogniu. 

52. Semantic input cases wer.e discussed in Section 4. In some cqn,ver:sational settings it is 
ambiguous whether. say, recognition or merely assumption should occur next. "Constructed" 
dialogue environments ~n av01d this problem by .cJreful- p,~ign., In other dialogue 
environments, clarifying discussion can often be used to determine the currect mode in an 
ambiguous situation. 
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out mode.· (Recognition mode is discu1sed furthtt in t~ next 1Ubsection.) Stative steps (e.g. 

results) are handled in Carry-out mode by simply asserting them into the Knowledge Base . 

. The handling of non-stative method steps is more complex. Givffl a . non-stative step, 

Carry-our first evaluates it with respect to the curr~t en~ironment. (Evaluate is discussed 

below.) This evaluated step is then treated as a procedure caH and matched against known 

methods to find appropriate subprocedures. Re~rictions on what can fill each input case 

associated with a fllt'thod are used in this matching process. The use of the evaluated call 

means that the choice of a method is heavily influenced by the progress of the dialogue to 

date. 

I.valuate 

OWl.-1 forms are a combination of regular COMepts lftd 'ffriales. The module 

Evaluate takes these forms and looks up and binds appropriate values of the variables. · 

.The evatuinion process is always done with respect to,some fhYfttNirfnent; fol"' eximple when 

a call is evaluated with respect to the currmt dialogue enviromnmt before the search for a 

method to carry it out. 

English Front End and R~fefflttt Matcher 

The English Front End consists of morphological and parsing modules for typed 

inpat and intludes addttit>nal signal ptottsstng "~-for spobn input. The Reference 

Matcher is not limtmt to resolving noun group reftirenas; tmtead, Uw •entire utterance is 

seen as referring to semantic srrucmres, and ~ tasl or tflt' Rfft!fer.« MattMr is to identify 
~ - t' • 

t~ concepts. This idttitmc:ation process din either be done by eo1nposing new 
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representations. by verifying that the utterance matches ao expected representation, or by 

some combination of the two. Note that the arrows in Figures 9.1 and 9.2 are intended to 

mark the dominant· flow of control Some Interaction With adjacent modules is expected for 

both the Front End ancl Reference Matcher. 

For our purposes here, it is the output of the front End and rhe Reference Matcher, 

rather than their internal operatiom, which is of interest. The representation that we need 

from the Front End will be called surface semantic representation, so-named because its 

elements are semantic structures but its form corresponds closely to the surface English of 

the utterance The Reference Matcher takes this representation as input and produces as 

output Interpreter level representation, the semantic language ;used by the Interpreter. 

Figure 9.2 illustrates the sorts of representations that I am assutntng. The lexical items 

correspond to 0"11.-1 concepts. Parentheses are used to estabttsh pouping relationships; 

they have no relation at all to LISP parentheses. The primary differences between the 

representations in Figure 9.2 is that, where possiblt, refetent-idffllifi«latm and semantic case 

assignfllt'nts have bten ma~ in the Interpreter level representation. further details of the 

representations assumed are given in Appendix E. 

Event Tree 

The Event Tree is buik by the lnterpr«~r as. a. record of methods executed in the 

course of a dttdogue. In this rt>g-ard, the Event TnreUtt bt thouptt of-.as intermediate term 

memory, us-ed to record the current dialogue and erganiied chronologicaHy. Past events, are 

not .removed from the tree; so that they ar~ uailabt._for,impecliorr,- question answering, 

resumption (in the case of uncompleted events), etc. 
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Can you pass the salt? 

!, Surface s.mantic Rep......,._ 

(($AV INTERROGATIVE) 
(CAN 

((PASS (SALT THE)) 
(SUBJECT YOU)) 

(SUBJECT YOO)►) 

J Jntetpreter Level Representation 

[(ASK f ~ · 
(WHETHER 
((CAN 

((PASS SALT-I) 
AGENT: P2 
DESTINATION: Pl] 

AGENT:.P2] 
AGENT: Pl 
D£ST,tNATION: P2] 

Fignt:e 9.2 Example repmentatians for an utterance that conveys (only) 
an ASK. 

It is to th, branches of the EVfflt Tree that I am referring when I speak of 

recognition as a •path-building• process. The branches of the- Event Tree correspond to 

substeps of methods. Figure 9.3 is a very simple example of an Ivem T~ conftguratton 

for a computer console session environment in which a question Is asked by the user and 

answered by the system. Note that each node on a branch either has a subpart relationship 

with its su~rior (f'.g .• ASK and ask-and-answer) or tt Is a meM' specific descriptlOR ·than its 

superior (e-i_r; "find· out soo,e mformation"!" .and a~nsittr). SUrface semantk 

«pttsent.ations or ·uttenncn do not· apptar n · separaa. flUdes· orr the- tiff, INt they· are 

instead associated with tM spttclt- ad node. The aSSO(illioft between •rfate semantk 
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representation and event node corresponds to the relationship between ISA and speech act. 

Note that the example in Figure 9.3 is quite a bit sim.pler than most. Once a dialogue gets 

underway there are typically many levels of subcalls on the Event Tree branches'.53 

Two of the speech acts in Figure 9.3 have not been introduced previously. The first, 

ST ATE, is a representative that conveys what Pl believes to be a fact. Q..uite a bit must be 

said in order to adequately defme the notion of a "fact" but I appeal instead to the reader•s 

intuition The other new speech act, ACKNOWLEDGE, is atse a· •epresentative that 

conveys information about Pt's status with rt>spect to the dialogue. It is, a sort of marker, 

indicating that Pl has completed a step in the dialogut' and is ready to continue. 

9.2. The Event Tree and Recognition Mode 

This section contains a very condensed outline of the recognition process that I am 

advocating. which I havl' characterized as a "path~butlding process.• Akhough the 

information content of this section-is deme, ~erything relates to a single major point. This 

point is that path building is a process that _occurs in an environment of incomplete 

knowledgl'. so that it is computationaUy important in what direction path building is 

53. There is anothl'r WU/. in which the rr~ment described is a simplification. In many 
dialogue situations, utterances occur whose motivatic-. :are learned only later. These 
motivations could have an effect on the choi~ of senw,of the higher level nodes on the 
Event Tree path of the original utterance. (The level of concern here is the •get some 
information" node in Figurf' 9.3.) The usual options are available to the system builder: 
attaching a path to the tree can be deferred until further information is available, the 
system can guess and back up, or minimal commitments can be made (e.g., •get some 
information" can be chosen temporarily as a motrvation).,, If the fast altemative is chosen. 
the descriptions on the event path can be refined as more information comes in. For the 
dialogue modelling task, this third alternativf' is probably the most suitable in general. This 
approach avoids problems of non-umiorffl.·re~-"111•....-,•whffl.·attachments,are 
delayed, and it avoids the need to undo premature and erroneous commitments that may 
occur with a guess and back up strategy. 



participate in a console session 
agent: Pl (the computer system) 
co-agent: P2 (the U5er) 

get some information 

ask-and-ansWft. t question 

ASK a question 
agent: P2 
destination: Pl 

I 
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decide whether to answer 
agent: Pl 

I 

~hatt~ is ttr 

stace.atM-ackaow~ 
the answer 

agent: Pl··· 
co-agent: P2 

~ 
STATE:the an&Wer ACKNOWt.EDGE t~ answer. 
agent: Pl -agent:0'P2' 
desthmion: · P2 · · tlfSltnatiOh:· Pl 

·l 
1 

"10:05 A.M.• "Thantts.• 

Figure 9.3 An Event Tree configuratiorn,itlt paths fer a questtonfanswer exchange. 
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attempted. I outline here a suggested approach based on a distinction between utterance 

types. 

Recatl that methods are being used to model a task-Qrie1,1t~ dialogue from the point 

of view of one of the participants (say, Pl) so that some method steps correspond to aU or 

part of the underlying form of g,enerated utterances and some .provide underlying forms for 

utterances that are recognized. Once Pl uses a method step to generate an utterance we can 

identify a set of patterns that are highly likely as underlying forms of the response by the 

other participant P2, given that the dialogue continues along the Hme lines. This set of 

patterns includes the possible active successor steps to the generated step, the lead-ins (i.e. 

first ~tep .execut~ in recognition mode) to recovery paths related to. the generated su~p. Qr 

lead-ins to recovery paths related to its successor steps. (Recovery paths. were introduced in 

Section 4.) Here, acti11t is used to rule out strictly c~~• steps such as thinking of an 

answer. Since P2 need not nspond only ,to,P1's g~ l ~lucle .tWOc othtr types of pattern, 

initiator and metadiscussion. Initiators are utterances that start off new, independent tasks 

(as opposed to substep~ •of tasks currently underway). M~4iscuss.ion. utterances are about 

the dialogue ratheJ than strictly ste,p-derived. They tffld to clarify, er c~ange the flow of 

the dialogue. (for more on these dilferentty])6 ofut~raqces, see Brow,n[-tl) The different 

patterns corresponding to the different types of :.~tf:raqcn Ylill be cal~ structural 

rxpectations. 51 Structural expectations developed from the current configuration of the 

51. The term structurt is used here for what others might caH ttie syntax of dialogue. Many 
"structural" phenomena are ~emantic in flavor (although they do not necessarily vary 
according to the specific semantic domam), and the use of the term s1ntax might be 
misleading. for example. the fact that questions get answers can be called •dialogue 
syntactic;" hGwever, thtb(act. thaUISJ~"!~r.~ ,p~)J..IYf ,~.tit~ ~~~~I O:e~ ~ff--~•> or 
q~l~f1catiQm. ("Yes,. but-") ~ins to ~retGh the t~m s7_nta,cttc. The .fxpettations g~rated 
from methods and the general task environment are therefore refer~tp. ~ as ~tfl.lCJ~fal. 
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Event Tree can be vit'wed as "on deck", waiting to participate in the matching process. 

When a match against a structural expectation is successful, a path of dialogue events is 

created, Im king nodt's for utterances to eXpt>etations. Ttm,patft' is attached as a branch on 

the Event Tree (of this. more ht-low). 

Figurt' 9.4 iHustrates the notion of a structural expectation, agailf 'Wk1' the simple 

example of a question asked in a comole St"ssion envil'Offfllfflt. ThiUi~. however, it is the 

system that asks the question. If all proceeds according to the standard path of the ask-and

answer method. the user will first find the answtt (m ,munted step from the point of vi~ 

of the system). As thl' ast. 0 and-answt'r method b written now, the Mitt StqJ is a call to state-

and-acknowledge the answt>r. Thus, state-and-ad:~e it one ~atton, altttough t-he 

lntt>rprett'r must go through a fayer of calls and method searches to find the speech act 

expectation ST ATE. It is the STATE step that is at the sa~ levet of aggregation as the 

utterance. 55 Since the user may d«ide· not to answer the question, ottler structural 

expectations are possible, among them lead-ins to recovtty patfts associated with ask-and

answer, ll>3d·ir;ts to general tecovt"ry nwthods, inltiitors, and nwtadistussion. figl!fl!e M 

shows one such possibility. a ST ATE that is rhe tead--in step to the ftt:OWl'y path that says 

that P2 does not know the answtt. (This STATE ·t$ not repm81ttd as a substep or state

and-acknowtedge. because the t"Xpttfed responws are dtffffent.) 

55. Additional mechanism, however,- is needed to bridge ·the gap ·betWeffl the speech act (e.g., 
ST ATE) and the uttl'rance. The sections that follow · considff the mechanism necessary to 
bridge 'this gap for ISAs. ' . .. . 



EVENT TREE: 

participate in a console session 
agent: Pl (the computer system) 
co·agent: P2 (the user) 

get some information 

ask·and-answer a question 

ASK a question 
agent: Pl 
destination: P2 
l 

! 
"What time is it?" 

<POSSIBLE 
CONTINUATION 
POINT> 
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STRUCTURAL EXPECT AT IONS: 

[

tate·and-acltnowledge 
the answer 

agent: P2 
co·agent: Pl 

-~ST ATE the answer 
agmt: P2 
destination: Pl 

~.

TATE that P2 doesn't 
know the answer 

agent: P2 
destination: Pl 

Figure 9._4. An Event Tree configuration with a structural expectation 
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Note that although it was straightforward in the example to get from "state-and

acknowledge the answer" to the speech act expectation STATE, in general there may be a 

number of intermediate nodes between an expectation from the standard ~ath of a method 

and tht> possible speech- act step(s). · Each node on the Event Tree can be a choice point, 

where one of sev.eral methods is chosen to match the call. St-.,t1w goals-of the agent can 

influence thf' choice of method, recognition of an utterance, i.e.,""1Jt""'iog dile-.appropriate 

Evt'flt Tree path, is generally done in an environment of incomplete knowledge. It is not 

immediately clear. therf'fore, whtthtr a path should be built top-down (from most aggregate 

expectation to sptteh act exf)e<itation~,bottom-up, or using some hybrid approach. 

The answer to this problem suggested in (3] is to use different path-building 

strategies for different basic utterance types. R«og~, procedures ,fQr irutiators, 

metadiscussion, and the more general variety of r«ovtty discussion-Which tend, particulary 

in task-oriented.diaque. to be only weakly determinedl,y.~t. can depend heavily on 

the utterance itself. In terms -of the .. Event Tree, this meanuhat,paths are built essentially 

bottom-up. Recognition procedurti- for standard path successor steps and recovery 

discussion that is closely tied to the_st_ructure of the dialogue can be driven by. tt,le most 

aggregate structural expectations (evaluated with respect to the current environment), since 

in this case the expectations will tend to embody the better information. For these types of 

utterance, Event Tree path construction can proceed in a generafty top-down djrection. 

Using such a mixed strategy, the recognition process can take advantage of the context 

supplied by the method representation and use diffttent, more uttera~entered ,st,ategies 

when strong contextual information is not available. 
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10. General Qbservations about ISA Recognition 

Given the general process model for recognition outlined in the last section, I can now 

discuss issucs related to ISA recognition. In the first two subsections I consider the 

implications of the recognition framework for ISA processing. The final two subsections 

discuss the probk-m of ambiguity for ISAs. 

10.1. The Role of the Recognition Framework 

The structural expectations and the basic utterance types introduced in Section 9 can 

play a role in the recognition of IS As. Within this framework, most of the examples used so 

far can be thought of as initiators. For example, •can you pass the saltr can initiate an 

independent task associated with eating a meal. Not all ISAs, however, occur as initiators. 

Consider. for example, the process of paying for merchandise with a credit card. If, some 

way along in the process, the salesperson utters 10.l, this is typically a REQ..UEST, not 

merely a representative. 

10.1 I ntt'd your signature. 

I claim that a good way for a process model to determine the correct speech act is to use the 

fact that the pay-with-credit-card method will contain a step to the effect that the 

salesperson REQUESTs the customer to sign the credit slip. Using this structural 

e,cpectation, the Interpreter k6Qws that it is '®ktng for a lEQ.UEST .force (possibly amc:,ng 

other alternatives). It can then ask whether the incoming utterance can be comtrued a~ a 



R EQU EST. More precisely. to recognize an utte~ as a. staabntpath or recovery path 

successor step or as a lead-in to a recovery path, tM Interpreter can do what is necessary to 

find the speech act(s) (i.e. by hypothesizing possible Event Tree path~ top-down from 

evaluated method steps). find the ISA forms associated with this speech act (either stored 

explicitly or in the form of general rules), and ask wMther the utterance matches any of 

lh~e forms.56 

In contrast to standard and recovery paths, context is generally weaker for initiators, 

general recovery discussion, and metadiscussion.57 In tMSe cases. I have proposed that the 

Event Tree path(s) ~ grown bottom-up. For ISAs, this means starting with an ISA form 

and asking what speech acts it could convey. 

In thinking about ISA representations and tM details of recognition, then, I will be 
. . 

considering both directions: ISA form to speech act (henceforth abbreviated as ISA -> SA) 
.. 

and speech act to [SA form (abbreviated as SA -> ISAi Thls bi-directional approach 

follows from the choices made in the general recognition model. Since both directions are 

covered, it also means that the discussion in the following sections should be translatable to 

dialogue process models that are similar to tM one proposed•'-.ltith:VR•lldlf'feMtt mix 

or bottom-up and top-down strategies to relate utterances to expectations. 

56. Here and elsewhere, when I talk in terms of utterances matching ISA forms, I rnlly 
mean a matd, b«wem the mrface temantk repnst18tten -.f· thif ''lilteftnof: Mld-,the 
transitional rep~esentation of tM ISA form. See Appendix E fer a discUsslon of these 
repr~atkifts. · 

57. It is not, however. clear to what extent metadiscussion uses ISAs. since these utterances 
tend to fall into rather fixed patterns. 
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10.2. ISAs and tht> Event Tree 

In order to represent IS As, one Event Tree path is built for each speech act conveyed 

by an utterance.58- Given this approach, example 5.19 (",It's cold in here" uttered as a 

REQUEST to close the door) would have the Event Tree informally represented in Figure 

10.1. 

<header of the highest level method 
for this task-oriented dialogue> 

give information 

state-and-acknowledge 
the information 

STATE that 
the room is cold 

' ' ' 

get some task done 

I 
request-and-respond for 

the task 

R EQ.U6ST that 
Pl close the door 

, , 

, , 

surface semantic representation of 
"It's cold in here." 

Figure 10.1. A possible Event Tree configuration for Example 5.19. 

58. An utterance may, of course, suggest more than one possible set of Event Tree paths, 
and the choice between them may not be obvioUs. This is a problem of ambiguity, whtch 
will be discussed in the next two subsections. 
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Recall that the surface semantic representation of thf utterance"ts, assoc:t&~ witt, ;Sf>ft(h act 

nodt"s but is not Itself an actual nodt- on tfttt [Vfflt Tree. · 

ori~tM dialogoe ilrt> typicaffy motivated bt·• •single prtmary··tnsardfy of pls'.and 

subgoa Is httld by Pl. That is, in the usual case, on, of thf speech acts connyed reflects ltte 

primary motivation behind the utttrantt:' !',9.,MoreMer;'tffi~h act force that is the most 

important will be the final one, i.e .. secondary fot,utterances with immediate and secondary 

... 
forces. tertiary for a thrtt-force utterance. For the •it's cold tn here" example the primary 

goal hierarchy would include getting the room warmer by getting the door shut, and thus 

REQUEST can be thought of as the more important of thf two speech acts conveyed. 

The observations in the la.st paragraph have two , implications for the general 

recognition mechanism that has been outlined. First, in those cases where I advocated top

down processing (Section 9.2). if an ori«ant-etby Pl conveys multipleiforces. only ont of the 
,;., 

forces will match a structural ex~tation related to the current configuration of the Event 

Tree. This force can be thought of as conveying the primary goal of Pl. Second, the force 

that matches the expectation wilt be the final one. Figure l0.2 lllustrates the type of Event 

Tree configuration that I am assuming. Figum ICU and 10.f illustrate cases that I am 

assuming to be non-standard in task-oriented dialogue, because they contradict th~ first and 

second assumptions. respectively. 

59. I emphasize that this r.t>striction applies to tbe usual case. Exceptions are. of course, 
possible, but I would expect to see additional mechamlMcalaMn,tvllandlethem. 
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buy merchandise with credit card 
agent: Pl (the buyer) 
co-agent P2 (the salesclerk) 

<intervening substeps> 

fill out credit slip 
agent: P2 
co-agent: Pl 

request-and-respond 
for Pl to sign the credit slip 

STATE that 
P2 needs Pl to sign 
the credit shp 

' 

R EQU EST that 

' / 
'/ 

Pl sign the credit slip 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

surface semantic representation of 
"I need your signature" 

Figure I0.2. Event Tree paths for a two-force ISA. 
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In Figure 10.2, note that the STATE and REQ.UEST nodes would be marked with 

the same time and surface semantic representation, so there would be no chance of 

construing them as totally independent events. 

I 

IMMEDIATE FORCE .. S.Elt9~DARV FORCE 

Figure 10.3. A questionable Event Tree configuration for an ISA 

Figure I0J is only skeletal,,~ause I -.av~ .flOI found_ ~itamples of utterances that relate 
·{· ' .. - .. ' . ' 

to two independent tasks (or independent parts of the_ same task) by a split in their speech 

act forces. 

Finally, Figure 10.4 iays th~t one can answtr ~ SiffiR~~- ,bout the temperature 

of the room with an utterance that 1s, secondarily an indir«t REQ,UEST. I claim that 

Figure 10.-t is an ill-formed Event Tree, if it is takf:11 to represent one of the ISA types 

discussed in this paf)t'r. Note that the •~· ~j_t ~~ die final force can match a 

structural expectation related to the Event Tree implies that, once such a match is found, 

there is no nttd to derive furtfKtr indirect forcn. 

In summary, Event Tree ISA ;q,~nentat~s involve one ~th per speech act force. 

For top-down recognition processing, however, only one path matches a structural 
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ask-and-answer 

ASK 
what the tempnature of the room 1s 
on a sea le of cold, medium, and hot. 

agent P2 
destination Pl 

state-and-acknowledge the answer 

agent: Pl 

co~ 

STATE that REQUEST that 
the room is cold Pl close the door 

' 
' 

' 

' ' , 
surface semantic'representation of 

"It's cold in here." 

Figure 10.4. Another questmnable Event Tree configuration for an ISA. 
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expectation related to the [vent Tree -- the path gmerated for the final speech act force. 

10.3. Some Remarks about ISA Ambiguity 

The last two subsections glosstd over tlM,robll,ms of,ambiguity, and I would like to 

remedy that situation now. In the recognit.. framewort.. -~escribed in Section 9, 

ambiguities with respect to ?-peech act force occut when an utterance mat;hes mpre than one 

structura 1 expectation. A choice must · usually ~-•tnaCM' .s: •. ~ .expectation was 

intended. In this subsection, I wilt make. some general observations about-ttM p,ocess of 

making this choice. Three poiftts will ht discusstd: 

I. the relationship of disambiguation reasoning and reasoning done for other 
purposes 

2. the effNtdaat adi1logueffviQJIHJ1ffltJlas on the disambiguation process 

3. systematic versus nonsystemat~s~uity belweffl the JSAs conveyed60 

Starting wilt. the-~ship of disaml»ig.,...ieD reasoning to other sorts of reasoning, 

the most important point is that disambiguation reasoning is reasoning about tltt a,orld 

model of tlit co1wrrsational partntr. For example, if Pl makes an uttttance to P2, any 

reasoning that P2 does about the need for an action to be done, etc. is done with respect to 
-. ~ '-~ -. 

- , ..... ' 

what P2 believes about Pl's war,ld., model. T~s is not necessarily the same as P2's model of 

60. Searle in (30] has questioned the use of the term 11,.;guit, to refer to diffttences in the 
forces conveyf'd by indifect Jorms,. Siace tht, _notian d_. ~;~, lcapli~ ~ St:ctie,-. 
7.3) is broader than Searle's. and, since clifferfflCes in a,nveyed fetus amount to diffemaces 
in meaning as I construe it, J will continue to use diS4"'6ipallR to mean choices among the 
possible ISA forces or an utterance. 
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the world (or for that matter as Pl's; this is a common s«1rce of,error). This said, I wilt not 

say much more about the divergence of world models. Recent wort in this area ts dlat of 

Cohen [61 To justify limiting the scope of this paper, I appea1 to what appears to be the 

default assumption: 

If there is no information to the contrary, assume that the dialogue partner's world 
model is the same as your own. 

So, although I will note places where dual world mod~ls become a factor, I will assume for 

the purposes of exposition that there is "no information to the contrary." 

Reasoning for disambiguation, then, does not always use the same knowledge sources 

as general rt>,Honing. A further point about disambiguation reasoning is that it can be 

quite complex. Where REQUEST is a possibility as a conveyed speech act, it may be 

necessary for P2 to evaluate capabilities, wilhngrms, authoritr,relationships, schedules of 

activit~s. etc. This sort of evaluation can be an expensive pr'oce$s. Note, however, that the 

same information needed to disambiguate is often also needed to d«~ whether to<Omply 

With a directive or to determine whether information conveyed in a representative was 

previously known. Thus, a mechanism that can- sa,ve its reasoning processes •• or at least 

save those steps and results known to be of 'potmtial interest later on·· can avoid 

duplicating what appear to be Inherently expensive processes. 

This brings me to my second point. which mates to the effect of the dialogue 

environment on the disambiguation process: One importaRt·flfJ'Ct of dialogue is the fact 

that Pl is available to aid P2 in disambigating Pl's utterances. Dialogue participants quite 



commonly ask for clarification of intent, e-.g., l0.2 to a •no you know ... r question or 10.3 to a 

·can you <action>?" form: 

10.2 Are you asking mt or telling me? 
10.3 Yes. Do you want me to? 

Another frequently used stratt>gy is for P2 to make a disambigUating choice clear in a 

rt>sponse. An example here is 10.4 in respon!ll' to a •can- JOU caction>?" form int~reted as 

a REQUEST: 

10.i Sure. I'll get startt'd right away. 

One result of this sort of response is that Pl can go on to alert P2 if P2'sinterpretation was 

not the one that Pl intfflded. 

The dialogue environment. then, provides additional opportunities for aquiring 

disambiguation information and, if responses are constructed carffltlly, it provides checks to : 

prevent misunderstandings. 61 Disambiguation· in task-oriofnted dialogue may be difficult, 

but the options a-JJailable t>ffectively limit how hard a dialogue participartt must work. 

We turn now to the third topic of this subs«Uon, the distinction between systematk 

and nonsystematic ambiguity in the speech acts conveyed by an utterance. A s-ystemattc 

ambiguity for- lSAs occurs whm all forms within an ISA subset display a particular 

ambiguity with respect to tht speech ~t conveyed. Systematic ambigUities for ISAs include 

ambiguities that occur between direct and indirect immediate forces. of an utterance. This 

type of ambiguity is common to all ISAs that do not contain special identifying 

61. For a systematic approach to difft>rmces among different lingulstk modalities, see Rubin 
(23]. 



characteristics (e.g .. some frozen ISA fonm as described in Section 7.i). A familiar example 

is whether 5J has ASK or R£Q.UEST as its immediate force. 

5.3 C~m you dose the door? 

Another type of systematic ISA ambiguity is whether or not a given secondary force applies. 

This type of ambiguity is common to all ISA forms which may convey a secondary force, 

and the familiar example is whether 5.i conveys a REQ.UEST in addition to the immediate 

ASK force. 

5.4 Are you able to close the door? 

Given what has been said. nonsystematic ambiguities are ambiguities that are not 

shared by other similar forms. The occurrence of nonsystell)atic ambiguity is more 

fortuitous. Such an ambiguity typically ari~es from a special c~Oguration of structural 

expectations, e.g., for standard path successor steps. Either because of lexical an)biguity 

within the utterance or because the expectations are simi~r to ea.th other, an utterance 

matches more than one expectation. 

In discussing aspects of the process model. I will be concerned only with systematic 

ISA ambiguity. For this type of ambiguity, the structural ~~ations that match the 

utterance are all of the same basic type; that '5, the utteran~ hu several poss~ 

interpretations as an initiator. or ~:veral as a stan~rd path. successor step, etc. Ambiguities 

in which possible structural expectations are drawn from different basic types are 

non systematic. 

Because systematic ISA ambiguities are predictable, it is possible to exploit special 
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knowtE>dge about them and tailor special disambiguation mechanisms to them. For 

nonsystematic ambiguity, it appears that the best tools we have ava.ilable are general 

heuristics and a general disambiguation mechanism. 62 The m«hantsm i~ •getierat" in the 

sense that it is not keyed to particular ISA ambiguities. In this paper, I restrict myself to 

systematic ISA ambiguity; the next section discusses the application of special knowledge 

associated with ISA types. Before that, however. it is useful to take a general look at the 
. ·.. . ,--• . 

dependencies that must be ta ken into account in the disambiguation process. 

10.i. Dependencies in ISA Disambiguation 

A computational approach to JSA disambiguatiorl'has severat inherent problems. For 

those utterances With only an immediate speech act force, the recognition process will not 

necessarily be simpler than for utterances with more than ent1 spttdf act torce. for example 

N Are you able to opt>n tht' door?" coultl have tfre' 7jmffiHiatt force ASK . only, with no 

secondary force. For this type of utterance, it wift often be necessary to consider the 

possibility of a secondary force in order to rule it out. 

Also, for utterances where an action could be implicit, tt is often necessary to 

determine whether Pt intends an action (and what tflat action ts)'IS part of'the process of 

determining the imfl'K'diate or secondary forct. Fet example, ltlS cout<I have the immediate 

force STATE, or, say if Pl wt're-'btad.mailtng P2, it·cotifd han an immediate REQ.UEST 

force. 

10.5 I want a million dollars. 

62. In [3] I discuss the use of ordering of match attempts as one part of a mechanism for 
handling nonsystematic ambiguity in task-oriented dialogue. 
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It is necessary to determine the likely implicit action (in this example, that P2 give Pl the 

money) in order to decide whether this particular action can be REQ.UESTed in this 

environment. 

On the other hand, for most (and possibly all) ISAs that do have a secondary force, 

determining the immediate force can be done independently of the secondary force. This is 

became. as noted in Section 7.3, most ISA classes considered here are derived by only one 

level of indirection. 63 We thus do not get the case illustrated· in F;g-ure 10.S where a 

surface form leads to two different immediate forces with two different associated secondary 

forces, the latter of which must be considered in determining which of the former apply. 

Instead the case that obtains is Figure 10.6. The computational implication of 10.5 and 10.6 

is that immediate forces can be determined from the utterance and from context, 

·independent of any consideration of the nature of the secondary forces that might apply. In 

the process ·model, we can exploit this independence of choice of immediate force where it 
•• < ~. ; 

exists. with the normal gains in simplicity and modularity that come from decoupling 

processes. 

63. Among the ISA forms that I am-:constc:1Wingt'~ 1dftlfpossible·1e~tion to thts:is the 
type 3 implicit-action form. Even in this case, however, we would have to have a very 
specialized type of form in order for determination of immediate force to be dependent on 
secondary force. We would have to be dealing with what I am calling a frozen ISA form 
(see Sectjon 7.4). The immediate force would not correspond directly to surface form, an_d 
there would only bt' a secondary, not a tertiary, speech act force. Although all of this is 
theoretically possible, I have not found any examples In the transcripts that I have 
examined. 
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< Immediate Force-I 
Utterance . . . . . 

+ Secondary Force-I 

+ Secondary Force-2 · · Immediate Force-2 

Figure 10.5. A type of ambigmty in speech act force that probably 
does net occur. ·· 

Immediate Force-I + Secondary Force-I 

Utteran;, . l~iate Force-I • : ~••Y Force-2 

Immediate Force-I 

e.g., 
Utterance "' 'The garden is full of weeds.• 
Immediate Force-I= a STATE that the garden is run of weeds 
Secondary Force-I = a REQ.UEST that P2 weed the garden 

(e.g .• in a context where this ts P2's job) 
Secondary Force-2 = a SUGGEST that P2 weed the garden 

(e.g .• in a context where P2 is deciding what to do) 

Figure 10.6. The common type of ambigUitJ in sptech act force. 
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II. Outline of a Mt>chanism for ISA Recognition 

Given the framework for ISA recognition discussed in Sections 10.1 and 10.2, along 

with the observations about ISA disambiguation from 10.3 and 10.-f, we can no·w examine 

the mechanism for ISA recognition in more detail. This section starts with a discussion of 

the application of the rules from Section 6. St-ction 11.2 considers a mechanism for 

recognizing frozen ISA forms. and Section 11.3 looks at the recognition of implicit-action 

ISAs. 

II.I. Applying the Rules for Explicit-Action Forms 

Recall that the ISA rules in Section 6 were based on properties of speech acts as a 

class. preconditions of individual speech acts, and (for some action--centered speech acts) the 

semantic input cases of the actions. In this subsection, I outline a mechanism for 

recognizing rule-based ISAs, splitting the discussion into the two directions identified in 

Section 10, SA -> ISA and ISA -> SA. 

SA -> ISA is the easier direction to describe for these ISA rules. We start with the set 

of structural expectations that are to be matched top-down (Section 9.2). (Whether the 

match process should proceed sequentially or in parallel is an open question that will not be 

considered here.) Focussing on one speech act from this set of expectations, we can obtain 

the preconditions of the individual speech act by following-the links in the method structure 

described in Section i. It is also straightforward to get from an action named in an 

utterance to an appropriate set of semantic input case specifications (or, given ambiguity, a 



group of such sets) Given these semantic strvcu•~• • Utt af»1>1, ISA rules 6.3 le 6.10 to. 

yield patterns particular to the speech act. (Alternatively, these ISA patterns can be pre

generated and associated with the speech act.) The ISA patterns associated. with the speech 

act, along with patterns from Rules 6.1 and 6.2 which are applicable to speech acts in 

general, can then be evaluated with respect to the current dialogue environment. One of 

the major effects of the evaluation process is to bind representations for the appropriate 

dialogue participants to semantic case variables in the pat~rn. The surface semantic 

representation of the utterance can then be matched against each of these evaluated 

patterns. 

In the SA -> ISA dirt>ction Wt' encounter predominantly non-systematic ambiguities 

among spt't'Ch act forct>s. Therefore. the type of general disambiguation mechanism chosen 

determines how the successful matches are treated (or whether match attempts continue at 

all beyond an initial success). 

The ISA -> SA direction for the general rules is more complicated. When the 

recognition mechanism is working top-down, the method structure and associated 

rt-lationships conveniently group the representations on which the ISA patterns are based. 

Working bottom-up. we must contend with the systematic ambiguity discussed tn the last 

section. This means that for almost every utterance we will hue choices between speech 

acts conveyed, choices whether a given speech act force applies, or both. This introduces 

sevt"ra I problt"ms. 

First, at least for a serial matching mechanism, in the worst case every different 

speech act might have to be clm:ked to see if the utterance in hand matches any of the 



possible indirect forms for that speech act. Also, independent of the matching 

implementation chosen. deciding which speech act forces were- intended by Pl can involve 

very complex analysis, particularly if action-centered speech acts are among ~he possible 

forces. 

To cope with these difficulties, we can exploit two sources of information: knowledge 

about which speech act forms can be used to stand for others as JSAs and predfctions of the 

type of knowledge that will be necessary to distinguish between competing spttch act forces. 

To use this knowledge, I propose a two-pass mechanism consisting ofinitial screening 

followed by analysis. Initial screening involves a match or an utteran~ against special entry 

patterns These patterns are abstracted, if necessary, from patterns ·produced by the 

application of ISA rule~ such as those in Section 6 to appropriate semantic structures (e.g., 

preconditions). The point of the abstracting process is to produce entry patterns for which 

the match will involve only context- independent properties. This means that a· match of an 

entry pattern involves only information explicit in the utterance or implicit information that 

can be derived independent of context. The authority relationship between Pl and P2, for 

example, is a property that would not be appea1'd to as part of the initial match.Si 

The abstractt'CI entry patterns have associated with them analysis procedures to 

discriminate between alternative interpretations. Once an entry pattern is matched (due to 

the abstraction process t~e wm be only one success), the associited discrimination 

procedure is executed. Discrimination procedures, exarnttte·'pn,perties ·or the dialogue 

64. The abstraction process produces patterns that are as specific ai possible while still 
permitting .a context-free match. Abstraction is done 'Oil' th~ vanables of th~ ISA ·patterns 
only (see Ap~dix I.) , 
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context to determine which speech act forces Wfff intended by Pl. Th~e procedures are 

written to incorporate lhe specialized knowledge that we have about individual systematic 

ambiguit~s. 

For an example of the type of processing I hne in mind, consider the following-uses 

of a "Do you want..." form. (Other uses occur. but these fQUr wilt do fer an illustration.) 

ASK+OFFER 
one fnend to anothl'r: 
Do you want to take my car? 

ASK+REO ... UEST 
one roommate to another: 
Do you want to answer the phone? 

ASK +SUGGEST 
parent to child: 
Do you. want to try to build an arch? 

ASK 
one student to another: 
Do you want to. go back to school?. 

Any of these examples pass an initial match of a repre~tat~ informany conveyed by: 65 

interrogative: whether P2 wants nonvrrbal action 
or verbal action whose destinalioft ii not- Pl 
except for: I. actions involving joint agency of Pl and P2 

2. the·aaion of remembering a,pttY,ioUs R.EQ.UEST 

65. This pattern illusti'ates the abstraction pfoce~; Siace •raction ooly happens for 
variables. only the representation for the action desired is affected. For OFFER, this action 
is"~ action thitt J:~nt•·Pl's part• the~w.";(QfFtR IVJ. £or REQUEST. die 
action is "a non-verbal ·action or a verbal action whose destination is not Pl, except for the 
ctction of remt>mbering a previous REQUEST: For SUGGEST. actions with joint agency 
of Pl and P2 art' excluded, while for ASK the~ is no restriction. To produce the entry 
pattern, .the nstrictipn. Oil; ~he ,act«lll,Jn, QfFEJt iS-. ~ •. ~se co-.r.ixt dependent 
information might ht- t~ed ~.1~uC1 ,jt This .teaJ4' S~J apd REQ.UEST with 
restricted actions. An entry pattern is then formed using both of these ,est~~ .. 
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Once any of the four types of utterance above has passed the initial screening. we need a 

procedure to determine the correct speech act forces. To discrimina~ between the varioUs 

sp.-ech ,1ct possibilities, I suggest the tests listed below applied as s~n 'i,; Figure II.I. 66 

Tests for REQUEST: 

I. Do~s the action 1mned fall within so~e authority, comple~l'.Y role, or "be helpfuW
oblig<1tion of P2 to Pl? (Rt'call the discussion of the~ ~l~tims irtJ~«tiori 3.) 

~- Would one generally expect that P2 could successfully take res,.isibility for the action 
named? ' 

The ASK Block: 

l. Is there a reason why Pl would want to ;~now the literal interpretation of the utterance 
without necessanly wanting to set in motion the action named? ' · · 

2. Does the context preclude setting the action named in motion? This would be the case if 
the context IS not a normal one for the action and there is~ no reason to assyme that the 
standard conditions have been overridden. ' 

Tests for OFFER: 

I. Would one generally expect the primary benefit of the action named to be to P2 in this 
context? 

2. Is Pl to be an active participant (i.e. AGENT or CO-AGENT) in the action? 

~- Does it look like Pl can successfully take responsibility for an actton that" C0"1plements the 
action named (e.g., "lend a car" for "take a car")? One issue involved here is, whether any 
objects of a tt·ansfef fall under Pl's ownership, control, etc. · 

66. Recall from Section 10.3 that these tests are to be done with respect to the world model 
that P2 believes that Pl is using. 



Is Pl the AG ENT of the action named? 

NO !YES 

Does the ut~erance past the tests for, OFFER? 

1 YES I._N_o ________ ___, 

Does the utterance pass the ASI< block? l YES 
NO 

ASK•OFFER 

Does the utterance pass the tests for REQ.UEST? 

NO lY[S 
Does tht> uttttance pass the ASK block? 

l YES 
NO 

ASK+REQ.UEST 

Does the utterance pass the tests for SUGGEST? 

lY[S NO 

Does the utterance pass the ASK block? 

!YES NO 

ASK+SUGGEST 

Figure II.I. General organization for discriminating between four 
interpretations of the form. •no you want <action>?• 

ASK 
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Tests for SUGGEST: 

I. For each rqual aut~rily .relationship .betwe,m Pl and P2, can the action named be 
construed as falling· within -the_ r.elaOonship? 

2. Is Pl n-ot to be an active participant in the action named? 

'.\. Would one generally expect the primary benefit of the action named to be to P2 in this 

context?67 

i. Would one generally expect that P2 could successfully take responsibility for the action 
namt'd? 

The set of questions and Figure II.I are intended for a limited 'set of interpretations of "Do 

you want . .?" forms. but they are representative of other discrimt~ation procedures. The tests 

given include· checks of the speech act preconditions (see Section 3), as well as checks of 

semantic case fillers for the speech act or action named. Some of these, e.g., the third test for 

SUGGEST, may be more restricted than the comparable precondition or semantic case 

specification. The following criteria were ustd to decide which prtc0t1ditions to txcludt from 

the tests: 

I. Is this precondition shared by all of the speech act possibilities? 
PtKenthtions·marNliJy alalter"8tift5 may be .. wonft-~ng.,butifflJt as·part-Of . .a 
discrimination procedure. 

2. ls this precondition being questioned or stated by the ISA form? 
This criterion rules out REQ.Ui?T (HI), SJJGGESiT:(¥;J). ilOd ,OFEER (VI) for the 
"Do you want.." example. 

'.\. Is the ~peech act usually the only evidence for this precondition? 

67. This condition seems to be limited to the case in which the utterance is acting as an 
initiator (see Section 9). Utterances, :that ,tonvey a SUGG-EST act but 1 ,.._idl occur in a 
context of stronger structural expectations seem to dispense with this condition and use the 
mor(".' genera4 SUGG·EST 'p~ditiOn (VU) instead. 0,1 haw -supt••, b••llJ,u,p-down 
(SA --> ISA) treatment of this latter type of utterance.) It is not surprising to see stronger 
restrictions on the range of initiators, since the context needed for disambiguation is weak.er. 
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An example is the obligation in SUGGEST (IV) that the DISJ1NATION of the 
SUGGEST consider the action suggested. Such obligations rest on very general 
properties of cooperative activity, for which there will not usually be good particular 

. evidf"r1t?., . Siriitla rly, tfn>te. rs' frN1llfflllf no -~~ lithitt 'ffiati t~ spettb act· for 
intentional states of another individual. \ftftt~tenfrijfllfffli t~' may ~ worth 
checking as a tie-breaker, but the chances of getting useful information are small 
enough that these preconditions 'shtid1d'·P~ w actuded from tM routine 
checking of a disc,rimination procedure. 

One general observation about the example procedure relates to the independence 

issues di~ussed in S('Ction 10.i. Recal~ the point made there that immediate forces, can 

usually be dett'rmined independent of secondary ones. This independence is rdlectftl in 

Figure 11.t, where the emphasis is on determining what, if any, s«ondary force- applies. In 

that case (although not in all) the fact that the immediate force was ASK fell out from the 

first-pau match of the ,ntry pattern for •no you want...• forms. 

A discrimination procedure such as the one described wiR not always produce a single 

answer. Lexical ambiguities within the utterance might lead to several different 

alternatives. In addition, particular tests can lead to multiple alternatives, especiafty those 

that involve rich contf'xtual structures such as role relationships. For cases such as t~ 

wht-A"--a msctlthmatiorqwocedure fails to sufficifflllf narrew t-hrf'OSSib1e tntetpreatiens, the 

recognition m«hanism can apf)t'al to other sources of information. OM useful source is the 

implications of partkuftr ISA chokes ~.g .• db ~· to politalffl. tenfidrnc:e ol speaker, 

formaiity of the environment, urgmcy of the speech act, etc.). Another is the raw likelihood 

that a givffl form is used to convey an individual speech act or set of speech acts. The 

primary vafut>.,, t~ sources woutd appear to:be ilt rvfing out interpmat-ions. 

Th~· MKI' iss~ tflat must bt addttssed 15 the· panalily f1l • dutrimination 



procedure ·a!lsotiatt"d with the four types or •no you want...• utterances. Can the 

discrimination procedure be used for other types of )SA forms? In general; I think that the 

answer is no Although discrimination procedures for ISA forms wiH oftm appeal to similar 

sorts of information and u~ similar tests, they differ in the followmg ways: 

I. Deletions from and additions t~ the set of speech act possibilities can aker 
dependence relatronshlps., whktl m turn affect the order in which tt'Sts are done. 

~- Some forms are more <OIMlOflly used for -a speedt act thn others. Even where the 
same speech act set is possible for two patterns, differences in raw likelihood might 
affect the order in which tests art ~rfom1t11(t 

At this pomt it is not clear exactly how many discrimination procedures will have to be 

written. The number of procedures is related to the number of systematic ambiguities, and 

this number depends on the number of speech acts and the number of ISA forms known to 

a system. We are saved from the spector of infinitely proliferating discrimination 

procedures by the original intent of these procedures. Discrimination procedures are 

specially tailored to a specific systematic ambiguity. We need only wr_ite as many different 

discrimination procedures as there is specialited information. Where specialized 

information is lacking for an ambiguity, the entry pattern can have an associated list of 

possible speech act forces and a call to a general discrimination procedure. The core of this 

genera I procedurt' would-w a check of all the ptecondmons of the possible speech act forces. 

This has been a good deal of detail, and a summary may be helpful before going on. 

First, in the SA -> ISA direction the recognition mechanism starts with one or more speech 



In tht> ISA -> SA d1rf'Ction, the recognition mechanism starts with the JSA pattern, 

stsggttst«i' ·"Sptml disattmination ,~urrs. ~--lti~4, fl#tel'lll~ ab$ttlctions of 
' • I 

them), Tht>se discrimination procedures capitaliit.• ~he 5J$Mfflalk-.a~ displayed 

by ISAs. 

11.2. Rf'Cognizing Frozm ISA Forms 

Recall that frozm forms were defined in Section 7.4 as follows: 

A frozen ISA' form is an ISA. form with 1"l ~· ~~ •. ,cw,- ut an;r~s"""4 to· 
tl,e surfact form. for such an utterance, one or both of the following obtains: 

I. It can or dOt>S display syntactic bmavior atypical of the rest of the form. 

2. It can or dOl"S display cooccurfflltt behavior atypical d the rest of the form. 

To record this special behavior. froun fonns fflllliN sepa.-a~ pattemSi. d~nct from 

pattt"ms dmwd fmrn gfflfflll prepf•ties of Sf"tlth ac.ts and .adilfts.,. ,Also. •since • want to 

use different disambiguation schemes according to the direttion of the match (a gfflffal 

disambiguation schtome for SA -> ISA and discrimjnation procedures for ISA -> SA), we 
~ ? . -

nttd one set of frozen form patterns for each diffl:tian. While this may sound expensive. I . 



have found it to be mef ul. because other information retated to the path-bUilding process 

can be associated with the different sets of patterns. (The •key• representations and •way 

methods in [JJ consfitute such a split in patterns for froten forms.) 

Besides having patterns distinct from the general JSA patterns, frozen forms Wilt often 

have specially designed discrimination procedures. One reason ror this is that the special 

surface behavior of wme frozen forms wm ~irmttate one or mote possible interpretations 

altogether Consider, for example, the familiar pair S.3 and !t.+. 

5.3 Can you please close the door? 
5.4 ,: Are you able to please close the door? 

Without plrase. 5.4 can be either an ASK only or secondarily a R.EQ.UEST; the f,ltut in !t:3 

eliminates the poS5ibihty that it was intended as m ASK. 

Even forms that do not show special behnior themsefves may be more prone to 

cert a in intetpr~tations. justifying the use of wparate •distrlmtnattan · procedures. For 

example, II.I is more idiomatic as a REQ.UEST than as an ASK. To convey an Immediate 

ASK force, a form such as 11.2 is generally preferable. 

11.1 Will you shut thti door? 
11.2 Are you going to shut the door? 

(Example ll.2 could also convey a secondary RE(lU[ST force~ but :that ts not my potftt 

here.) 

Frozen ISA forms, then, require separate patterns and, in at least some tases, separate 

discrimination pr()(edures. They also r~uire specia1 treatment fn the rttognttltJn matching 

algorithm. Because froz~ forms a·re specta t dsek it is rea_,able to' try tOmatch them first 



(in a serial alg_or,ithm) ~ tQ usigrua bigller pr~itJ to_.a SIJq;~~V!WfflJprm ma!ctt (in a 

parallel ,,dgorjth,n)._ This, polj~Y, -c~ • res~lt .in:~ noitfl'Q~, '-~~es bef~g treated as 

frozen ones. ·e.g., a "Can. y,oµ._ic:~P.ft>r. ft;trm;:;r,t~.,y ~~~~:,,ASK, secondary 

REQUEST. This simplification ~sJIOl,~l~,'!" to1~.~~-,,-~flr;n,,i"formatkJn will 
~ . 

be too sparse for .P2 tQ detl'rmi~ how ser~ Pli~,~ ~ web as tlle •can YO'A 

frozen. 

the "whm" of i~~action processing. Sect~ JL3.I _~ the_~~•- of_ JS.~ 

wilhout, tert~r_y.JprccS; the sptcial p(Oblems~'. ,1th terttarJ,(or,~ a~~•~~ in 

Section 11.3.2. 

One important topic that is not considered here ts t~,Jct,¥,at~~c.~, er°"" :involved 
· - - "'"- •:: {". ~ ~ ! 1 , i ! ', ~ •~a • . ~•, ·•·.j - '.. ; . 

in identifying a particular implicit action. To a large ·,xtent, thtf process ts dq,endffit on 

Nevertheless, issu~ of sea.rch strongly motivatl'd the distinction among ISA types in ~ion 

in 5«-µoo, i,~partb,n.,ti11~J>y ~-... ~h.Jlr--·.· .41!ro ~~.•Q ~s problem is 

the disc:-vsiioli of.lPGWledgt'.soa,~.iJ\,~ion'.~-~-~~-~ ,to paide and 

constrain the ~rch. 
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11.3.1. Integrating Implicit Actio~s into the ISA Mechanism 

As usual, the ISA recognition problem will be broken down according to the direction 

of match. and. as usual, the SA -> ISA direction is the easier one to describe. RecaH that 

the implicit-action rules given in Section 7.5 combined a pattern intended to match the 

surface semantic representation of the utterance with a pattern buik from a general ISA rule 

(Section 6). That 1s, implicit-action rules ·can be thought of as beginning where explicit

action rules leave off. 

The straightforward approach to the SA --> ISA match for implicit-actions starts with 

the explicit-action patterns evaluated to the current dialogue environment. Implicit-action 

rules are applied to these evaluated patterns. In the course of this process, some implicit-

< ~. -. ' 

action rules will be found to be inapplicable, and the others will be evaluated. The 

utterance can then be matched against these evaluated implicit-action patterns. Both 

explicit- and implicit-action patterns, evaluated with respect to the current dialogue context, 

could be matched in whatever order or combination desired, allowing, of course, for the 

dependence of implicit-action forms on explicit-action ones. 

There are several possible variants to this approach to matching implicit-action 

patterns; the order of evaluation and rule application depends to a high degree on the 

general representation scheme chosen. Whatever the final choke, however, the important 

point about the SA --> ISA direction is that patterns evaluated with respect to the current 

dialogue environment can be quite specific. In many cases, a particUlar implicit action wilt 

already be represented In the evaluated pattern'. For example, utterance 10.1 in the context 

discussed in Section 10 would match a SA --> ISA pattern that explicitly contained both a 

representation for "signature" and a representation for a signing action. 



10.1 I need your signature. 

Thus. for StJc~ examples there is no nttd to search for an implicit ~cUon: for other SA --> 
., tf. 

ISA examples, the decision about wh_ether a particular action is intended and the search for 
' , C - • ,/'.:\ , • ~, •• 

the action can be done as part of the pattern match . 
• • ~ ' • • • • - • • ~ ~ f • 

Turning now to the ISA -> SA direction we have the problem of integrating implicit 

actions into the discrimination procedure mechanism used for both general JSAs and frozen 

forms. The principal question is at what point in the process the choice of -- or search for 

-- the implicH action should take place. This question requires careful analysis because the 

' 
process of Identifying an implicit action appears to be an inherently expensive one. For 

most of the implicit-action types, the process is heavily dependent on a wide range of 

knowledge sources, where the exact source is not predktable beforehand. 

Identification of implicit actions can either be done at a fixed place in the bottom-up 

rl'Cognition process or at dirferent places in the process depending on the spttch act 

possibilities involved. The obvious candidate for a fixed place is the first matching pass. 

That is. the implicit action would be determined on entry to the discrimination procedure as 

part of matching the entry pattern. The evidence, however, points against identifying 

implicit actions during the initial match pitss. first, the implicit-action rules as written 

would not be easily applicable to entry patterns. This is because implicit-action rules are 

specific to individual speech acts, and entry patterns are not. Even if some implicit-action 

rules were gentralized, thl' link between implicit actions and inclividuat speech acts goes 

· deep. For example, U.3 can be either an OFFER by Pl to give 1'2 a pen or a REQ.UEST 
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that P 2 give PI a pen.68 

IIJ Do you have a pen? 

The choice between these two alternatives can only be resolved within the discrimination 

procedure. There appears to be no advantage to generating both representations ~rly and 

carrying them forward. 

A similar problem arises for forms where implicit action ambiguities occur for a single 

speech act force For example, consider the following form: 

11.i Do you have <INSTRUMENT> for <action>? 

If the AGENT of the action is not specified, then there are two different REQ.UESTs 

among the possible interpretations. The first possibility is a REQ.UEST that P2 give Pl 

the INSTR UM ENT, and the second possibtlity is that P2 take responsibility for carrying 

out the action using the INSTRUMENT. 

Given the ctose relationship between Jmplicit action choice and speech act force, then, 

it appears that the choice of implicit actiort shoukl occut within the appropriate 

discrimination procroures, under ,xplicit control oft~ 1ystem but1der. 

11.3.2. Recognizing Utter·ances with Tertiary Forces 

As was the case for other ISA classes, the fact that utterances can convey a tertiary 

68. For an OFF ER, example IIJ is derived by an application of an impficit-action rule 
analogous to Rule 7.i to the result of the general ISA rule 6.1 Clause iv. For REQ.UEST, 
example 11.3 comes from the application of the implicit-action rule 7.2 to the result of the 
application of the general ISA rule 6.i to Precondition (II). 
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speech act force raises not only the problem of recognizing whffl such, a force is intended. 

but a ho the problem of rtcognizmg when such a force is not intended. Recall that among 

the IS.A types considered here, type 3 implKit-action forms art 'the onl~ ones that may 

sntem4'.tica1Jy convey tertiary forcts. 

5.18 Close the door. 
!-i.19 It's cold in here. 
5.20 Must I tell you that it's cold in here? 

Using our standard l'Xamples. recall that in an appropriate context 5.20 has three forces: an 

immediate force of ASK that corresponds to the surface form. a secondary -force of a 

representative that conveys information like that in 5.19, and a tertiary force of REQ.UIST 

· that c°':'nys information like that ill 5J8'. 

In the SA ·> ISA dir~tion, terJiary speech aq for~ present no special problems. In 

addition to the normal match of ISA patterns outlined in the f~st JJtbs«tion. the lnt«preter 

can apply the appropriate rules a second time to IP, 3- fomtS ht- find ,~ possible ~b,le 

i™1i.-ection ~tterru. A match of one. of ~.,palter~ so prod~ ~- with accompanying 

identification of an implicit action a· inruc:ates that~ tfftiary~.:iS-~,pos$ibility. After a 

~ for each force. 

Once again, the ISA -> SA direction is more difficult. The main problem presented 

by a double indirection in bottom-up processing is that a d~~ about whether ·the first 

possible indirtction has bttn taken (e.g., ASK to the rq,mentative in S.20 above) can be 

q,otingent. OJJ. processmg rdated ~, a secQIJd ~ ~.g.. a ~tt•e a., 
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REQUEST). More specificafly, the existence of an action approprtate to be an implicit 

action for a type 3 R £-QUEST form could be evidence Mt only for tM second indirection, 

but also for the first. This means that we defimtely caMOt think of the. bottom-up 

recognition process for double indirections as two subprocesses acting lnd~entty of each 

other. The decision about wt.ether an Ufterancr such as 5.20 is~ as a- direct ASK, 

c\n ASK plus an indirect representative, or an ASK· phi$ a r~fSfflfitfff pk.ts a REQ..UEST 

may be computationally messy becat~ ptocttSsing-cannot-l,e·subdtvided in an cases. 

Although double indirection clearly poses ~.fali~, t~do'not want te giv~the 

impression that the situation is hopeless. Note first that the analysis phase described in the 

last subsection mes general procedures. The problem, then, is not finding a way to handle 

double indirection within this framework but, rather, finding a good way. It appears that 

the answer to most of our problems can be found in the data itself. In the transcripts that I 

have examined, the proportion of type 3 JSAs to other forms is small; moreover, of the type 

3 forms, only a subset are ba~ed on a double indirection. More important for bottom-up 

processing, only a handful of different forms need to be considered as possible double 

indirections (whether or not the utterances actually are). 

Beyond simple numbers, note that the literal interpretation of double indirections 

appears to require strong contextual support. Consider, for example, 11.S and 11.6: 

11.5 Do you know that it's cotd in here? 
11.6 I want you to know that it's cold in here. 

Without a specialized context (e.g., a psychological experiment) it is difficult to imagine 11.S 

or 11.6 uttered as an initiator with only the literal interpretatioo intended. 
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Tht- nt>t'd for special contextual supporUs t,he. ~ impert.a~t propertJ- or t\le data for 

botto,n-up processi~,. because it means ~at outfi~ ~. ~-h context$ ,._Jintindirec;tion can 

~ .asSUlllffl with relaOve .safety. Tile t.ask then.-becGfMJ .io de}mnine ~hflher or not a. 

terhary fou:e ~pplits .. e.g, whether 11.!(ts an ASK and aSTAT£q,an ASK, a STATE. and 

a R·E(l.UEST. Thi& ta*is similar to tht' proc.eJSing:Pft~,-~~Jiogle indirection •1,•~ 

cotd in here." So, wht~Jn theory dou~lc-1irec~ ~ff mQr•;diflic~k oompu(a,tiQfJally.ll 

appears that in practice only .rare -- ~d.recegni~ •· cases reqlilif..e mor~ processing 

powt"t. than a comparal,k- singJe.Dl4irec;:~., · 
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12. Knowlt"dge Sources for ISA Recognitton 

Throughout this paper I have emphasized the importance of context in the 

1· 

inter_pretat1on of ISAs. While a complete account of the role of context in ISA recognition is 

not possible at this point, we can begin to identify the knowledge sources involved. This 

section examines the following six types of knowledge: 

I. domains of discourse 

2. complementary role relationships 

3. specia I properties of Pl 

i. spKia I properties of P2 

5. exceptional circumstances 

6. the course of the interaction to date 

These six knewiedg• soun:;~s play an importanl roll :iR the interpretalipn of implicit-action 

ISA forms, e.g., in identifying the intent of "It's cold in here" uttered as a REQ.UEST for P2 

to shut the door. Although implicit-action form~ will be used·~~ ~~~~pies in this section·, 

this is not the only place that the six knowledge sources can be used. The sources also play 

a roie in supplying semantic case information that is left implicit in explicit-action forms. 

- < ' ' • f ! ~- ' •' t . , 

For example, the INSTRUMENT is left unspecified in example- 12.l, but, if Pl uttered 12.I 
• ,; i f -~ O! ' C 

while handing P2 a bread knife, then the case assignment would be clear. 

12.1 Will you cut the bread? 

,:;~• ~ .:1,.•' .... ~-- ,-.."{ .... , .;. ~~ : '\{;~ .• 

an ISA, for example the~ "~ingsMl~,;~JO"W~, ... ~if{N'IQ ,diK.~-~~W, AA, 
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Two additional observations must be made' abollt the list ibmr. First, the ·she types 

of knowledge are not necessarily ~n as independmt. .we can expect interaction between 

sources, espe(ially ht-tween any of (2) through (6) and any or the other sources on the Ust. 
,: . ,, -

Second. recall that I am assuming for the sake or exposition that Pl and P2 share an 

identica I world model with respect to this knowledge. This assumption will not be correct in 

all cases. Sometimes ISAs uttered by Pl will be interpreted by P2 in terms of P2's view of 

Pt's view of the six knowledge sources. 

12.1. Domains of Discourse 

In this section, d(lmain is meant to include: 

I. the spatial environment: locations such as home, office 

2. the social environment: e.g .• public transportation, parties. school lKtures 

3. th~ gmeral task envirortmfflt: e.g;, mMg l'fl'llWI. ,_nang •·b••ss 69 

In talking about the relation of domains to the interpretation of ISAs. I wish to male a case 

for the existence or routint acti(lns assoclattd J11itlt t,«rtladar dOlllol•s. , By rOflttnt I wish to 

emphasize the concepts that appt>ar in dictionary definitions, such as prescribed, regular, 

customary, h3.bitual. That is, routine -actions associated with particular states in particUlar 
• ' ; 1 ' 
J 1 

domains are n(lf actions t~~t are. arrived at by Jntricate ueatiwe or planning processes. 
, - • ' • ,! • ~ ' .-: - • • ' • 

They are rather humdrum actions whose indicatians for use are.cammon lnowledg~. 

69. l lpf(tfy gnt_nal in the task ffiYirorirtlMf., ;~ spaiftc.:taS1ts wil be- ,discussed 
separately in Section 12.6. General task mvironmmts are actiYities that include a collection 
~ mdepfldt-rittasls, t.~. tasks that1ar~ 11Cft'4ultfthd~ ,.._; ,: 
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To illustrate, I return to ·1t•s cold in here• us«I as an indirect REQ..UEST for a 

particular action. In an average home, the routtffe cold-weather rnponses to this utterance 

might includt-: 

I. check if windows or doors are open or are admitting drafts 
~ check to see d more sun can be let in 
J turn ttp ~at 
-t. - add clothes. blankets, etc. to anyone who is cold 

The strict ordf'ring of thf' akernati'Ve actions is not obligatory in all cases, but it is 

appropriate in some. Note that such routine actions can be· associated with very speciftc 

domams. Anot~r hotisehokl might use the same reSpansts· bul or4ff tMm dtfferentty. I\ 

third household might include throwing a log on ,ftte lire u one of the actions. For this 

f.'xample; · the domain may be not only a pattiat1at tltme 1 but even a -partifula-T room. To 

represent the routine actions of a dQMain; we can group them by the goal(s) that they 

achievf' and write choice methods for each cluster. Thesr choice methods will contain the 

known tradeoffs between rhe actions; as 'well as any·otdermg thatts -appropriate. 

Returning now to sptteh · acts, one way to comtnUfticate 'In·_ implicit action (or other 

implicit information) in an ISA is to draw on die routine actions .aS$oetattd with the 

particular domain. If a particular actiOn is intendtd :t,y Pl. it mast be ·distinguishable from 

among this set of possibilities. Otherwi,e, rhe ISA ts not :successful, Where the atternatiYe 

actions have a strong -a priori ordering, we can filter the altematiVes actording to what is 

possible in the d-omairi ttnd add,a-ifffi'll provtded .t,y the other knowledge sources dflcussed 

in this section. Where there is no particular order of choice, either other knowledges,urces 

should be applicable or other routine actions should be inapplicable tn the environment. 
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Assuming that an action was 1ntended, if .the unplkit actton. is,JJtH al1)bigt.tOtJS, then either 

P2 has too rich a set of fM»SStbilities or Pl hu~:vag~. 

12.2. Complementary Ro1$·ef' Pl an~ P2 

Another source of information for clarifying IS As is the ro~ i~ .•. a .set of actions 

which may be associated with a dialogue part~~ip~~;,_ ,:;ln 1

~hi~· sub~ti;, I am considering 

only complementary role relahomhips, e.g .• doccor/patient Of cOQd,t.ac:tor/pa~r. Roles of 

dialogue, participants that a_re not c~ntarv.can:aJio ~Jl-te inlerpretatiQn of IS.As; 

roles ttxhibit. different levels of aggAg~,: On ,aft assembly Ii•. a role might be a 

·relatively small set of act.ions or PY$ a smg4f..me. such ntigh"'1,i1J1· a P.3rticular'.bo,lt. The 

role for, say, a hoomnak.er could contain many,met(Hlctions. .possibly gr91-1ped into rela-' 

-sets such as tooking, house cleaning, home repak. and so forth. Here, -Aolumdtr is what. I 

will ca II a rl'lt namt~ the word retlt, wtll .be nserveclJor the-.attioq,set. 

Roles ·a.l't' ,particularly important sour«'s .of.iftformauoa about J&~s inAa5t.--oriented 

envinmmmts, where formal job dcscrtptieeu often -,cist and. where labor is .ofttfl ~plidtly 

divided. They also come- into play in more .. inf«maJ· ,enviwnrni,,ts, where tasks and 

responsibilities are dividfdct,y custom, by social role.or t,y 1gr9!fllfflt. 

An example of an .impliat .. actioft JSA based on • ~•rf role relationship js 

12.2 wtren addressed to P2, an auto mechani~ (a ,fGle: name> at, ,Pt• .p~ -,f' ,baseness (a· 

• domain). 

12.2 The clutch on my van is gone. 
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Under the conditions specified, 12.2 can count as a REQ.UEST that the rnet:hattic fix or 

replace the auto part, in this case the dut<ih. ThiS is. one -Of the actions tn an auto 

mechanic~s rote. Utterance 12.2 can atw have t~ for~ of a simple STATE, for example if 

it is directed to a friend encountered while waiting in Ii~. fer this example in this 

mvironment, it takes the- meehanic-'s-r8'e-~to-ma-ke-1u'l-appropriate action,- and hence a 

~ EQU EST sense. clt>ar. To ask the friend met in tme for a rlde, ont would generaHy need 

a more specific REQUEST form in addition to 12.2. 

One question that must be asked about roles is what effect multiple roles have on the 

interpretation of ISAs. Participants in a dialogue often share more than one complementary 

relationship. While domain introduces some possible roles (e.g., host or hostess at a party), 

other roles arise strictly from the relationship of Pt and P2. These multiple relationships do 

not seem to confuse thf' interpretation of ISAs as much as one might suspect. Consider an 

example in which P2 is both Pt's doctor and Pl's friend. If Pl describes a pain to P2 at a 

party. it is probable that Pl is R EQ.llESTing more than sympathy; very likely the appeal is 

to P2's special expertise and the implicit action is a diagnosis. Where more than one 

complementary roltt relationship exists, the default seems to be to appeal to the role with the 

most powerful action in the area of the REQ.UEST.70 This is not to say, however, that 

confusion cannot occur. and in this case, a clarifying question can be asked. 

70. This is sub1ect, of course. to constraints. Example 12.2 uttered to .a mechanic Jt a party 
would seldom be seen as a REQUEST to replace a dutch right then and there. This 
reading could be ruled out by the absence of the n~y,•toolszaml, parts/by,the party 
domain (because it conflicts with standard party activities), or by some other condition. 
Note that the first two conditions named correspond to the second blocking question that 
leads to an ASK interpretation in the example worked out in Figure II.I. 



12.3; Properti~ of Pl : -: · 

While complemmtary -roles: relate ;to "'8 ,mutual r.latiQOShip: of it and, P2., propfl'ties 

of Pl. indepn')denLof ,tM relationsmp Catt; alic, affecl tile. itl.,,_.ten '~"an fSA. OM 

in,portaRt cast" ·mffltiOl\ltd a helve 1s t_be non-mutual Y•. :iuch< at_MJ. appeal, to tM medicaJ 

experttst' of P2 wher<' Pl is n<Jt ;a patient Another~unportant c:laH of properties includes the 

likes and dilltkP$ .. of Pl (;omider, for-oalJlf)le, 123ilttffel•as~ HQ.UEST: 

12.3 I hav~ to be in Clt-vl'land by 9:00 le1J¥1rff#f~-

. ·,_.:. ( ... ; . . . . 
Let us assume that 12.3 is uttered in an offi" (a domain) to a secretary (a role name). Let us 

assulllt' further that the routine response to such a REQ.UEST in this office is to make 

travel arrangements, in particular to book a flight if the distance is appropriatl". Consider 

the case, however, in which Pl is afraid to fly and has made P2 aware of this fact. In this 

cast", some other routine action may be understood, such as malting train resttvations. This 

default would be associated with Pl. 
~\; ~·t·:··-!-· _.;,- ;~('., -.; 

In general. properties of Pl may blcx:k aketnative actions suggested by other 

knowledge sources (and hence pt"rform a disambiguation function), they may suggest totaffy 

new alternatives. or they may cause a reordering of existing alternatives: 
. i > 

12.1. Properlit'S of P2 

Properti~ of P2 that ar~ common knowledge to Pl and P2 can also have an effect on 

CM interpretatimt,of aa11SA. 
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If P2 is allergic to cats, Pl knows it, and P2 knows that Pl kftOws, then 12.1 will not 

(assuming the goodwithmJ,good memory of Pl}be a,RE.Q.UEST th~t,f,2.,aiclopt Tabby. 

In general. properties of P2 are of a type and behavior similar ~o properties of Pl. 

There i~. howPver, an added dimension. lo deciding whether an mter9retation is affmed 

by propertie~ of P2, P2 mu-st determine both whether P1 tnows about, the, property and 

wht-ther Pl ~eems·to be aware of it at tm- time of the REQ.UEST. To ~ke lht>Se decisions, 

P2 win mua Uy be operating with .highly womplttte knowledge. ,If there i5. any quesUon of 

the right choice; and if anything significant rides .Qn the choke. Pi 11iU ofte1 state the 

prof)t'rty (e.g., 12.5 in r~~onse to 12.i) as a verification of the choke. 

12.S If I weren't allergic to cats, I'd w happy·to take Tabby .. 

12.5. Exception Conditions 

The last four subsections havr enumerated sources of knowledge, with the stated 

assumption that standard conditions prevailed .. Jntei:pr~tions of .ISAs can be affected 

dramaticafff. howt~. by thfi e1<istrnce of ex<eptiofl (OflditionL, ExceptiOl,l.conditiQns are 

not a totally separate source of knowledge but are integrated inic> all r.,- categories 

discmst>d so far: domain, mfto, and t~ sper:i:d properties of Pl and P2. 

· An example of an apprat to .a domaif-.relat«I- exc•i°" G011dition is 12.6 uttered at 

home in a power failure. 

12.6 It's dark in here. 

If Pl is aware of the power failure, then it is very unlikely that 12.6 is a REQ.UES.T that P2 
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flip the ligtit switch. Om! to tM ~xceptioininditiorJ,, ilt-'this partiallar donuaia getting a 

flashhgh't mightlko'cffte·preffirfd attialrt(.tt1wft as tRane ildeftdm·t;t, Pl►. 

· Exceptibtftoriditfffls att not ·-ttmited 'Nt domains. A'iit bczpliult, ~ion tn a role 

might arise whm a-_,~ of mathiMry is l',n,ls aM a,ddfermnnamafacturing procedur~ 

must bt> USt'd. Finally, for Pf and P2.san ~'cCNlditiortmiptbr'a btokm leg. 

Exception a,nditions not OBl'f t,lc)cl or fflll'd« standanl dmlliti:ffl; •IMY may- also 

bring totally new ~~ of alternatives 'Of thfif •CIIIWn. 'fat ftlUlpie. the use of,a flashlight, 

while a solution to tl3rktit'Ss in -a Standatd S---. is •· a, ,.,,_ solutiOn tn "10$t

domains. Notf' that an implicit acti'en, er-other aspect of an 1$-A.·tall enly be •c1e;tr from 

context" in an exception situation when ttt. exc•iiJn N!llditica:hls-b,..- routi~ actions 

associated with it. We are still talking. then. about non-crnttw. roatttn, actions. The 

differmce is that these actions are associated with non-routine conclMians. -

12.6. The Cour5e of the lntffllction.to Date 

This- brings us to- the last-category, t_fie efftcn,t tht intetadiMI _ ~--,. 8'1gui1Uc .and 

·non~nguistk -~- betwttn. Pl and· P2. Sev«at,"diffefflltthinp may ~r here. Ftrs&. 

information may ~ gaiMd in , ... «-rse of the diakp tllllt dinctly pertains to the 

categories already discussett Pl may exptictlly specify tM ~in,. -.e.g. '"Let's view this 

problem geometrically.• One of Pl's roles may also M specified expliddy; e.g., "Spealt_, as 

the owner of this property. I want you to know that you're tmpassmg.• Similarly. Pl- or 

P2-based properties may ~ discussed uplicitly in the dialogue, or an exception condition 

may be noted. 
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Interpretations of ISAs may also be affected by specific tasks that are now or were 

previously underway in the course of the current interaction, as 'ffH IS' the goal structures of 

Pt and P2 revealed in the dialogue. 71 An example of the effect of specific task is the 

interpretation of examp~ 12.7. 

12.7 We have twenty cartons of paper clips. 

If the domain is an office and the specific task is taking inventory, then t2.7 can be 

interpreted as a simple representati\le. If the task is rearranging ·the supplies, then 12.7 

lends itself naturally to interpretation as a REQUEST fot'.advice on' where to put things or 

for help in moving them. An example of the effect of-discussion about goals is tt.8', which 

can be seen as part of an extended exchange related to planning the day. 

12.8 
12.8.1 Pl: I think. I'll go to the ABcP today. 
12.8.2 P2: We're out of flour. 

It is reasonable to construe P2's utterance in 12.8 as a REQ.UEST that Pl buy flour on the 

planned shopping trip. To see that this interpretation of 12.8.2 is dependent on 12.8.1, 

compare the following: 

12.9 
12.9.1 Pf Look at the snow. Let's bake a cake. 
12.9.2 P2: We're out of flour. 

The most obvious interpretation of 12.9.2 is as a representative acting as a rejection of the 
~ . ~.. ! 

suggestion in 12.9.l. 

71. r am assuming that goals and tash from previous dialogues and other shared 
experiences would already be assimilated and would be accessible as properties of the 
participants. 
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Another way that tht-- interactiQn to ~~ mar af(eq .(h,e interpretation of .. ISAs is in 

discu!>sion of the preconditions of a.ctions .. Consider, r.,- example. 12.10. 

12.10 
12.10.1 Pl: Do you play dominoes? 
12.10.2 Pl: I need a partner for the mixed doubles tour~~JJll F,riday~ 

; : ' . ; > ,-..,' . " ~ • . ; {; 

The presence of 12.10.1 clarifies the interpretation of the particular action in 12.I0.2: Pl wants 

P2 to agrtt t-0 be Pl's partner. in_ the tournament,. W~ th" preli'-71i_nary remark, the 
. . 

partic411ar a,uqn wouhl ~ considerably "" clear. Uue~~~J~.2 m~ht ,lUst as wen :be a 

RE.Q.UEST for advice or for sympathy. 

Although t am n<JJ attempting to describe_ 4ow the dialogue af(f(ts th_e ,interpretation 

of ISAs. a case could,be . .rnade for viewing.the ex,mples in th,is 514b~ as derivable from 

methods (Section i) and the Event Tree and recognition framework (Section 9). '(bis is a 

·_;1 •_,. < :: f ~! .· :1 . . 

natural approach, because the Event Tree is one rtcorq_,~ ,Jhe -~"~c and non::linguistic 

interaction between Pl and P2. Moreover, methods can provide strong conntctions betweffl 

utterances and strong expectations about cooditions in the environment. We can therefore 

expect methods and the Evmt Tree to be useful in mod~ffing many (although not aft) of Jie 

interactiom between Pl and P2 that can have an eff«t on ISA Interpretation. 

For Pl to construct a well-formed indirect speech act, thett must ~ a reasonable 

chance that P2 w'iil ~erpret the utterance as intended.· ·I~ ~1.·it·is mly by 
0

an appnl 

to shared knowledge that a correct interpretation becomes possible. The six · knowledge 

sour«-s discussed in.,tlli" section giv-e a» ~ start toward , catalqgue of the information 
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common to d1:ilogue p:irt1C1pants (or. more precisely, the information that one reasonably 

expects will be common) The knowledge can come out of shared experience, out of 

communication betwrm p:nticipants. or from the standards individuals and institutions 

impose to m:ike certa111 actions and knowledge "routine". 
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13. In Conclusion 

In this paper I have presented an account of a large number of ISA forms within 

task-oriented dialogue. Whtie the account was strongly motivated by computational 

considerations, non-computahonal arguments were used to justify many of .the distinctions 

made. The major characteristics of the approach that I have talc.en are as follows: 

-- St;irting from the observation of traditional speech act theory that language is 
action, I have advocated a uniform representalic;mal scheme for speech acts and non
linguistic actions. The foundation of the representation is the OWl.-1 method. 

-- Speech acts and other actions were combined into larger patterns of action, also 
represented by OWl,-1 methods. These larjfr pat~erns were, _u~ as a partial model of 
the structure of dialogue. This gave a framework in which to discuss issues of ISA 
recognition. 

-- The central processing assumption has been that the phenomenon of indirect 
speech acts is too complex to admit to a single, uniform computational treatment. It is 
necessa_ry, then, to identify classes of indirect speech acts that share similar 
computational properties and use different representations and processing strategies 
for the d i(f erent classes 

I have claimed that a process model of ISA. usage needs at least the following: 

l. rules based on general properties or speech acts and other actions 

2. patterns that represent special syntactic and cooccurrence behavi.or for 
frozen ISA forms 

~- rules that embody relationships that can be used in referring to implicit 
anions 

There is much more that needs to be done before a full process model of ISAs is 

achieved. First, there are the a~eas that were exphtitly excluded, among them, hedged 

performatives and "second order" IS As. implication's 'or is,( cholas, and the generation of 
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ISA forms. Second, more in-depth analysis is needed for individual speech acts. Some of 

these that are particularly interesting are the speech acts for stating facts, beliefs, and 

opinions. 0E"Spite a great deal of attention from philosophers and some linguists, there is 

still much that can be done in this area. Third, ~otions of context need t~ be more fully 

worked out. A fourth major area is reasoning· for disambiguation; we are fat from a 

complete understanding of how to block competing. but incorrect, interpretations of ISAs. 

Finally, I would like to comment on the implications of all of this for human-machine 

dialogue. Judging from the open problems I, have 1isted, one might expect that computer 

systems that reliably recognize ISAs would be many decades away. I think, however, that a 

partial solution to the prQblem is much more accessible to us. Using the speech act 

categonzation developed here. it is possible to identify useful subsets of ISAs. Thts already 

is an advantage, since it is often very diff1cu1t to identify usef~I subsets of English; 

frequently implementers find themselves in what amounts to an •an or r:to.thing• situation. 

Moreover. given the categorization, it will be easy lo describe ·what a system acto'aity dots 

for IS As. Since the categories were justafif'd to a large ext~t by surface English behavior, 

they should appear natural to speakers of English. · Again, this is an atta in which 

implementers havtt had only mixedsuccess. 

Another way in which the implementer's job can be greatly simplifaed is by carefully 

restricting the spttch acts accepted and the tasks available for discussion. (Both restrictions, 

of course. must be made clear to the_ user.) limiting the types_ of speech act accepted means 
• > :,' • ' - , •, 

that some secondary forces artt Si"'f)Jy not possib~ in t~ environmfflt. With only a_ few 
s' ' > ' • • • '. ~ • • ' - ~ - -' 

tasks handled, it is not as difficult to identify an imp~i« action; fewer tasks mean that the 

tasl intended will usually be •clear from contot.• 
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Thus. while m:iny prnblems renum to be solved, I feel that not only is a 

comput:it,on;il themy of ISA.s wrll on tts w:iy, but we are at the point where ISA processing 

can be done clP.111ly, 1f not yet completely, in computer dialogue systems. 
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Appendix A. Core Dialogue Methods 

This appendix contains a list of some of the core dialogue methods associated with 

the speech acts from Section 3. Along with the list of core methods is a description of the 

OBJECT casf:' specification as well as a description of the major standard path steps. The 

actual representation of these methods is done in 0111.-1. 

ASK-AND-ANSWER 
OBJECT: a what-. where-, who-. whether-. or when-question to be answered 
MAJOR STANDARD PATH STEPS: 

Pl AS Ks the question. 
P2 evaluates the query to decide whether to comply. 
P2 fmds the amwer. 
P2 gives the answer. 

ASK-AND-DESCRIBE 
OBJECT: a thing or how-question72 
MAJOR STANDARD PATH STEPS: 

Pl ASKs what the descnption is. 
P2 decides whether to comply. 
P2 gives the description. 

ASK-AND-EX PLAIN 
OBJECT: an action, a how-question, or a why-question 
MAJOR STANDARD PATH STEPS: 

Pl ASKs what the explanation is. 
P2 decides whether to comply. 
P2 gives the explanation. 

72. How-questions are ~plit between ask-and-describe and ask-and-explain depending on the 
type of information that seems appropr-i~. Of (;OW'st aslr.-af)d~descr!~ i,,nd ask-anc;t
eitplain can also be trigg:ert'd ,by .t, dtrect .t~il Jor a ~~o,q ~, explanation, 
rt>spectivety. Tht mot.ivatKJf\ for duUngu,st0i,g, asl,~-~~.~ ,1sk7a.nd-exp.lain. from 
ask-:md-anNt!f ,is that the first two- wilt ~ .$g "' irtr'Qtved · w,ith)ong~ aq~~rs tbat 
require- more sek-crion and organization of>thf,tnfor~. As~~-d~i-,e and ask;~n(i,:
explain -are ,d1stinguished from each ,other by the ,a.spect$:of ~ ,lQPiC ~at are considered 
relevant in a'nswering a how-question; for,, ask~and,explaip, t• 1e.1TIPb.asts is. on camal 
relationships. , .• _,,, .. , 
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REQUEST-AND-HELP 
OBJECT: an action that can be the object of REQ.UEST 

. exception: a repetitive action 
MAJOR St'ANDA'RD'PA'l"ff STEPS: · 

Pl REO_UESTs P2 to take responsibility for helping 
Pl wtth at\ action. . . - . 

P2 decides whether to comply. 
in eitht-r order: 
P2 ACKNOWLE0GEs the REQUEST . .... 
If not already understood, ro~s in thtt actiOIJ att as~ 

to the participants. 
then: 
The action is carried out 

SUGG EST-ANO-ACCEPT 73 

OBJECT: an action 
MAJOR STANDARD PATH ST[l'S: 

Pl SUGGESTs the action. 
P2 decides whether to comply. 
P2 ACC[PTs the suggestion. 

73. Note that the aet1on suggested ts not reprfff,._ as a· step in SUGGEST•AND
A'tctPT. This ifblica~ I ~ee su~'51iofts as directell:towanl a,ceptance:of an idea.· ,;aot 
dir~tiy toward'The·'it~tofl attioftr'(llttle dw possiltlempanse., "TT~s, • ffOd 
i~ea'l, There ·1s, ho~ver, ct ct&!t n4atior- l.wU.t'ffi a JU&~slianUOido an aaton aad • 
attfon .:rctua tty being :t.it'i'fl'd t\Ut. 'T1t ~~ ifh\s, we <afflAJ ttiaa there u .a- genetal $0dal 
dirl'ctiVf! thilt pebp~ 1ffbt11d' Mha'I~' m1!.0haMy. -1f ·there ts.·poiti-., .,,_tafJJ ·- an 
action (and no overntlihg objection to it} •thffl r.w, IICtiGff sl•ulch• carried -out. Thu 
information would be incorporated into processes for selecting goals. 
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Appef!_di~ __ Jl. Matching Semantic Representations against Rules 

Although the ISA rull's in this paper have been presented informally, I am assuming 

a highly restricted relationship between the patterns ~ified by the JSA rules and the 

semantic representations of particular English utterances. This appen~ix summarizes the 

relationship. 

First. we mmt consider the level of representation. The dialogue model I am 

assuming assigns more than one s,mantic rttpresentation to an utterance, (These 

represematiom are summarized in, Appendix L) -Lw»lt. t:,o,w~ver, to make my remarks on 

matching .1s indept>ndmt as pess,ble of the p~nicular choi"~.of Jq>~tat~ level for rules _ 

and utter-ames. For the purpose of explanatiQR, -it- is auumed, tlaat Jhe twq repr~ntations 

are at the same level or dost" enough. so that the cqrrespondmces ~weeJJ dements can be 

easily identified. 

This brings us to the const_raints -on o,atdli,ng. Ip, saying that a semJa:t!ic 

representation S matches a pattern in an ISA rule, I mean that the elements of S correspond. 

to the elements of the pattern by any one of the following relationships: 

J. . An element of .s matches an ele~nt of U1e pauerJ} ei<actJy. 

2. An element of S has a subclass relationship to the element of the pattern. (I am 
assuming that the "class" relationship in "subclass" and "superclass" below is OWl.-1 
spedaJiz~tiOO. See HawkmSQfl [Bi The importaat po\l}t here,1.$'. tfiat the two elemfflts 
are related to each other by an explicit classification link in the knowledge base.) 

~- An element of S has a superclass relationship ·to the element of the pattern. 

4. An element of S may match a variable in the ISA pattern either by relationships 
(IH3)· or by being -;m instance of the variab,le ~-, In .tbjJ p~r. vari.-bles are 
signalled by the use of somt, a, or the in the statement of rules and preconditions. Tlat 
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indicates the case where a variable must-be matched by an instance. if and somt a~ 
used where either an instance match may occur or relationships (1)-(3) may be 
appealed to. 

5. P~rases in r~les , and speech act preconditions appearing in this paper in 
parentheses ,1 re not' e~pected to·· :hav~ . c~itig . -~'ts ift: lltMante · 
representa t iom. 

6. One of the relationships (2), (3), or (i) apply, and added constraints on what may 
match the pattern are either given explicitly in tM pattern or supplied by'~ '8th« 
parts o!. _the match that .have been completed. 

The' third refaUonship above fs necessary. but it'lliSfgnifita~-h cemfnon than the first, 

plays a ro~ in determhnng tharttfft'mott'spttlffr~•ut~,t,attem 1is•1,ttng,reffftecl to. 

Td ilfusfr:tre the fourtft' mimtfng telatkffllrip'; ~- ,,_.Ing uamplllr ·1 - - • 

B.t Scmrrt4111g gMd is Mtt11d to ctnttrtif ;r lf yoa-buy-a:~er. 
8.2 )'mt'I/ lra11t a good cl,anct of n,inni11g if you buy a dollar tkket. 

Examples BJ and 8:2 dn bt- intttpttred: as a E(llft!STs- ·dffnfd.• fnlfll ble · 6.2. te,eated 

hm. 

Pl can convey a spttch ittt indir«tly by --

-- a representative witll t~~ifJl'OPO'ittoWal' cantenf that tonle' desirable result or 
rt>sults can M expected for some int~ed fff«t of the speech act. 

. , . ~ .~ - " . ~ 

Under this _interpretation, the parts of the txamplt in ftllits would correspond nnht phrase 
. . • ,,1: ,,:-L 

•some desiritble rt>sutt or results• in the rule. TM italicized clause in BJ would be related to 

the ~ule by one of the relation~ip~ Ot(3~-above, depending on ~at stand one took on the 

~lationship bftwl'ffl the good i1ld tltf• desirahle. The itatkia!d di• in B.2 • would be 
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considered as conveying an instance of the phrase in the rule, since winning ls one possible 

desir,1b1e result. 

In this ,1ccmmt of matching, there is still a missing pie":. the actual relationships 

between p<1rt1cular representations. In kttpmg with the informality of the rules that I am 

presenting. I do not attempt a taxonomy of representations (i.e. hierarchic structures from a 

world model). 74 In addition, I make no attempt to characterize the features of English that 

make some realisations of a rule more idiomatic than others. My purpose in discussing 

matching is to show that, despite the informality of the presentation, I am expecting the 

matching process to be a relatively straightforward, highly constrained operation. 

7i. Two expressions that come up repeatedly in the statement of the rules, however, are 
worth · noting I assume that believe has a superclass relationship to all idea-holding 
concepts. e.g .. thinking, knowing. assuming, hypothesizing, etc. Wcsnr has a superclass 
relationship to all goal-holding concepts, e.g., desiring, needing, etc. 
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Appt'ndix C. ISA Examples for Rules 6.1 to 6.9 

Tht> rult's restated: 

Pl can convt'y a spm:h act indirectly by --

Rule 6.1 

(i) ASK 1ng whether the intended speech act is necessary 

(i1) ASKing whether an equivalent speech act (i.e .. one with the same principal 
intended effect) has already been performed 

(iii) AS King whether the" ptincipal intended effect ca-n be ex~ to occur ~iJhout the 
spttch act 

(iv) ASKing whether the principal intended effect of the speech act has already 
occurred 

Rutt> 6.2 

-- a rt>presentative with the propositional content that some desirable result or results 
can be expected for some intended effect of the speech act. 

Rule 6.3 (for Pl-b_ased preconditions} 

-- a rt>presentative of the topic of a Pl-based precondition of the speech act. 

Rule 6.4 (for P2-baSt'd preconditions►. 

-- an ASK of the topic of a P2-based precondition of the speech act. 

Rule 6.!i (for unmarked preconditions}. 

-- an ASK of the topic of an unmarked precondition of the speech act. 
This rule applies in a context where Pl believes P2 has better knowledge of the 
condition in the precondition topic. 

Rule 6.6 (for unmarked preconditions): 

-- a representative of the topic of an unmarked precondition of the speech act. 
This rule applies in a context where Pl believes Pl has better knowledge of the 
condition in the precondition topic. 
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Rule 6.7 (for unmarkf'CI preconditions►, ; \ 
-- a repr('sentative of an unmarked precondition of the sptteh act where Pl btilieves fie 
or she has better knowledge of the condition. 

Rule 6.8 (for groups of preconditions): 

-- a REO ... UEST form of an action that is a goal pf Pl (j.e;,.~ for,■ Ptwan~ ~) This,. 
rule is applicable only when the spttch act has preconditions that are exact matches or 
specializations of the four preconditions of REQ..UEST. 

Rule 6.9 

-- an ASK allout whfther P2 Will tate.te5flCl"stbiftty f.q,, carrying °"t. an "~cttve• action 
that is a goal of Pl (i.e., A for "Pl wants A~~ ·._ , .·• . ,· : ,-r i! 

This rule is applicable only when · the sptteh act has preconditions that are exact 
mittWff or- sft«ia~tionsof the four:pretald,ianef lU.QYi$t'f, . 
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ASK 

propositional content: some question 

simp1e form: <interrogative> e.g., Where's the mustard? 

principal intf:'nded effect: that P2 tell Pl the answer to the question in the propositional 
content 

Rule 6.1 
+ Do I need to ask you where the· mustard is? 
-ii- Did I ask you where the mustard is? 
-iii- Do you intmd to tell me-where the mustard is? 
-iv- Did you tell me where the mustard is? 

Rule 6.2 
-- 1'11 be able to finish these sandwiches if you ten me where the mustard is. 

Precondition-based Examples 

1. Pl wants to know the answer to the question. 

-R6J- I want to know where the mustard is. 

11. Pl helieves that P2 can tel1 the answer to the question. 

-R6.5- Can you tell me where the mustard is? 
-R6 6- You can tell me where the mustard is. 
-R6.7- I believe you can tell me where the mustard is. 

Ill. Pl believes that P2 is willing to ten the answer to the question. 

-R6.i- Would you be willing to tel1 me where the mustard is? 
-R6.i- Do you want to tell mt' where the mustard is? 

IV. Pl wants P2 to tell Pl the answer to the question. 

-R6.3- I'd like you to tell me where the mustard is. 

V. Pl behf.'ves that P2 has some obligation (a role oblig~tioA, authority obligation, or 
genera I obligation to be helpful) to pt to teH Plthe answer to the question. 



-RG.!>- GAP 75 

-RG.6- You ought to tell me where the mustard is. 
-R66- It's your obligation as a member of this ~llokl to tetJ ~ w,~ere t_he 

mustard is. · · · · •. · ·' 

-RG.7- I think you should tell me:•re tt..~rc) is. 

lt .... V, togeth,r: 

-R6.8- Tell me where the mustard is. 
-R6.9- Will you tell me where the mustard is? 

75. Although it is poS!ib~ to construct contexu tn which this form can be used. k seems to 
be only marginal. Forms such a "st.uldn't ,-,..at• __ r, al.Id ""' you lhtnk you 
should tell me ... ?· are far more common. (Stt s«tion 6.3.1 for discussion or these latter 
fonm.) Other forms d«tvfli·from .,,,.ialtillft el,Rule &J. co A$k V. ~ not convey an 
ASK of thf> ptGpOSit;o,tat CGMent at •· fer, ttt-,lf,, r.N~~,--~ ,~~ J,s.' ~JQ.U £ST 
that P2 refrain from telling. Perhaps Ru~ 6.S d°'5 not apply to ASK V. because Pl is 
assumed to know about any obligations that P2 has to Pl, IO that there is no reason to 
~stion P2. 
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OFF[R 

propositiona I content: some action that Pl btlieves wtft M of benefit to P2 

simple form: none 

principal intmdl'd l'fftct: that P2 accept Prs commitment to tal-e responsibility for the action 
in the ptopmihonal content 

Rule 6.1 

+ ?Do I need to offer you a ride to the airport? 76 

-ii- Has anybody offered you a ridt' to the airport? 
-iii-GAP77 

-iv- Have you accepted a ride to the airport? 

Rule 6.2 
-- I'd feel a Jot better if you'd accept a ride to the airport. 

Precondttion-ba~ed Examples 

I. Pl wants to take responsibility for the action. 

-R6.3- I want to·drive you to the airport.· 

JI. Pl believes that Pl can take responsibility for Pl's part of the action. 

-R6.5- Can I drive you to the airport? 
-R6.6- I can drive you to the airport. 
-R6.7- I assume I can drive you to the airport. 

Ill. Pl is willing to take responsibility for PJ's part of the action. 

-R6J- I'm more than willing to drive you to the airport. 
-R6.3- I'd be glad to drive you to the airport. 

IV. Pl wants P2 to perform some action that complements Pt's part of the action. 

-R6.3- 1 want you to accept a ride to the airport. 

76. This form seems to be marginal due to the conflict between its angry connotations and 
the level of politeness involved m an OFFER. 

77. This gap is explained by the fact that the principal intended effect for OFFER can be 
brought about only by the speech act; there is no independent means of achieving it. Thus. 
Clause iii of Rule 6.1 can never hold. 
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V. Pl believes P2 can perform some action that complements Pt's part of the actton. 

·R6.!i- Cart·you accq,t,a ride tothea-itpart?: 
·R6.6- You tan accept a ride to the airport. 
·R6.7- I assume you can accept a ride to the airport. 

VI. Pl bf'lievt'I that P2. would, l>e- willing'1o ~form SOfTle a~iQn that -~lements 
Pl's pair of the action. · · 

-R6.4- Would you be willing to accept a ride to the airport? 
.. .--~ ~'ti ,-,,. :.f F _)( , < ,_ ><'. _ · ':. , 

VII. Pl bt>lieves that P2 hu ao oJ>ljgatiOQ.{to ~.t;,dP(qli;), (O, J>t perform some action 
that complements Pl's part of th~ actton. 

-R6.!i- GAP 
-R 6.6- You must accept a ride to the airport. 
-R6.7- GAP . , · - . __ . _ . __ 
v Ill, Pl believes that P2 has an obligatioh' to P2 (by Virtue or P2's own; self.interest) 
to perform some action that complffllents Pt's part of t"-'~,ctJ91"t., 

-RG.!t- GAP78 

-R6.6- That suitcase is htavy. You should Id mr'drive you to the.airport. 
-R6.7- That suitcase is htavy. I thifM. yc,u ~Jcf.Jet nte cl'1" -~ to tbe,aJrport. 

IV.-VII. sog•h«: 

• R&.8- Pitas. accepc a rkk to the•~ _ 
-R6.!I- Wal yau acctpt a rtcw to tlw alrp8'1?_ , • 

78. See discussion for ASK V. 
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SUGGEST 

propositional content: an action 
except for: actions in which Pl and P2 stiare common agfflty 

simp1e forms: 
I. What about <action>? e.g .• What about joining the Marin"? 
2·. How about <action>? e.g., How about joining the Marin,s? 

principal intended effect: that P2 consider taking responsibility for the action jn the 
propositiona 1 <:ontent. 

Rule 6.1 

+ Need I suggest that you join the M arinn? 
-ik Has anyone suggested that you join the Marin"? 
-iii- Are you thinking about joining th~ Marl8"? 
-iv- Havf' you consid(fed joining the Marines? 

Rule 6.2 
-- I'd be pleased if you'd consider joining the Marines. 

Precondition-based Examp1es 

- I. Pl wants P_2 to,consider taking r~~ponsibility for the action. 

-R63- I want you to think about joining the Marines. 

JI. Pl helieves that P2 can consider taking responsibility for the action. 

-R6.!'>- Could you think about joining the Marinn? 
-R6.6- You could think about joining the Marines. 
-R6.7- I think you could consider joining the Marines. 

IJI. Pl believes that P2 is willing to consider taking responsibility for the action. 

-R6.i- Are you willing to consider joining the Marines? 
-R6:1- Do you want to think about joining the Marines? 

JV. Pl believes that P2 has an obligation (to •be he1pfur) to Pl to consider the 
action. 
-R6.5- GAP79 

-R6.6- You should think about joining the Marines. 

79. See discussion for ASK V. 
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-R6.7- I think you should consider joining the Marines. 

V. Pl belie-ves that P2 can take respomibility for the acti~ . . 
,., . 'I" : f" 

-R6.5-
, -R6.6-

-R6.7-

Can you join tht>·M~rines? 
You can join the Marines. 
I assume y0t,i_c.an join the Marines. 

' ,. • > } • - • ': • ' ~ ' .. - •• : ••• , 

VI. Pl believes thal'Wis willi~g-to rak~'respoksibittty :t& W,,tidion. 

-R6.4- Are you willing to join th~ Marines? 
-RG.4- Would you be willing to join the Marines? 

VII. Pl believes that there are some reasons why the action is desirable. 

-R6.;. 
-R6.6-
·R6.6-
-RG.7-

• •"" • • • _,, r• • (l1 ' 

Would it be good for YPJI tc;, jom the M·a~ines? . 
1c would be good ftii you !~,,1~:ttie:~•rlhis. . . . . .; ,, . 
You'd be a credit to your, s~r',Njttff f~.Jo,i~-~,~arin~_s.

0
_ 

I bt>lit'Vt' it would bt' gooo1l'ci'rj youltlf'joiit'~ M'•rmes: ., " , . 

V Ill. Pl beht>vt>s that P2 has a{I~ ob)!gation to_~~ (_~f. ~~~ ~f,P2) 1)Wn sel(-intmst) 
to consider taking responsibility for'the-adion. · · · "' · .,., · · · · 

-RG.5- GAP80 

-R6.6- You need a new experieo,ce._y~:!~W mn,t~, .. ~~,i~es. _ " 
-RG.7- You need a new experifflce. I thffil you should joln the Mar,nes. 

1.-IV. together: 

-RG.8- Thini about joini.:a-g,tht
0

Marine~ .. 
-R6.9- Will you consider Jo$rt,ing the Marines?_ 

80. Stt discussion for ASK V. 
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Appendix D: ___ Relating Rule 7.6 to O\\'l.-1 Methods 

The notion of a basis for action defined in Section l5.3 can be related to the general 

structurf:' of actions discussed in Section 4. By doing so, we get an additional level of detail 

for the definition of "basis for action" and hence a sounder understanding of Rule 7.6 and 

of type 3 implicit-action forms. Moreover, it should be easy to see that the additional level 

of detail has strong relevance for a computational treatment of these forms. I start with a 

look at undemable states and then go on to look at signals and symptoms. 

Undesirable states that refer to ongoing methods (i.e. actions in progress) correspond 

to method failure conditions, For example. D.I, which reports a failure in an ongoing 

copymg process may be used to REQUEST that P2 fix the copier. 

D.I The paper pmmed. 

Other undesirable states (e.g.. "It's cold in here.") will match the negation of the 

PR INCIPAL-R [SULT or other results of some method known to P2. (We expect the 

method(s) to be known to P2 due to Pl's obligation to avoid ambiguity; see Section 6.1.) In 

addition. I suspect that very frequently undesirable states will correspond to an initial 

condition81 in a special plannmg method. For example, there might be a special planning 

method that contained information on "what to do when the room is cold," ~ncluding 

alternative actions and the tradeoffs between them. (For further discussion of these 

methods, see Section 12.) 

81. This could possibly be represented in a semantic input case called INITIAL
CONDITION which would be defined as a specialization of SOURCE, i.e., the point 
started from. 
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This takes care of the relationship of undesirable states to OWl.-1 methods. The 

handling of signals and symptoms differs according I<> whetltff or not they are retated to 

mf'thods alrt'ady undt"rway in the dia-logu~ encounter; •Sighals 'Md symptoms,,related to 

ongoing methods will appear tn a -conditmnal· ~- 'for example, a- ake--baking method 

that uses ,m oven timer will have a conditionaf step correspomliftg to d~follawing: 

When the buzzer of the oven timer goes off, check to see if the cake is done. 

That'is. givm the signal, perform an action: SimifarlJ, whether w nGt a cate method uses 

a signaJ. the following sort of conditional step might appear: · 

When the cake starts to smell. check to see if it is done. 

Again the same type of pattern: given a symptom, pttform an action. In addition to the 

simple presence of rhe stat~ and actions in the method, we might Waftt to ,lal:,el them 

explicitly as symptorm or signals. N<n that the conditionaf steps referred to tn type 3 

implicit-actions may appear not onty in tht> -most• gfttffat lfingding ,ffl!thoc:h but also; tn 

substeps of them (whk:h are tttem~ts".1'f't.,-_st, ·enping metliodsi Thu$, not only the 

steps in the bah•cake "method might twust'd as a bms for lff'e' 3~t&At t,ut also steps in the 

mix-batter or grea~-pan methods. 

For signals and symptoms unrelated to ongoing methods, it itpt,nrs that one needs an 

additional set of repre!-entahons in the knowledge base. These would,concain information _ 

such as that for the following example signal: 

The fire alarm is a signal of a fire or a drill. 
When it goes off, leave the building immediately. 
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i.e <signal> is a signal of <event or process>. 
When <signal> happens <carry out an action>. 

A comparable example for symptoms is: 

Pl shivering is a symptom of Pt's being cold. 

i.e <symptom> is a symptom of <state> 

· Note that symptoms, especially, are not necessarily one-to-one. That is, shivering may also 

be a symptom of other states, e.g .. fright. Second, I am expecting the fact that it is 

undesirable for a person to be cold to be independently determinable from other 

information in the knowledge base. 

In summary, to relate type 3 Implicit-action forms to OWl.-1 methods. we have called 

on a number of different structures. Failure conditions, PRINCIPAL-RESUL Ts and other 

results, and states in conditional steps were used to represent the undesirable states, signals, 

and symptoms from Rule 7.6. In addition, independent structures were suggested for some 

uses of signals and symptoms. 
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Appendix £: A Sum_!liary of Representation Levels in the General Recognition Model 

The system configuration discussed in Section 9.1 presupposes various types of 

s.emantic representations. In this appendix 1 collect the different. representations and show 

brieny how they relate to each other. This list is suggested as the minimal set of 

representations for a general recognition process. 

Surf~~e Semantic Representation (SSR) 

This representatmn output by the parser closely follows the surface English utterance. Its 

salient features are: 

-- Noun group references not needed for the parsing process may remain unresolved 
( "1 "' ") e.g., saw 1m. . 

-- Systematically ambiguous rel,1tionships between constituents may be unresolved if 
not needed for parsing. For example, "He was hit '7 tltt door: Here, t, is 
systematically ambiguous between the agent or cause of the action in a passive 
construction (i.e. the door made contact with the person) and a location marker (i.e. 
the door is viewed as a place). The fact' that the- locatwe is less likely as an 
interpretation does not mean that it can be ignored as a possible reading. 

-- Choices between word senses need not be made unless, again, they are forced by the 
parsing process. For example, in "1 get it" gtt may be synonymous with understand, 
or. if it refers to a journal, get coufd be syhon1ffiOUS with r«riw or even subscribe to. 
The SSR, however, would contain only a concept corresponding to get unless further 
specialization were necessary for a completed parse. 

-- ISA forms are prt>served. That is, "Can you open the window?" would always have 
a SSR that rt>corded its interrogative· nature and that contained a concept 
corresponding to can. Representation of any REQUEST intentions would not occur 
at this level. 



Interpreter levt'1 Rtpresentation OLR) 

This n the ma1n lev-.1 of reprl'Sffltation-used by lJie .~,-~•; methods are ,Jmong 

the structures repre5fflf«f at this level. ILR:.has thf-~iag charac.teristics~ 

-- It ts a case-frame orimted representation. The core set of cases are descri~ in 
Section 4. 

-- Among its constituent concepts ILR may contain variables. The use of these is 
disctissed for the next representation type. 

[valuiltro lLR 

This is an ILR with the appropriate other pieces of ILR bound to Its variables. 

[valuation itflows gmeral pieces of-ll.R to be .mated to CW'~ ef'YiJonfflffltS .. Evaluated 

ILR is output by tht' module Evaluate and is used, among other places. In the structural 

expectatiOns (Stt Section 9.2). 

For example. tf an Oilier-fast-food. Pf«:edure -$ll!p wer~:;~jaty~ for three Big 

Burgt"l's a11d a f)f'f50n. called Julia, then the cona,pt fpr julia 1tfPJ11d · lie bound to the 

variable for the AGENT of the cat). and the concept for the Big Jkargers would be bound 

to th'! varilibk- in the OBJECT sp«Kkation .. We thus get a tra.nsfonnaUon from one 

repr~mtation to another with roug.bly the folhMHing information «.'-~t: 

RI: AGENT (a person) orders fast feod from the CP·AGENT (a perSOf!) 
RZ: Julia ordt'rs three Bag Burgers from Counter-person-I · · · 

The evaluated call repr~sentation of R2 can be ~.to.search for an appropriate method to 

carry out the procedure. 
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Transitiona 1 Representation 

Transitional representation is the level of representation that appears in special 

matching patterns, some of which are discussed in Section 11.82 This representation is 

called "transitional" because it bridges the gap between SSR and ILR. Transitional 

repre-.entations share case frame structuring and the use of variables with ILR, but they 

share sentence-type marking (declarative, interrogative, imperative) and indirect forms with 

SSR. Each transitional representation has an associated ILR, and a successful match of a 

SSR agaimt the transitional representation (e.g., by the reference matching process) 

automatically binds the variables in the ILR. 

Other Repre~entations 

It is quite possible that some semantic domains will require other sorts of 

representations. While the units of the current JLR are not to be construed as lexical items, 

ILR is intentionally linguistically oriented. There would no doubt be a need for quite 

different repre .. entations, e.g. tabular information and mathematical formulas. The 

representations summarized in this section, then, are seen as a minimum, not necessarily a 

complete set. 

82. This representation type was called "subsurface level representation" in earlier versions 
of the model. 


